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Abstract
The last decade has witnessed a great deal of research in modelling volatility of financial asset 
returns, expressed by time-varying variances and covariances. The importance of modelling 
volatility lies in the dependence of any financial investment decision on the expected risk and 
return as formalized in classical asset pricing theory. Precise evaluation of volatilities is a 
compulsory step in order to perform correct options pricing according to recent theories of the 
term structure of interest rates and for the construction of dynamic hedge portfolios. Models 
of time varying volatility represent an important ground for the development of new estimation 
and forecasting techniques for situations not reconcilable with the Gaussian or, more generally, 
a linear time series framework. This is particularly true for the statistical analysis of time 
series with long range dependence in a nonlinear framework. The aim of this thesis is to 
introduce parametric nonlinear time series models with long memory, with particular emphasis 
on volatility models, and to provide a methodology which yields asymptotically exact inference 
on the parameters of the models. The importance of these results stems from: (i) rigorous 
asymptotics was lacking from the stochastic volatility literature; (ii) the statistical literature 
does not cover the analysis of the asymptotic behaviour of quadratic forms in nonlinear non- 
Gaussian variates that characterizes our problem.
NOTATION:
K  denotes any arbitrary constant.
rsj B(x) as x  ->• xo denotes that the ratio A(x)/B(x)  converges to one as x -¥ xq 
(asymptotic equivalence).
For any function h(X; </>), — n  < A < 7r, ^ a g x l  vector ,(J> 6 $  C R 9, integrable over 
[ - 7T, 7r], 7/i(u; (f>), u =  0, ± 1 ,... denote the sequence of its Fourier coefficients.
For any (second-order) real stationary processes {Zt}, {Wt} t =  0, ± 1 ,...:
7z(0 > 1 =  0, ± 1, ±2  denotes the autocovariance function,
pz(l), I = 0, ± 1, . . .  denotes the autocorrelation function,
/z(A), —7r < A < 7r denotes the power spectrum (if it exists).
7 zw(0 i f =  0, ± 1, . . .  denotes the crosscorrelation function,
f z w (A), —7r < A < 7r denotes the cross spectrum (if it exists) where fw z(v )  = 
fzw {-u )-
Q zzz (Ai, A2, A3) denotes the trispectrum for Zt, —7r < A* < 7r, * =  1, 2,3.
For any sequence at, t =  1 , . . . ,  T, a =  ^  X)t=i at-
tr(A) expresses the trace and | A  \ the determinant for any matrix A.
8(u,v) denotes the Kronecker delta.
1(A) denotes the indicator function which takes value one if the event A  is true and zero 
otherwise.
<W^;0) =  ]C £ iai(9)bi+i(0), I > 0 integer for arbitrary Oj(0) ,6j(0),i =  1, 2, . . .  both 
functions of some vector 0, including the constant function case ai(9) = a,, bi(0) =  b,.
It  denotes the identity matrix of dimension T  x T.
1 t  denotes a T  x 1 vector of ones.
De (0) =  ■§$vecE(0) for some matrix E(0) function of a vector 6, denotes the gradient 
with respect to 9.
|| . || denotes the Euclidean norm.
Np(p, X)) denotes a random vector p x 1 normally distributed with mean p and variance 
covariance matrix £.
X p denotes a random variable distributed like a central chi-square with p  degrees of free­
dom.
—>p denotes convergence in probability.
-td  denotes convergence in distribution.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter we consider some aspects of the empirical distribution of financial asset returns 
thus motivating the importance of volatility models. In particular we review the basic volatility 
models both in the short and long memory case and we assess the limits of linear modelling in 
order to capture the dynamic features of financial data.
1.1 Models of time varying volatility
1.1.1 Some stylized facts.
Let us consider seven time series of asset returns. In all cases we calculate the return as 
xt = ln(Pt/Pt-1) for t =  1,3,. . . ,  3089 where P* denotes the speculative price of the asset. In 
particular we will consider the exchange rate Yen/Pound, spot and forward , the exchange rate 
Dollar/Pound spot and forward and the return indices FTSE 100 , FTSE All and the S&P 
500 All
The data are daily and run from 1 Jan 1985 through 1 Nov 1996 and are plotted in Figure 1.1 
(forex) and Figure 1.2 (stock returns).
In Table 1.1 we report the Ljung and Box (1978) statistic based on the first 24 and 300
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Figure 1.1: Plots of the time series of foreign exchange rate returns. Daily data from 2 Jan 1985 to 1 Nov 
1996.
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Figure 1.2: Plots of the time series of stock return indexes. Daily data from 2 Jan 1985 to 1 Nov 1996.
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Figure 1.3: Foreign exchange rate returns: correlograms lag 0 — 300 for the time series of returns in the ‘levels’ 
(first row) and in the ‘squares’ (second row).
Figure 1.4: Stock return indexes: correlograms lag 0 — 300 for the time series of returns in the ‘levels’ (first 
row) and in the ‘squares’ (second row).
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Table 1.1: Sum m ary S tatistics:
Data Q(24) (p — value) Q \ 24) Q(300) (p — value) Q2(300) kurtosis skewnes
sYP 53.76 (exp-3.34) 738.15 338.68 (exp-1.21) 1665.86 6.23 0.001
fYP 50.70 (exp-2.94) 635.36 338.58 (exp-1.20) 1437.41 6.80 0.001
sUP 73.13 (exp-6.14) 607.01 371.09 (exp-2.49) 1412.63 5.48 0.079
fUP 69.37 (exp-5.56) 580.32 362.45 (exp-2.11) 1363.59 5.68 0.075
F100 48.66 (exp-2.68) 697.64 386.97 (exp-3.29) 1144.66 5.35 0.002
FA11 88.59 (exp-8.61) 706.78 447.15 (exp-7.14) 1131.53 6.84 0.008
S500 38.45 (exp-1.51) 605.49 426.77 (exp-5.71) 1872.24 8.89 0.35
wsY P ” =  spot Y en/Pound, ”fYP” =  forward Y en/Pound, 
”sU P ” =  spot D ollar/Pound, ”fU P ” =  forward Dollar /P ou nd , 
”F100” =  FTSE 100, ”FA11” =  FTSE A ll, ”S500” =  S&P500 .
The data refers to  the period 1'* Jan 1986 to  1** N ov 1993 (3088 observations).
Columns 2 — 5 report the Ljung and Box (1984) test statistic w ith 24 and 300 lags respectively  
for the data in th e level (columns 2 and 4) and in the squares (columns 3 and 5), . 
w ith p-value in parentheses (not reported in colum ns 3 and 5 because negligible).
For the stock return indexes we skipped the week starting on the M onday IT O ctober 1987.
sample autocorrelations for the raw data xt and for the squares yt = x2 in the first two columns 
(Q(24), Q2(24)) and third and fourth (Q(300), Q2(300)) respectively. In parentheses we report 
the p-value based on the usual x 2 approximation for the raw data figures only, the others being 
highly significant. Finally in the last two columns we report the sample coefficients of kurtosis 
and skewness for the raw returns.
The test statistic is always highly significant for the squares yt and, to a much smaller degree, 
about half of the times for the a;*. But where the two cases really differ is in the magnitude of 
the test statistic itself. In other words the level of significance is around 1:11 and 1:4 for the xt 
relative to the corresponding yt case when one considers 24 and 300 lags respectively.
The results clearly indicate some degree of serial correlation in the levels but with substantial 
and significant serial correlation in the squares. In particular, for the forex Dollar/Pound and 
the stock indices the degree of dependence in the squares appears particularly strong, given the 
high significance of the portmanteau statistic up to the 300th lag. For all the series the kurtosis 
is much greater than that for Gaussian data, ranging between 5 and 8 in particular for the S & 
P 500 return index series which also displays the greatest skewness.
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In Figures 1.3 and 1.4 we present the correlograms up to lag 300 for the forex data and the 
return indexes data respectively both in the levels and the squares. From the plots we immedi­
ately recognize the striking difference in the dependence structure for the raw and the squared 
data, the latter being characterized by an approximate hyperbolic decay in the autocovariance 
function as the lag increases.
1.1.2 Economic interpretations of volatility models.
At the present time it seems difficult to justify an equilibrium asset price with a time varying 
second moment, solution of a fully specified general equilibrium model. Indeed, the SV models 
were originally obtained simply as discrete approximations of the diffusion processes used in 
classic asset pricing models. In terms of ARCH-type models there are even less justifications 
given its discrete time structure. Bekaert (1996) proposed an asset pricing model in a dynamic 
programming framework where the equilibrium return has an ARCH behaviour in the squares, 
but the model, as it stands, appears of limited usefulness for the understanding of the source 
of time varying volatility. In fact, the result is obtained specifying the state variable as having 
an ARCH behaviour as well, thus making the model one of partial equilibrium.
Probably the most successful way of motivating changes in volatility is still to be found 
in the work of Clark (1973), subsequently refined by Tauchen and Pitts (1983), and Andersen 
(1996) among others. Very simply, this family of models states that price changes occur as 
a result of a random number of intra-daily price movements in turn caused by information 
arrivals. Hence in its simplest formulation the model puts
nt
Xt = Y l Xi>t
i=1
with the z-th event on period £, i = 1, . . . ,  nt changing by the return on the same day. 
Usually the model sets the Xitt and the nt to be independent and identically distributed and 
independent from each other. The specification of the {nt} process will drive the asymptotic 
distribution of the xt.
Standard results apply (Clark 1973, Theorem 2) when the process {nt} is made of a sequence 
of positive integral valued random variables such that
nt/t -+p 1, as t —»• oo,
5
where —>-p denotes convergence in probability. In other words, if nt has small variation around 
t  for large t, then xt approaches the normal distribution as t oo.
On the other hand, assuming that nt has appreciable variance around t even for large t, for 
instance when
nt/t -*d as t —f oo,
denoting convergence in distribution, where Z  is a non negative random variable with 
E(Z) =  1, independent of the X{tt, then (Clark 1973, Theorem 3) x t / t1/2 converges in distribu­
tion to a random variable u with density
Pdf(u) = (2^ ) i /2 exp(-v?/(2Z)),
which is a function of Z  and thus not a Gaussian density function. The {a;*} is an example of 
a subordinate process (Clark 1973).
More insightful information can be gained from models which consider the joint dynamic of 
asset return and trading volume (Tauchen and Pitts 1983) (Gallant, Hsieh, and Tauchen 1991), 
with both variables being mixture of i.i.d. variates driven by the same mixing variable n .^
This is a promising field of research yet underdeveloped in order to obtain a full general 
equilibrium model, perhaps on the line of Campbell, Grossman, and Wang (1993) who explained 
the joint behaviour of return autocorrelation (in the levels) and trading volume dynamics.
1.1.3 Classifying m odels o f changing volatility
Let us assume that the raw series xt has conditional mean equal to zero and conditional variance 
equal to of, conditioning on the information set It so that
x t \It (1.1)
Volatility models differ by the way in which the information set Iu driving the conditional 
variance, is specified (Shephard 1996) (Ghysels, Harvey, and Renault 1995).
Two important classes can be drawn with this respect. Volatility models of the first class 
define It as belonging to the sigma-field generated by the past realizations of xt, viz. X t~i =  
{xa|s — Most of these kind of models are known as ARCH-type models since the seminal
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work of Engle (1982) where the conditional variance is a linear function of a finite number p of 
past squared observations yt =  x% :
=  ao +  aiyt-i  +  a2yt- 2  +  . . .  +  apyt- p. (1.2)
Therefore we can reinterpret (1.1) as giving explicitly the one-step-ahead forecast density
art|jrt_1 ~JV(0,<7?). (1.3)
The important thing to notice is that today’s conditional variance is completely determined
once we know past observations or, in other words, it is said to be observed.
In the second important class of models, It is set to be a function of some latent process, 
say It. These kinds of models are known as Stochastic Volatility (SV) models. The dynamic for 
the logarithm of the variance is defined as a function of the unobservable process It. A simple 
example (Taylor 1986) is :
xt\k ~  AT(0, exp(lt)), lt = Po+ fh.lt- 1 +  Vt, Vt ~  NID(0 , a$). (1.4)
Differently from the ARCH-type models, one-step-ahead forecast densities do not in general 
have a closed analytic form due to the latent structure of the (logged) variance.
As will be clear in the following sections, this difference between the two classes will entail a 
great deal of difference in deriving the statistical properties of the process, and, more important, 
in terms of estimation and testing. In general, the lack of a closed-form expression for the one- 
step-ahead density in the SV-type models implies that simple evaluation of the likelihood is not 
straightforward and thus is likelihood-based estimation. On the other hand, the independence 
between the shock in the latent process and the shock in the observable process yields many 
simplifications in the derivation and manipulation of the statistical properties of the process.
1.1.4 A R C H -type m odels
Consider the simplest ARCH(l) model given by:
xt =  eta t, a? =  a 0 +  ail/t-i, ~  N ID (0 ,1), (1.5)
It follows that xt are martingale difference but that the yt are autocorrelated and have AR(1) 
autocorrelation in the sense that
yt =  a 0 +  a ij/t-i +  vtl (1.6)
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with vt = &t(et ~ 1) so a martingale difference. The coefficients ckoj Qi need to be non­
negative to ensure non-negativity for the conditional variance. There is no upper bound on 
ao whereas ai cannot be too large in order to ensure covariance stationarity of yt namely 
3 of < 1. From simple calculations, given the linear autoregressive scheme (1.6), it follows 
that the autocorrelation function decays exponentially as py(s) =  af, s =  0, 1, . . . ,  pw{u), u — 
0, ±1, ±2 , . . .  denoting the autocorrelation function for any stationary process {u>t}. Moreover, 
the unconditional distribution of xt is not normal and displays a kurtosis greater than 3.
The basic ARCH model has been modified in different ways, specifying different functional 
forms for of, the more remarkable ones given by the GARCH model of Bollerslev (1986) and the 
exponential GARCH of Nelson (1991). Further developments assume different distributional 
assumption for e* (Bollerslev 1987) (Nelson 1991) so obtaining a more leptokurtic unconditional 
distribution or including asymmetric effects. Surveys on ARCH-type of models are given in 
Bollerlsev, Chou, and Kroner (1992) and in Bollerslev, Engle, and Nelson (1995) among others.
In terms of statistical inference, efficient estimation is allowed for ARCH-types of models 
given the ease by which the true likelihood can be built from the one-step-ahead densities via 
a prediction decomposition. Ifrom (1.3) ignoring constant terms
T
log pdf (x i , . . . ,  xT \xo, 8) = logpdf(xt \Xt- U0)
t= l
=  - 1/ 2 2^l°g<Tt -  1/ 2 Y^Vt/ati
t=1 t=l
where 0 denotes the parameter vector which indexes the model (for the ARCH(l) model 6 = 
(aoi a i)/ )• Obviously one can compute the likelihood given other distributional assumptions 
besides the normal. Scores are also very easy to compute. Notice how the evaluation of the 
likelihood depends on some prior observations.
Although ARCH-type models have been routinely used and estimated via a Maximum 
Likelihood Estimator (MLE) approach, the asymptotic properties of the MLE have been estab­
lished just for the ARCH model (under normality) by Weiss (1986)1 and for the GARCH(1,1) 
by Lumsdaine (1996) and Lee and Hansen (1994) who considered the more general case of a 
Pseudo MLE with a Gaussian likelihood. For all the other ARCH-type models the asymp­
1 Weiss (1986) also established the asymptotic properties of the least squares estimator for the ARCH(p) 
model, obviously less efficient than the ML.
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totic properties of the MLE have been at most conjectured whereas the small-sample ones are 
routinely estimated through Montecarlo experiments.
This lack of rigorous asymptotic theory mirrors the extreme difficulties encountered in es­
tablishing statistical properties of the MLE due to the intrinsic nonlinearity of this model, a 
property shared with all volatility models.
1.1.5 SV models
The simplest example is given by the log-normal SV model:
xt = etexp(lt/ 2), lt =  A) +  Pih-i +  Vu (1-7)
where et ~  N ID (0,1), r)t ~  NID(0,Orj) and are independent of each other.
As with the ARCH model, the raw series xt is martingale difference and is white noise if 
| Pi |< 1. There is no need of non-negativity constraints on the parameters because this is a 
model for the logged conditional variance. In fact we can write
logyt = lt + loge}, (1.8)
with It as in (1.7). This implies that log yt has an ARMA(1,1) structure with piogy(s) = 
/?f/(l 4- 4.93/of) where of = var(lt).
If It is stationary all the moments of xt exist, with odd ones trivially equal to zero. It can 
also be shown (Taylor 1986) that py{s) ~  /3f, implying, differently from the ARCH case, that 
the autocorrelation for the squared variate yt can be negative, again an ARM A (1,1) feature. 
Notice also that by construction there are no constraints of non-negativity on the parameters 
in the variance equation. Finally this SV model has fatter tails than the normal distribution.
In terms of estimation, the latent structure of the SV models brings a great deal of difficulties 
due to the impossibility of computing analytically the likelihood function. Simple ways of 
avoiding this problem have been either to consider a GMM approach (cf. Chesney and Scott 
(1989), Duffie and Singleton (1993)), or to use the state-space/Kalman filter device (Harvey, 
Ruiz, and Shephard 1994) based on a Gaussian quasi likelihood. Even if the QMLE seems 
more efficient than the GMM estimator (Ruiz 1994) it seems that the direct way based on the
9
maximizing the joint density of (a;i,. . . ,  x t ) is preferable, T  being the sample size. In this case 
one needs to integrate out the latent process as in
pdf(x i , . . . ,  xT) = j  pdf(x i , . . . ,  xT \l)g(l)dl, 
with I =  (Zi,. . . ,  ItY  and g(.) denoting the joint density function for I.
This integral does not have a closed form and is also a multiple integral of dimension 
T  x dim(lt). Several methods can be used in order to perform this integration as by Montecarlo 
integration or more recently by Markov chain Montecarlo integration (cf. Shephard (1996) for 
a survey). It is important to stress that one should establish whether the conditions for Central 
Limit Theorems to hold (Tierney 1994) are valid for the Markov chain sampler used to get 
the joint density of (®i,. . . ,  x t ) ,  thus guaranteeing the standard asymptotic properties for the 
MLE. This aspect appears to be neglected in the SV literature.
1.2 Memory considerations on nonlinear modelling
Linear time series models, in the sense of a linear filter in a white noise sequence with square 
summable coefficients2, are appropriate in the case of Gaussian series. They also model the 
second-moment structure of non-Gaussian series, in the sense that Gaussian inference proce­
dures can be asymptotically justified in many non-Gaussian environments (see e.g. Hannan 
(1973)). It is also possible to estimate efficiently linear models with non-Gaussian innovations 
when the latter have a parametric or even a nonparametric distribution. However, linear mod­
els can afford only a description of second moment properties, or ones of the higher moment 
properties that is heavily dependent on the linear dynamics.
Despite the prevalence of linear modelling, methods of time series analysis motivated by 
possible nonlinearity have a long history. Two rival approaches to nonparametric modelling, 
using smoothed estimation, focus on higher-order spectra (e.g. Brillinger and Rosenblatt (1966)) 
on one hand, and probability densities and conditional expectations on the other (Robinson 
1983). The properties and application of a number of specific members of the limitless range
2More formally, if we replace the white noise sequence assumption with an i.i.d. sequence assumption our 
definition coincides with the Hannan (1970, p.209) definition of a ‘generalized linear process’, which allows for 
long memory.
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of nonlinear stochastic processes have been explored, such as nonlinear functions of Gaussian 
processes, nonlinear autoregressive (Tong 1991) or moving average processes (Robinson 1977), 
and bilinear processes (Subba Rao and Gabr 1984), especially in a parametric context.
Before employing a specific nonlinear approach as with linear analysis, memory properties 
have to be borne in mind.
It is well known that most of the Law of Large Numbers and Central Limit Theorems used in 
modern time series analysis once developed for the i.i.d. case do hold under weaker conditions, 
in particular allowing a certain degree of serial dependence formalized as a more or less strong 
form of mixing condition (Rosenblatt 1956) (Ibragimov 1959). We can define the family of 
processes satisfying such a scheme of dependence as short memory or weak dependent.
For stationary Gaussian processes the autocorrelation function, equivalently the spectral 
density (if it exists), unambiguously describes the memory properties. Autoregressive moving 
average processes can be said to have short memory in the sense that autocorrelations decay 
exponentially and the spectral density is analytic. It is mathematically convenient to adopt a 
much broader definition of short memory, such as one where the autocovariances are absolutely 
summable, or where the spectral density is bound. Long memory processes which violate these 
requirements have increasingly been of interest. These typically imply that autocorrelations 
decay hyperbolically with exponent exceeding -1, or that the spectral density increases as a 
power law in the neighbourhood of a singularity, usually at zero frequency. For a recent survey, 
see Robinson (1994c).
For non-Gaussian processes there are no such global concepts of short and long memory. 
For linear transformations of non-Gaussian white noise it seems natural to define short mem­
ory as absolute summability of the Wold representation weights (implying summability of the 
autocovariances). For nonlinear processes we may be unable to determine analytically the rate 
of decay of autocorrelations, in which case we cannot even say whether there is short or long 
memory in a second order sense. On the other hand many nonlinear processes that have been 
studied appear to have short memory in the sense that they seem likely to satisfy some more or 
less strong form of mixing condition. For example many (finite order) nonlinear autoregressive 
scheme are of this type, in view of the Markov property. On the other hand, there has been 
little effort to combine nonlinearity and long memory in modelling with such exceptions as 
Rosenblatt (1987), Taqqu (1987) and Robinson (1991c).
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In the following chapters we will introduce a class of nonlinear non-Gaussian processes for 
which the memory properties are rigorously defined in terms of second order quantities. Before 
considering this nonlinear approach we will show the way in which the coefficients of linear 
models determine the memory properties of the squared process, so that long memory in the 
levels is a precondition for long memory in the squares but does not guarantee it. This of course 
implies the need for considering an explicitly nonlinear model.
Following Robinson and Zaffaroni (1996a), consider a fourth-order stationary process:
oo
vt =  S  'W -J  ’ (L9)
j =—oo
where:
and the rjt satisfy:
2  TJ <00 -
j =—00
(1.10)
E(Vt) =  0 , t =  0, ± 1, . . .
{ cri?, s =  t
n
0 , s ^ t  
E{r}a7itriu) = 0 ,  Vs,t,u
S = t = V = u
EirisVtVuVv) =  <
3(7^  +K
0
S = t ^  V = u 
S =  U ^  t =  V 
3 = V ^  t = U
otherwise.
( i.u )
(1.12)
(1.13)
(1.14)
The rjt behave like an independent identically distributed sequence up to fourth moments, n 
denoting the fourth cumulant which is zero in the Gaussian case. On the other hand (1.9)-(1.12) 
are implied if vt is a covariance stationary process with absolutely continuous spectral distribu­
tion function, and (1.9)-(1.12) with tj =  0, j  < 0 , are implied if vt is purely non deterministic.
Henceforth for any stationary process {z*} 7*(«), u — 0 ,±1,. . .  and f z{A), —tt < A < ir 
defines respectively its autocovariance function and (when it exists) its power spectrum.
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The lag-j autocovariance of vt is given by
7v(j) = t f  S  n n + j j  = 0 , ± 1 , . . . ,  (1.15)
*=-oo
and the spectral density f v(.) of v* (if it exists) satisfies
7vti) = [  fvW cos(j\)d \  , j  = 0, ± 1, . . .  . (1.16)
J —ir
The vt process is uncorrelated if and only if Tj — 0, V? ^  0. On the other hand the mild 
ergodicity condition
7t>(j) “ ► 0 , as j  -* oo (1.17)
is implied by integrability of f v{A), in view of the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem. In particular,
it is possible to contemplate j v(j) which decay to zero at a variety of rates, and to choose the
Tj accordingly.
One choice of particular interest is
jvU) ~ C j 2d~l , as j  -+oo, (1.18)
for
|C |< o o ,  0 < d < 1/2, (1.19)
where ~  expresses asymptotic equivalence, vt is then a long memory process in the sense that
while (1.17) holds,
oo
£ l7«( i ) l  =  °°- 0 -2°)
i=o
In the frequency domain we can consider
/„(A) ~  cA_2d, as A -+ 0+ (1.21)
for
0 < c < oo, 0 < d < 1/ 2, (1.22)
so that vt has long memory in the sense that f v(X) is unbounded.
The properties (1.18) and (1.21) do not necessarily coexist, but do so under suitable addi­
tional conditions (Yong 1974), and in particular when vt is a stationary and invertible fraction­
ally integrated autoregressive moving average sequence (ARFIMA), given by
(1 -  L)da(L)vt =  b(L)rjt , t =  0, ± 1 , . . . ,  (1.23)
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where L is the lag operator and a{.) and 6(.) are finite order polynomials, all of whose zeros are 
outside the unit circle in the complex plane. In case of (1.23) we have
Tj ~  K  j d~l (1-24)
for some K  > 0, and indeed more generally (1.24) implies (1.18).
From
lv* O') =  cov(vf, v l j ) ,  (1.25)
under (1.9)-(1.14) it is easily shown that
7v>(j) = 2<^( E  n n + j f  + a E  Titi+ j, (1.26)
*=—00 t——00
so that the autocovariance properties of vf reflect k  as well as the Tj. When k =  0, as in the 
Gaussian case, we have
7 ^ 0 )  =  2(7t,0'))2 (1.27)
so that under (1.18)
(?) ~  2C2j 4d~2. (1.28)
Then, within the range 0 < d < 1/2, we have long memory in vf if and only if there is sufficiently
strong long memory in , that is if 1/4 < d < 1/2. For 0 < d < 1/4, vf has short memory
and the case d — 1/4 is indeterminate.
Similar considerations hold more generally. If k > 0 the second term in (1.26) is non-negative 
so that under (1.24)
7A j )  > 2c 2j id~2 (1.29)
for all sufficiently large j , providing a lower bound to the memory of vf. On the other hand, in 
general,
E  Ti Ti+j = 0 (|ifg /2T^  ’ (L30)
applying (1.10). Under (1.24)
E  Ti Ti + j  =  O U 2d~ 2 ) (1.31)
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so that the second term in (1.26) is dominated by the first, and the Gaussian long-run behaviour 
is manifested for all k.
The above result can be compared with one for nonlinear functions of Gaussian process of 
Taqqu (1975). Consider a function g(%t) where x% is stationary Gaussian and Eg{xt)2 < oo. 
Then we can consider the Hermite expansion
00 R-
g(x) =  A  +  £  (1.32)
3=1 h
where Hj(x) is the jth  Hermite polynomial. Taqqu (1975) defined the Hermite rank m  of g(.) 
by
m = m a x{i: (3j =  0, j  < i}. (1.33)
Further he showed that under (1.18), (1.33), g(xt) has lag-j autocorrelation decaying like 
jm(2d—i) Thus g(xt) has long memory if and only if d > 1/2 — 1/2to. Clearly m =  2 is 
the case g(xt) = x2 so we have generalized the result for the square function in the Gaussian 
case of (1.9).
Taqqu (1975) showed that the limiting distribution of suitably normalized partial sums 
YLt= 19(x t) is governed by the Hermite rank m. In particular, if to =  1 the limiting distribution 
is Gaussian, whereas if to > 1 it is a nonstandard functional of fractional Brownian motion, 
varying with to. These results of Taqqu have been extended to an important nonparamet- 
ric technique for analyzing possibly non Gaussian time series, smoothed probability density 
estimation.
Let p(y) be the probability density function of yt =  g(xt) and estimate it by
n M - a g x ^ i r )  «,34»
where h =  hn is a bandwidth sequence, tending to zero more slowly than n -> 00 , and k(.) 
integrates to 1. In the case of short memory yt , such as strongly mixing ones with a suit­
ably decaying mixing number and under other regularity conditions, for fixed distinct points 
Z{ , i = l , . . . , r  the p(z{) are known to be asymptotically normally and independently dis­
tributed (see Robinson (1983)). The limiting distributional behaviour of the p(z{) in the long 
memory case was first considered by Robinson (1991b), observing that k ( ^ ^ )  is an instanta­
neous nonlinear function of Xt if yt is, and employing Taqqu (1975) result for partial sums.
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Robinson (1991b) result was extended by Cheng and Robinson (1994). If m  =  1, then the p(zi) 
can be asymptotically normal but with a singular limiting covariance matrix (of rank 1 for all r) 
in contrast to the short memory case, while for m > 1 the limiting distribution is nonstandard.
While probability density estimates contain information and can be extended to describe 
aspects of the joint distribution of finitely many yt, they cannot satisfactorily describe the intrin­
sically infinite-dimensional long-memory nonlinear dynamics, and so we turn to the estimation 
of explicitly nonlinear models for long memory.
1.3 Further developments of ARCH and SV models: the long 
memory cases.
Both the ARCH-type and the SV models can be shown to satisfy some form of more or less 
strong form of mixing condition for the squared process yt = x2, expressed by the exponential 
decay of 7y(l), the raw process xt behaving usually like a martingale difference in standard 
formulations. But as shown in section 1.1.1 the sample autocorrelation for squared returns 
dies away much more slowly than a strong-mixing process would allow for. Long memory 
processes seem capable of mimicking the autocorrelation behaviour of squared returns when
the theoretical autocorrelations decay so slowly that they are not absolutely summable, or
when the spectral density is unbounded at the origin.
Robinson (1991a) first proposed a generalized ARCH assuming
E(xt\X t-\) = 0, a.s. (1.35)
where a2 = var(xt\Xt~i) is given by
°t =  v 1 +  2  M v t- j  ~  **)» a-s- (1-36)
j =1
for some a2 > 0 with the weights if>i, i = 1, 2, . . .  chosen in such a way to impart long memory 
to yt'
Writing tp(L) =  1 — Y^iLi rfiL1 we can express (1.36) as
$ ( L ) y t  =  <l> +  v t ,  (1.37)
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with <f> =  ^ ( l)a 2 and the ut — yt — of are a sequence of martingale difference = 0.
If follows that yt has spectral density
f y(A) OC |^(e*A)|“2, - 7T < A < 7T.
Thus if
|V»(e*A)| ~  cAd, as A 0+, 
for c > 0 and 0 < d < 1/ 2, it follows that yt has long memory in the sense
Hence setting
xt =  eto-t, (1.40)
where
e*|Xt_it.».A(0I l) l (1.41)
we obtain a data generating process with the desired properties.
A special case is obtained by setting
*(£) =  (1 -  L)d$ £ j ,  (1-42)
with a(.) and 6(.) being finite order polynomials whose zeros are outside the unit circle in the 
complex plane. This case was indeed considered by Baillie, Bollerslev, and Mikkelsen (1996) 
but with 0 a free parameter being otherwise equal to zero from (1.42). Notice that in this 
case for any d > 0, yt does not have a finite unconditional mean which means that the xt 
have unbounded variance. Given the nature of the model, Baillie, Bollerslev, and Mikkelsen
(1996) proposed PML estimation. Of course, one has to evaluate the likelihood conditional on
some prior observations. Lumsdaine (1996) established that for the GARCH(1,1) this influence 
is asymptotically negligible. In this long memory framework we conjecture that the influence 
might still be asymptotically negligible but it would probably require a much greater time in 
order to become so depending on the degree of memory of the process. Moreover, the asymptotic 
properties of the PMLE have not yet been established due to the great complexity that the 
combination of nonlinearity and long memory imposes. Baillie, Bollerslev, and Mikkelsen (1996) 
report some Montecarlo experiments.
Harvey (1993) introduced a SV model with long memory. He considered (1.7) and replaced 
the difference equation in It with
l t  =  ( l - L ) - d rit, 0 < d < l .  (1.43)
(1.38)
(1.39)
indicated in (1.21).
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A Gaussian PMLE was proposed, but again the asymptotic properties of the estimator are 
unknown. Breidt, Crato, and deLima P. (1993) make an attempt to obtain consistency of the 
PMLE.
The issue of making an (asymptotically) correct inference is particularly important for 
processes displaying long memory because, differently from the short memory case, a vari­
ety of peculiar results are obtained. For instance, statistics based on samples of consecutive 
observations may not be normal depending on the degree of memory of the process.
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Chapter 2
Long memory moving average 
models: the ‘one-shock’ case
We introduce a new class of volatility models defined as nonlinear moving averages models in 
terms of an unobservable sequence. We establish the second order properties of the model and 
its capability to capture the most important aspects of the distribution of financial asset returns 
considered in Chapter 1.
2.1 Definitions and assumptions
We introduce a new class of volatility models within the family of observation driven models. 
A very wide class of Xt_i-measurable functions of in (1.40) can give rise under (1.41) to xt
that are uncorrelated but not independent, and a number of these can imply long memory in
yt =  x"t- The model (1.35) can be thought of as an (infinite-order) nonlinear AR,
=  e*. (2.1)
Alternatively we can think in terms of a nonlinear MA
xt =  etht- 1, (2.2)
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where ht-i = h(et_i, e*_2, .. .)• We can think of (2.2) as inverse to (2.1) if there is a well defined 
solution of (2.1) for xt of the form xt =  g{et, fy -i, ...), so that
a t — a ( x t- u X t - 2, • • •) =  cr(g(et-u et-2, • • -)? 2, e*-3i — )»— ) =  1-
Commencing from (2.2) rather than (2.1) means that we have to choose a functional form for 
the ht~ i-
Nonlinear MA have a long history but they have not really been popular in practical ap­
plications, probably due to the difficulty in establishing the invertibility condition (Granger 
and Andersen 1978). They can be viewed as made of the first terms in the Volterra expansion 
(Volterra 1931) of a general nonlinear process (Wiener 1958). Robinson (1977) considered an 
explicit case of nonlinear MA by extending the linear MA(1) to
xt =  +  bet-1 +  cetet-1- (2.3)
Robinson (1977) proposed estimates of b and c and established consistency and asymptotic 
normality, giving also limit theorems applicable to more general nonlinear MA models than
(2.3). When 6 =  0, the xt in (2.3) are uncorrelated but, when c ^  0, they are not independent 
(in particular yt is autocorrelated) and we have a special case of (2.2) with
ht-i =  1 +ce*_i. (2.4)
However no instantaneous functions of such xt have long memory, xt being m-dependent.
We can impart long memory to such instantaneous transformations as yt, by allowing for 
infinitely many lagged et and choosing their coefficients so to allow a slow enough rate of decay. 
The algebraically simplest way of doing so is to extend the linear form of (2.4) to
oo
ht- i  =  p +  53 ajet-j, (2.5)
j = l
Hence the model that we propose is obtained extending further (2.2) allowing for a non zero 
mean
xt = / i  +  et/it_i, (2.6)
with ht given by (2.5).
In terms of the coefficients cti i = 1 ,2 ,... the following regularity conditions are assumed. 
Henceforth K  denotes any arbitrary constant (not necessarily the same one).
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A ssum ptions A
A\ aj ~  K jd *, 0 < d < 1/2, 0 < | -K" | < oo, as j  oo
I a* IA 2  | aj — aJ+1 |< i f -— , Vj > J, some J  < 00 ,0  < K  < 00.
We also introduce the following 
A ssum ption B
The unobservable process {e*} is i.i.d. with
E(et) =  0.
E(^t) = <r2, 0 < v 2 < 00,
E (4) = ^ 3, I A*3 |< 00 ,
cum4(et, et,et,et) =  «4<oo.
Obviously the fourth moment of e*, /Z4 =  E(ej) is obtained by standard arguments as
=  «4 +  3<r4.
Let Tt be the a — field generated by the realizations {ea; s < i}. The two sigmarfields Tt and 
Xt are formally equivalent when the conditions for the invertibility of the model hold but we 
will not address this issue. Henceforth we will always consider the probabilistic space defined 
by T t.
Henceforth 6ab(l]0) =  X )S iai{9)bi+i{0), I > 0 integer for arbitrary fli(0),6j(0),i =  1 ,2 ,... 
both functions of some vector 0, including the constant function case a*(0) =  a,, 6*(0) =  b{.
It follows easely that xt is weakly stationary under B  and A\ given that under these assump­
tions £ £ 1  af < 0 0  . Indeed under the same assumptions the process is also strict stationary 
as it is formally shown below.
Let us now consider the statistical properties of the xt and yt processes.
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2.2 Statistical properties
2.2.1 The auto covariance functions for x t and yt
Theorem  1 Under Assumption B  the xt are a martingale difference sequence and thus for any
I *  0
7.(0 = 0 . (2.7)
Proof: Let us take without loss of generality / > 0. In fact if / < 0 we will set t +  / =  t' and
t =  t!+ 11 1 and thus we will consider cov(xt',x#+\i\).
Then
E(xt -  p\Pt-i)
so that in particular one obtains
7s(0 =  E  ((®t “  AOfo+J - n ) ) = E  ((xt -  l*)E(xt+i -  p\Ft)) =  0.
=  E(et (p +  ajet~j |T t- i ) (2.8)
j=i
=  ( p f , a j et- j )E(et \r t- l ) = 0 ,  (2.9)
i=i
The following definition and result will be used.
Definition 1 (Leonov and Shiryaev 1959)
Consider a (not necessarily rectangular) two-way table
(1.1) . . .  ( i,J i)
i i (2.10)
(7.1) . . .  (7,7/)
and a partition P1UP2U .. .UPm  of its entries. We shall say that sets Pm*,Pm" , of the partition, 
hook if there exist ( iu ji)  £ Pmi and (1*2? J2) £ Pm" such that i\ =  *2. We shall say that the sets
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Pm>, Pm" com m unicate if there exists a sequence of sets Pmi — Pm' > Pm* i • • • j PmN =  Pm" 
such that Pmn and Pmn+i hook for n — 1 ,2 ,..., iV — 1. A partition is said to be indecom­
posable if all sets communicate (cf. Brillinger (1975) for further results on indecomposable 
partitions).
A very important result is given by the following proposition.
Proposition 1 (Leonov and Shiryaev 1959)
Consider a two-way array of random variables X ^ j  =  1, ...,«/*;* =  1, . . . ,  I . Consider the 
I  random variables
Ji
yi = n * i > '  *= i .......
j=i
The joint cumulant cumi(Yi, . . . ,  Yj) is then given by
^ 2cum (Xij; i j  E 14) . . . cum(Xij; i j  e vp),
V
where the summation is over all indecomposable partitions v =  v\ U .. .  U vp of the table (2.10).
Theorem  2 Under Assumption B, and (without loss of generality) for any integer 1 ^ 0
Jy(l) =  («4 tf4 +  2f78)aJ|<5aa(0) +  04K45a 2a2 (/) +  2 o X a d )  +  tyl<*\l\8a*a(l) +  W O  
+ 2a 2)ua|i| [po!|i|/i3 +  2p V  +  2cr4Jao(/)] +  2p2a 6ajJ| +  2pa4/i3 [ W (0  +  2c*|,|<yaa(0 ]
+ 2p3^3a 2a|i| +  2pa4/z3 [a:|j| W ° )  +  W ( 0 ]  .
Proof: Let us consider the case / > 0.
Setting for any integer a, b, c such that a > b > c
^a,(6,c) =  P d" w a,(6,c)j 
a —c
w a,(b,c) =
k=a—b
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one obtains
7y(l) =
cov{p? +  4 h0t{-lt-oo) +  2#4Ct^o>(-i>-oo)iM2 +  4+lhl{i-l,-oo) +  2/*ct+lfy,(I-l,-oo))
— «w(et^ 0,(-l,-cx5)’ e?+i^?,(/-l,-oo)) +  COW(2A4C*^0,(-1,-OO)i 2^et+^Z,(i-l,-C30))
+cov(eJ /ij,( -1,- 00) 5 2/iet+i#li,(i-i,-oo)) + cou(2/iet/i0,(-i,_oo)J e?+z ?^,(i-i,-cx>))
=  (z) +  (ii) +  (iti) +  (zv),
with
(*) =  «w(^ho,(-lf-oo)ic?fi^/,(i-l,-oo))*
(ii) — cou(2^et/io,(-i,-oo)j —1,—oo))>
(tit) =  cov(4ho,(-i ,-00) * 2/iCt+i/i|,(t-1,-«,))»
(iv) =  COu(2/i€tV(-ll-oo)>ct+^?,(Z-l,-oo))*
By the independence assnmption and -£7(e*) =  0 the terms (ii) and (iii) are equal to 
Thus
(»') =  «w (^ft^(_1_oo),4 +,/ifi(i_1_oo)) =  (».l) +  (». 2) +  (».3). 
with
(i. 1) =  ^ c o u fe ^ .i^ o o ) ,  4+i)»
(1.2) =  cov(c2(p2 +  ^ 0,(-1,-00) +  2P^o,(-1,-00) )i c?f«t*;?1(l_1,_00)) ’
(1.3) =  2pcov(e?hl(_1_oo),e?+lwm _1_oo)).
By Proposition 1
(1.1) = 0 .
(i.3) =  2p3a j/i3<T2 +  2pa4fi3(o!iSaa(0) +  Saaa (l)) +  4 p V 6£a a (Z),
(1.2) =  (i.2.1) +  (i.2.2) +  (i.2.3), 
with
(1.2.1) =  2 p2a 6a 2,
(1.2.2) =  2pa4ps(Saa2(l) +  2a ^ aa(/)),
(1.2.3) =  aw(^wJt(_1|_oo)1^ f,w?i(l_lj_oo)).
We will now analyze the third term of (i.2), namely (i.2.3), which requires more details. Thus 
E(etw0j(_ i _oo))2 =  <r4<W 0) •
OO 00
£7((etu;o,(_i _ 00))2(et+/w;iJ(i-i,-o o ))2) =  E ( ( e t Y  <*jet- j ) 2 (et+j Y  a j e t + i - j ) 2)
j = 1 j= i
=  a 2E(e2 < ( _ i  ,-o o )N ,( /- i ,i)  +  (o,o) +  -oo)]2) •
Then developing the square the last expression becomes
<72E  [e? Wo,( - 1, - 00) ( “"I2,(1-1,1) +  wl m  + wi,( - 1, - 00) +  2w ,,(l-i,i)W i,m
+  2l»| ,( 1 - 1 , +  2ui,>(0i0)W|i(_1 ,-n o ))] .
Then given that
E  [ « , ( - ! , -oo) ^ ,( /- i,i) (^ ,(o ,o ) +  w lt(-1 ,-oc))] =
l - i  
^ [ ^ < ( - l , - o o )  <(1-1,1)] = ^ 6<Joa(0) Y ab
3=1
$  < (-1 ,-0 0 ) <(0,0)] =  /^4<C725aQ(0), 
e? < (-1 ,-0 0 ) wl,(0,0) n (-1,-00)] =  f4<Xl*a*a(i),
^ [ < ( - l , - o o )  < ( - l , - o o ) ]
E
E
=  ha Sa2a2 (0) +cr*Yl ai aj+i +  2a* S  otjaj+laiai+h
one obtains that
I-1
(i.2.3) =  <78tfaa(0) ( Y  a 2) +  H4<x2cr48Qa(0) +  2 ^ a i<Ja2a (Z) +  /i4<r4 <Ja2aa(Z) 
j'= i
+ 0-8 « + l  +  2o_8 S  -  ^8<5aa(°) •
3 &
Now, considering that k a =  H4~ 3c4 and substituting it in the former expressions we obtain
( oo oo \Y  <  -  a 2 -  Y  a ?+i I +  (* 4  +  3a4)a4 (a 2 a^«(0) +  ^ ^ ( O ) )
<=1 i=1 /
+tf8 ^aa(O) a 2+i -  Sa2a2(l) j  +  2(7® (<y2a (/) -  ( W (0) +  2 a ^ 3 ^ a ( 0  -  <78<*aa(°)- 
Simple algebraic steps yield:
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(i.2.3) =  «4(74 (of <Saa(0) +  tfa2a2(0) +  2a l£*3^ a2a(0 +  2o& («f^aa(0) +  ^a(O ) •
Then considering (iv) one gets
(iv) =  cov(2fiet(p +  w0,( - 1, - 00)), <%+i(P +  wi,(i-i,-oo))2)
=  (iv. 1) +  (iv.2) +  (iv.3) +  (ivA) +  (iv.5) +  (iv. 6), 
with
(iv.l) =  2 pcov(etp,et+ip2),
(iv. 2) =  2pcov(€tp1e^ +lw l{l_1_oo)),
(iv.2>)=cav(etp,2pe^+lWiy(l- l - oo)),
(ivA) =cov(etw0,(-i,-oo)>4fjP2),
(iv.5) =  cov(ct«;ol(-i,-oo)i^+iwil(i_if-o0))i 
(iv.6) =  cov(etV70)(_i _oo),2pe?+zv;z>(z_i .a,)).
Direct evaluation gives (iv.l) =  (iv.4) =  (iv.6) =  0 so that evaluating the remaining terms 
one obtains
(iv) =  (iv.2) +  (iv.3) +  (iv.5) =  2p \pa2o%pz +  2p2oAon + 2a4orf<$aa(/)].
□
The process xt can be seen as an example of a process uncorrelated yet not independent.
Finally the variance of the yt process is obtained as follows.
Theorem  3 Under Assumption B,
var(yt) =  p4(«4 +  2a4) +  6p2a 2£Qa(0)(«4 +  2a4) +  4p/x3(3a4 +  «4Ma2a(°) 
+ a 4 («4^a2a2(°) +  2^4<5aa(°)) +  (2<j4 +  Ki) (3^4<Jaa(°) +  «4<*a2a2(0)) 
+4/x2 (p2 cr2 +  a 4<Jaa(0)) +  4/i (p3/i3 +  3p/i3a 2£QQ(0) +  p\8a2a (0)) .
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Proof:
var(yt) =
=  vor((et/io,(-i,-oo))2) +4At2uor(et /i0,(_i,-oo)) + 4/icov(et /io,(-l.-oo), (et^0,(-i,-oo))2) 
=  (*) +  (if) +  (Hi) , 
where
(i) = p4(«4 +  2a4) +  6p2<72<Saa(0)(K4 +  2a4) +  4p^3(3a4 +  Ki)6 a a 2 (0)
+ a 4 («4 Sa2 a 2 (0) +  2a4tf2a (0)) +  (2a4 +  «4)(3a 4<52a (0) +  m ^q^C 0)) >
(ii) =4/ i2(p2a 2 +  a4<faa(0)),
(Hi) =  4/x(p3/i3 +  3/}/i3a 2<SQa(0) +  /il<5Qa2 (0)).
□
Now, given Assumption A\, it can be shown that the squared process displays long-memory. 
We will show this at first in terms of the long-lags behaviour of the autocovariances.
In order to do this, we will need to evaluate the asymptotic behaviour of the convolutions 
of the aj given by Lemma 27 in Appendix A.
In the next section we will obtain the expression for the power spectrum for the yt and then 
we will derive its behaviour near zero frequency.
Henceforth 6(u,v) denotes the Kronecker delta.
Theorem  4 Under Assumptions A i,B , as I -► oo
7y(*) ~  '
K lid~2 ,p  = 0, 1/4 < d <  1/2 
K l2d~l , p ^ O ,  0 < d < 1/ 2.
(2.11)
Proof: By direct use of Lemma 27 and by A\ in the expression for 7y(it) in Theorem 2.
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Notice that when p =  0 the squared process displays long-memory in the sense indicated by 
(1.21) for 1/4 < d < 1/2 only. Hence considering that the instantaneous transformation given 
by the squares implies that a great deal of the degree of dependence in the ht-i component of 
the raw series is lost due to the transformation 1.
In fact, let us consider the linear process:
oo
& =  et +  ai e*-i 1 (2-12)
i=1
so that ht-i =  & -  € t . Its autocovariance function is equal to
00
i d 1) = a2(ai +  S  a * a'+i) =  +  W O )  (2.1.3)
1=1
Then, by using Lemma 27 as / oo
7f(0 ~  K l™ -1. (2.14)
So, the linear process2 displays long-memory, keeping stationarity, for
0 < d <  1/2.
Thus we can see how the instantaneous filter expressed by the square operator change the
pattern of dependence of the process, restricting the ‘relevant’ parameter space.
2.2.2 T h e  pow er sp e c tru m  for xt a n d  yt-
Let us replace Assumption B  with 
A ssum ption B ’
et i.i.d., (2-15)
E(et) = 0 , (2.16)
1This ‘not-invariance’ property of nonlinear operators with respect to the memory properties if the series is 
well known within the unit root literature (Granger 1991) (Corradi 1995).
2Which behaves, in terms of autocovariance function, as the Wold representation of an ARFIM A(p, d, q) .
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E(€t) =  a 2, 0 < a 2 < oo,
E ( 4 )  =  At3 =  0 ,
cum^(et, et, e*, e*) =  «4 =  0 .
(2.17)
(2.18) 
(2.19)
Then we obtain the following
Corollary 1 Under Assumption B', for any 1 ^ 0
7y(t) =  2<r8aj5| Saa (0) +  2a8(52Q (/) +  4 p2a6Saa (/)
+4<j6/ia|i| [p2 +  <T28aa(lj\ +  2p2a 6a J | .
With respect to the linear process & as defined above, let us define its power spectrum as 
/f(o>), assuming that it exists, so that:
7e(0 = /  /{(wjc^dw, (2.20)
J—n
and by letting
a i =  f  / > 0, (2-21)27r y—7r
with a(a;)da; =  27T we get
=  (2.22)
Also let us define
0(w) =  2(Ue (a(w)) -  1), (2.23)
with Tie (z) denoting the real part of any given complex number z.
Now we can derive the power spectrum respectively for the process xt and for yt. Obviously, 
for the former, given its nature as a martingale property, the power spectrum will be a constant 
function with respect to the frequencies in [—7r, 7r). In fact we obtain
Theorem  5 Under Assumption B f the power spectrum for the xt is
f x W  =  7 r { p 2 +  <728aa (0)) , -7T < A < 7T. (2.24)
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Proof: From the uncorrelatedness of xt, it follows that the only term appearing in the series 
expression for the power spectrum is the variance
1 oo 4 oo
/•(*) =  S  ^  Tx(«)ei“A = |-<5aa(0) E  ^(ui 0)e . (2.25)
l t= — 00 u = —OO
□
Concerning the power spectrum for the yt process we obtain
Theorem  6 Under Assumption B ' for —7r < u  < tt
/»(“>) =  ^  f "  /3(A)y3(w -  A)dA + ^ 4  J_^\ “ (A) |2| a{u -  A) |2 dA
+ 0  0(A) 1 o("  “  A) |2 dA +  ^  1 a(fc,) |2 +  fcF’
with oi =  2a6(7^(0) +  p2 — 2/z), 02 =  2a-8, 03 =  4a6 (p — a 2), <24 =  4a6p2, 05 =  4cr4p2(/i -  
a2) , i/y =  2p4a 4 +  Sp2a6Saa (0) +  6a8<S2Q(0) +  4p2a 2(p2 +  <t2<5qq(0)).
Proof: Expressing the autocovariance of yt in terms of the autocovariance of the process & we 
get
7y(l) =  2a 6afi|(7e(0) - a 2) + 2a 4(7e( / ) - a 2a K|)2 
+4pa4 [p2«|z| +  a|i|(7f(0 -  a 2Q!|z|)]
+ 2p2cr6aj5| +  4pV(7f(Z) -  a 2«|Z|)
=  2a 6aj5|7f(0) -  2a 8aj5( +  2a 47f(f) +  2a 8aj5| -  4a67f (/)o!|i|
+4pp2(T4a\i\ -  4p2a 6«|i| +  2 p V a f Z| -  4pa6ag| +  4/ia4a| i| 7 +  4p V 7 f (0 •
Thus summing up we obtain
7y(0 =  (2a 67^(0) +  2 p V  -  4 p a 6) o | |
+4(p -  a 2)a47^(/)a|i| +  4(p -  o2)p2a 4a|<| +  2a47f (f) +  4p2a 47e(Z).
Then, by using (2.20) (2.21) and (2.22), we can write the latter expression in terms of the 
spectrum and the transfer function for the process & as:
7y(l) = 2a6(7f (0) + p2 -  2p) j ig  f  " P ^ P W e ^ e ^ d u d X
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f f | o l ( u )  |2| a(A) |2 e ^ e^d u d X  
J—n J—7r
2<t *
+ 4tt2
+ 4 a6(n — 02)-r- 2  f [ | o ( w )  I2 (^Xje^ e^ dudX 
47r y—7r y—tt 
4p2a 4 r7r ^ 2„6
27T
and so by setting a; +  A =  v we obtain
(fi — a2) f fi(v)ewldv + ^  °  [  | a(i/) |2 ewldv.
J—ix 27r y—7r
7i/(0 =
=  2^6(7c(0) +  p2 -  [ /  w
+ i n* !-*  [/.» I  ^ ^  I2 H
+4<r6(/i -  <r2) ^ a  J_v I I2 dA] eWldu
V a 6  r I « M  I2 e ^ + l (^ W  r m ^ d v .J—7r 27r y—tj-4 2tt y_
Then by equating the last expression to
f f y ( v ) e iv ld v .  (2.26)
J  —n
and summing uy,the part of the variance which is not included in 7y(0) as from Theorem 3, the 
result follows.
In order to identify and thus to estimate the model a different parameterization will be 
needed. Let us set
#  _  p2 n _  ** 
p a2’ a2'
Then the power spectrum for yt can be rewritten as
f y {y )  =  a8K y(i/ ) , (2.27)
where
K M  = 2(«aa(0) + 1 + p -  2 P ) - ^  J *  P(\)P(V -  X)dX 
+ / _ "  I « W  PI «(*' "  *) I2 dX
+ ^ 2 ^  f _ J ( \ ) \ a ( v - \ )  \2 dX
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zs
■ ((0)°°? +  ^ ) zr{f +  (o)°j?9 + (0)°”?^8  + ^ Z  =  “/> ill!"
‘r  +  W  HI ^  rt' +  z\ (/,)°  I -7T+
Alternative expressions for f y (A) are given as follows.
Corollary 2 Under Assumption B ' two alternative expressions for f y(A) are given by
m
/ . w  = £  E  E
l=—oo l= —00
r -  E  2cr4“ |I| (^2«|l|(ff2|5aa(0) + p2) + 2p(p2 + ff2 i a a ( 0 ) )  e"*,+ 2,r.*=—oo
/»(") =  ~
^ 8  00 OO OO OO
7T
( W O )  + 2/i -  p2 + 1) 53 a fz|c **I/ + E E  E  amam+ianan+/e
l=-oo m=ln=li=-oo
,*1*'
+ IZ 13 amam+ia|t|c’^  +  2p2 ^  5Z amam+<e‘W +  y
m=l l= —oo m= 1 l—-oo
j /  = %L 
1 « a8’
The power spectrum for the process obtained as a result of this particular nonlinear filter, is 
a linear combination of convolutions, not surprisingly, given the particular nonlinearity involved 
viz. squaring the observable process .
2.2.3 Kurtosis and ‘leverage’ effect for xt
Defining the coefficient of Kurtosis as
kw t(x t) = ,  (2.28)
we obtain the expression for the coefficient of kurtosis of the process xt as follows.
Theorem  7 Under Assumption B  ,
kurtM  =  3 +  f 2^ (°2)(4f  +  ^ (0)))  +  H* f l  +  f e J O )  + 2 ^ ( 0 )  +  W ( 0 ) )
V V V (p2 +  «aa(0))2 J <7 \  t ^  +  U O ))2 )
«4<5Q2a 2(0) +  4 p (2 a 4 +  « 4 ) M a 2a (0 )
(p2 +  <5aa(0))2
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Proof: Writing
var((xt -  n f )
[ « ( * , - H)»F
we can make use of Theorem 4 which will give the denominator. Thus from
kurtyxt) — rE1/_ _  f,\2i2 ’
var(xt) = crA(p2 +  Saa( 0)),
the result follows.
□
Corollary 3 Under Assumption B ' we obtain
kurt(xt) — 3 +  <f>(a) setting a = p2/<yaa(0)5
where the non-negative function is defined as
2(4a +  3)
Given the (not increasing) monotonicity of the function </>(.) we obtain that
3 < kurt(xt) < 8 for 0 < a < 00 ,
with lima_>.00 kurt(xt) =  3 .
Furthermore, since Black (1976), another characteristic of returns distribution is the so 
called ‘leverage’ effect, the negative correlation between current returns and future volatility. 
This reflects the increase of the debt-to-equity ratio, in turn due to a reduction in the equity 
value and thus an increase in the firm riskiness.
Henceforth for any bivariate stationary process {wt, kt} we define the cross-covariance 
function jwkiu), u =  0, ± 1,± 2, . ..  and, when it exists , the cross spectral density function 
fxvkWj “ 7T < A < 7T .
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Theorem  8 Under Assumption B,
2(T4ai(<T2Saa(l) +  p2) +  /Z3pa2a f , J > 0,
p3 (p3 +  2p<j2JQQ(0) +  P3<5aQ2 (0) +  2p<72<5Qa(0)) +
2 pa4 (cr2 <JaQ (0) +  p2), / =  0,
0, / < 0.
Proof: The result follows by repeating the arguments in Theorem 2.
□
Hence the model does take into account the leverage effect either for p3 < 0, reflecting
a strong asymmetry in the tt which would be consistent with the nature of this aspect of
the returns distribution. More in general leverage effect, at lag L, arises whenever a i  < 
0. Furthermore the model is apt to display negative ‘contemporaneous’ correlation between 
asset return and asset volatility (Campbell and Hentschel 1990). Even with respect to this 
asymmetric effect, this family of nonlinear MA appear to capture a great deal of the ‘stylized 
facts’ characterizing the empirical distribution of asset return3
We derive the cross spectrum for the xt and the yt which will be considered when discussing 
the estimation of the model (cf. Chapter 3, section 3.3).
Theorem  9 Under Assumption B r, for —ir < X <ir
fxyW  = ^ 7  f_ x I a (A “  " )  I2 a (“)du +  ^  (P2m. °
with vxy = 2pa4(cr2<*Qa(0) +  p2).
Proof: The result follows by repeating the arguments in Theorem 6.
□
3This dynamic asymmetry is taken into account by further refinements of the ARCH-type models (Nelson 1991, 
the EGARCH) (Sentana 1995, the QARCH) .
7 xy [ l)  — i
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2.2.4 Behaviour of the power spectrum near zero frequency
At first we shall consider the following definition which plays a crucial role in all the successive 
analysis.
Definition 3 . (Yong 1974, Def T1 )
A sequence {an} of positive numbers is said to be quasi- monotonically convergent to zero 
(QMC) if an -> 0 and for some constant (d > 0,
fln+i < On(l +  - )  for all n>no((3). n
Then the following proposition will be used.
Proposition 2 (Yong 1974, Theorem III - 12) Let {Uk,k > 1} be of bounded variation and
quasi-monotonically convergent to zero. Let 0 < a  < 1 . Let L(x) being a slowly varying
function at infinity (Yong 1974) and let C(a) =  2T(a)cos(aTr/2) • Then:
Uk ~  k~aL(k) as k -+ oo 
if and only if
OO 1
Uk cos(ku) ~  C(a)ua~lL {—) a s w -> 0 + .
k—l U
To make use of Proposition 2 we need to prove the QMC of 7y(u).
We obtain the following
Theorem  10 Under Assumptions B \  A\, A2 , as X -¥ 0+
K  | A |1_4<i, p = 0, 1/4 < < 1/ 2, 
K  | A \~2d, p /  0, 0 < d < 1/2.
/yW  -
Proof: From expression (I) of Corollary 6, we can write the power spectrum as 
fyty) = A M  +  / 2(^; p) +  h  +  A M  + A to  a*, p) +  h (v \ p) ,
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(2.29)
with
A M  = E  Sla(l)eM ,
l=-OO
M »;p) = ^ f -  E  W V * .
l=—oo
h  =
=  ^ +  8p2(5aa(0)) +  (2p4a4 +  4p2a2(p2 +  cr2Jaa(0))) .
- , > _  2ff8(<T2i OQ(0)+ P2) ^  2 ii/I
« (" )  = --------- 2ir  ^  I'l 'l=—OO
t I \ ^/ia6^2 ^h{v\p ,p )  =  2?r 2 ^ a |z|e •
/= - 0 0
feivip) — ~2 ~~ £  a |^aa(Oe,W •
i——00
Thus /3 is part of the variance of the process and so constant in the frequency v. The notation 
used reflects for each of the addenda whether they depend on the parameters p and p in such 
a way that for a 6 {p, p} and for all v € [—7r, 7r)
fi{v\ a) |o=o= 0, i = 2,5 ,6.
By use of Lemma 27 and assumption A\ we obtain that the dominating term is / 2(.) when 
p 0 and /i(.) when p =  0. The addenda that involve p are always dominated in both cases.
In fact we obtain, as / ->■ 00
for /i(.), 6la( l ) ~ K l 4d- \
for / 2(.), 6aa( l ) ~ K l 2d~1 
for / 4(.), «f(| ~ K l ‘ , 
for / 5(.), t*||| ~ K l d~l 
fo r /6(.), a|i|<yao(0  ~ K l 3d—2
By Assumptions Ai, A2 and by Lemma 29, by applying Proposition 2 to each of the /*(.), i =  
1, 2,4,5,6, we get, as v -¥ 0+
fi(v ) ~  K  | v I1 4d, for 1/4 < d < 1/2,
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/ 2(i/; p) ~  K  1v  | 2d, for 0 < d < 1/ 2 ,
H{v',p>,p) ~ K \ v  |_d, for 0 < d < 1,
/ 6(i/;/i) 11/11" 311, for 1/3 < d < 2/3,
where we stressed the values of d which enable to apply Proposition 2. But by A\ to achieve 
stationarity d < 1/ 2.
□
Remarks: (1) With respect of notation of Proposition 2 the slowly varying function is just a 
constant function of the frequency.
(2) When p = 0 we can see from Theorem 6 that the ‘interesting’ part of the spectrum for 
the squared process is a convolution of the spectrum for a linear process. By using the result 
in Zygmund (1977) about the p-integrability of a function, convolution of two q- integrable 
functions, viz. p =  2/q — 1, it follows that f y(.) inherits directly the integrability property (i.e. 
stationarity) and that it is continuous (p=0), and so not long-memory, when the spectrum of 
the linear component /f(.) is square-integrable (q=2), that is for d < 1/4, confirming the results 
obtained by analyzing the behaviour of 7y(/) at long lags (Theorem 4) or the behaviour of f y(.) 
near the zero frequency (Theorem 10).
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2.2.5 The trispectrum for yt
The process {yt} is both nonlinear and non-Gaussian. Non-Gaussianity implies that other 
aspects of the distribution of yt are contained in high-order moments other than the mean 
and the variance. Given that an estimation approach based on a Gaussian pseudo maximum 
likelihood estimator is proposed in the following chapter, nonlinearity of the model is likely to 
generate a ‘cumulant’ term in the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix.
Let us evaluate the fourth cumulant for the squared process and from it the trispectrum. 
For simplicity let us set p. =  0, otherwise the number of terms involved becomes intractable.
Let us define for any integer j
CU77lj( . , j , 
j  terms
the cumulant operator in j  arguments.
By stationarity
curriyyy (a, 6, c) =  cum^yt, yt+a, Vt+b, Vt+c), (2.30)
curriyyy^ , .,.) denoting the fourth-order cumulant for the yt-
Let us set for simplicity
ki = p2 +  W O ).
Theorem  11 Under Assumption B ' and setting for simplicity Saa(l) =  fy), I =  0, ±1 , . . .  we 
have
c u m yy y (a i b1c) =  8 a 16 a l a 2_ aa l _ ak i
+<74 [2o4c?c_a {2a4o£ (2a4Sfb) +  4pV<S(6)) +  2o4o?b (2a4<^o) + 4pV<?(a))
+(j2ki8aaoib (<r6fy-a) +  P2^ 4) }
+2a 4otl_a {2<r4a 2a (2a46fc) +  4pV 2<J(c))  +  2a4a 2 (2a 4Sfa) +  4p V £ (a))
+(T2ki8aaa c ( ^ ( c - a )  +  P2<74) }
+2a8a l_ b 12<r4a 2 (2a4<J(a) +  4p2cr2J(a))  +  2a4a 2 (2a4S2b) +  4p V fy ,) )
+ a 28kiaaa b (cr66(b_a) +  p2cr4) }] +  {2ki<r10a 2a8ab- aOLc-a (<r6t(c-b) +  P2^ 4) }
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+(76 {2a2ca4 [8^6<5(6)<J(o)(J(6_0) +  8pV 4 (<5(a)<5(6) + ^bfyb-a) +  5(a)<5(6-a))]
+2ab(T4 [8<76(<5(a)<5(c)<5(c_a) +  8pV4 (<5(a)<5(c) +  <5(a)<5(c- a) +  <5(c)<5(c-a))] 
+ 2aa0'4 [8cr6<5(6) <5(c) <5(c_ft) +  8p2a4 (<5(&)<5(c) +  (^b)^ (c-b) +  (^c)^ (c—6))] 
+ a 2k 1 [l6a8 (ttyacfy-ajfyc-a) + a 0a6<5(c-a)5(c-6) + aaac<5(&-0)<5(c-6))
+16p2GA (&ba c(fi(b-a) + 6{c-a)) +  OLaa b{S(c_ b) + <5(c_a)) +  aaac(<5(c-b) +  *5(6- 0)))] 
+ 8a aQ!6 (2a46fc) +  4pV<5(c)) (a66(b- a) +  P2^ )  
+8aaac (2a4S2b) +  4pV<5(6)) (a6<5(c_a) + p V )
+ 8aba c (2<74<5fo)+ 4pV<5(o)) (ff6J(c_6) + p V ) }
+8<ju a2c_bal_a (a26fa) +  2p2<5(o))
+<76 |l6cr4a2_0 [<76J(5)<S(o)($(5_a) + p2^ 4 (<5(b)(5(c) +  (5(5) (5(c_5) + <5(c)(5(c_5))]
+16a4a$_a [o-6<5(o)<5(c)<5(c_a) + p V  (<5(a)<5(c) +  <5(a)<5(c-a) +  <5(c)<5(c-a))]
+ 16a 4a 2_5 [a6<5(a)(5(5)(5(5_a) + p 2a 4 (<5(a)<5(b) +  5(a)<5(b-a) +  5(b)5(b-a))]}
+8<76a5_fla c_0<5(tt) (o-6<5(c-6) +  p2o4) (2a4<5(a) +  4 p V )
+16<78 ((T8 [(5(a) (5(5) <5(c _ 5)<5(c - 0) -+5(a)5(c)<5(5-a)<5(c_5) +  <5(5)<5(c) <5(6_a) <5(c_a)]
+ p V  [(5(a) (5(5) (<5(c_6) +  <5(5-a)) +  <5(a)<5(c)(<5(c-b) +  <5(c-a)) +  <5(6) <5(c) (<5(6-a) +  <5(c-a))] } 
+16p20-14[<5(5)<5(c_a) (<5(c _ 5) +<5(5_a)) +<5(c)<5(5_a) (<5(c- a) +<5(c-6)) +<5(a)<5(c-b) (<5(5-a)+<5(c-a))] •
Proof: Let u s s e t O < a < 6 < c .  Setting
(2.31)
then we can express the fourth cumulant as
cum. (a, 6, c) — (1) +  (2) +  (3) +  (4) (2.32)
where
(1) =  cum4$ h ? _ lt e?+0fc?_1+a, tt+ ^ t-i+ t. ^ t+M-i+c) + 
CUm4(^A(_!, it+aht-i+a, ft+i^t-i+t. ^ t - i + c )  + 
c u r o 4 ( ^ f t j _ 1, e?+ 0 f t ? - i+ 0 . h t - i + A + c )  +
curo4(e?ft?_1, ej+o^t-i+a. ^ t - i + c )  •
(2.33)
(2.34)
(2.35)
(2.36)
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(2) = CU77l4(e /^lj_j, G h£_i_|_a, + (2.37)
cum4(ef h?_!, a 2h?_1+a, e?+6hJ_1+6, a 2h2_1+c) + (2.38)
cti77i4(e^/i(_j,g h^_i^.al(T e ^ c) + (2.39)
Ctxm4(e*/!*_!,<7 ^t—1+ai^ ^t—1+6’^  ^t— 1+c) • (2.40)
(3) = cum4(a2h?_1, ^ +ah?_1+a, e?+6h?_1+6, h?_1+ce?+c) + (2.41)
CU77l4((7 —H-o, ^ £+6^t—1+6, ^  ^t— 1+c) ~b (2.42)
CUTTING ht_i, ^t+a^t—l+a^  & ^t—1+6» ^t— 1+c i^+c) (2.43)
CUTTING l+o, ^  ^t—1+6»^ ^t—1+c) • (2.44)
(4) = CUTTING tlt_i,G —1-1-6, ^t—1+c^t+c) “b (2.45)
cum4(cr2/i2_1, a 2/i2_1+a, e2+5/i?_1+b, a 2h2_1+c) + (2.46)
cum4(a2/ij_1, <r2/£_1+0, a 2/i2_1+6, h?_1+ce^ +c) + (2.47)
cum4(a2hj_1, cr2/!? .!^ , a 2/i2_1+6, a 2h?_1+c) . (2.48)
Now by direct evaluation of the cumulant, given the independence of the e* and the fact that
&($) = 0 ,
we have that for each of the term as
cum4( . , e ? +ch?_1+c) =  0, (2.49)
so that eight out of sixteen terms in (2.32) are equal to zero.
Finally, setting as in Theorem 2
o-c
wa,(b,c) = J2  aket+a-k where a > b > c
k—a—b
we have that
ht+a—l =  P “b wa,(a—1,—oo) j 
^f+6-1 =  P +  ^ 6,(6—1,—oo) j 
with
wb,(b-l,-oo) =  ^ 6,(6- 1,o+l) "I~wb,(a,a) "b ^.(o-l.-oo) > 
ht+c— 1 — P~b wc,(c— 1,—oo) > 
with
WC,{c-l-oo) =  ^c,(c—1,6+1) +  wc,{b,b) +  Wc,(6- 1,o+l) +  wc,{a,a) +  ^ 6,(o-l,-oo) •
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Thus
h?+0_l =  p2  +  < (a-i,-oo) +  2pw0|(a-lf-oo)> (2*50)
^t+6-1 =  P2 +  w b,(b-l,a+l) + W&,(a,a) + w b,{a-l,-oo)
~^ ^w b,(6-1,o+l) (wc,(a,a) ^.(o-lj-oo)) "b 2w b,(a,a)w b,(a-l,-oo) “b 2Pu;6J(&-l>-oo) •
^ t + c - 1
— p +  + w c,(b,b) " b  w c,(b-l , o + l )  “b  Wc,(a,a) " b  w c , ( a - l , o o )
+ 2<u;c , ( c - 1 , 6 + 1 )  +  w c , ( f t - l , o + l )  +  w c,(a,a) +  ^ c , ( a - l , - o o ) )
+ 2w Cj( 5}5) ^ U JC}(5_ i >0+ i )  * h  ^ c , ( a , a )  " b  w c , ( a — l , - o o ) )
( w c , ( a , a )  “I" w c,(a—1 ,—00) )
■ b 2 w ,c , ( a , a ) W c , ( a - l , - o o )  * b  2 / ^ c , ( c —1 , —00) •
Let us now evaluate each term from (2.34) to (2.48). We report in Appendix C the graphs 
representing the ‘links’ on which the evaluation of the terms (2.34)-(2.48) is based.
With respect to element (2.34), from
E t f e t)=  0, (2.51)
we have that the only relevant element in the expression of h^+c_l is given by
c^,(6,6) == a c—bet+b 1
so that (2.34) becomes
<72a*_t cun»4(e?h?_1, e?+a/i?-i+a. lt+b^t-i+b< 4+b) • (2-52)
Then, by the cumulants’ reduction theorem (Proposition 1) the cumulant expression of 
(2.52) can be written as
2a 4cum2(e?, h?_i+a)cumi(/i?_i)cum2( e?+a, ht-i+b) » (2-53)
so that
(2.34) =  aa«6-aa c-a8( ^ ) 8fcl • (2*54)
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For the other terms we have in turn
(2.36) =  a 4 [cum2(et+0, h\_x+c) {cum2(e*, hf_1+a)cum2(/i?_i, t^-i+e>)
+cum2(^ , h?_1+6)cum2(/i?_1, h(_1+a)
+  cum3(e?, h?_1+a, ftt-i+bJcum^/i?.!)}
+cum2(e?+a, h?_1+6) |cwm2(e?,/i?_1+a)c«w2(/it_1, h?_1+c)
+cirni2(ef, hf_1+c)cum2 (/!?_!, hf_1+a)
+cum3(e?, h?_i+a, /it-i+c) ^ i ( ^ - i ) }  +
+cum3(e?+a, hJ_1+5, hj_1+c) {cwmi(/it_1)cum2(e?, hf_1+a)}] .
(2.38) =  a 4cum2(e?+6, hj_1+c) {cum2(e?, h?_1+6)c«77i2(/if_1, h?_1+a)
+c«m2(e?, /ij_1+a)cu77i2(/ij_1, h?_1+6) +  cum3(e?, h?_1+a, h j-i+ ftjcum i^ .!)}  .
(2.40) =  a 6 {curo2(e?, h?_1+c)cnm3(h?_1, /i?_1+a, /i?_1+6)
+cum2(ef, h(_1+5)cum3(/i^_i, hj_1+0, /if_1+c)
+cum2(e*, hf_i+0)c«7n3(/it_i, h£_1+c)
+017714 (e J, /if_1+a, hJ_1+5, hj_1+c)cumi(hj_1)
+cum3(e?, /i*_1+a, /if_1+6)cum2(/i{_1, h£_1+c)
+cwm3(c?, h?_1+a, h?_1+c)cum2(/i?_1, h?_1+6)
+  ciim 3(eJ,/iJ_1+6,/i?_1+c)cum 2(/i?_1,/i?_1+0) }  .
(2.42) =  a 4cnm2(e?+6,/i?_1+c)cum2(et+a,/it_1+6)cum2(/i?_1,/i?_1+0) .
(2.44) =  a 6 {cum2(e?+a, hf_1+c)c«m3(/i?_l5 h?_1+a, h?_1+6)
+oiTO2(ef+a, ht_i+b)cum3 (ht_i, h^_1+a, /ij_1+c)
+ cum3(e?+a, ht_l+b, h?_1+c)c«m2(/i?_1, /i?_1+a)} .
(2.46) =  <76cum2(e?+6, /it_1+c)cum3(/if_ l5 ht_1+a, /if_1+6) .
(2.48) =  ascum4 {ht_u  h]_1+a, h?_1+6, hj_1+c) .
All the cumulants in (2.36)-(2.48) are reported in Appendix B (section B.l- B.7). Hence by 
simple substitution the result follows.
□
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Corollary 4 Under Assumption B ' and for p — 0 we have 
cumyyy(a,b,c) =  <^Jl%OL2aa 2 _aa2c_ak\
+ 8a16 [aj-o +  a l&la) +  2&iaaa!6<fy,_a)} +  a 2_a \ a 2a52c) +  a2c82a) +  2fcia0a c(5(c_a)}
+ a 2c_b {a lS 2a) + a 2J l h) +  2fcia0Q!6<5(6_a)}] +  [l6kicr16a 2aa b- aa c- a5(c_b)}
+ 1 6 a 16 +«?^(o)^(c)^(c-o) + a a <J(6)<J(c)<5(c-6)]
+ 1 6 o-16&i [a 6 a c^(6-o)^(c-a) + a a tt6 ^ (c -a )<J(c-6) + a a a C^ (6-o)^(c-6)]
+ 1 6 a 16 [a aa 6(5^(5(ft_a) +  a aa cS2b)S ^ a) +  a 6a c^ a)<J(c_ 6)]
+8cr16a c_ &a 6_ 0^ aj [a c_&a6_a +  2<5(c_ 6)]
+ 1 6 a 16 [ a c - o ^ ^ ^ f t - o )  + a ? - a <y(o)^(c)<J(c-a) +a?-6^(a)^(6)^(6-a)
+^(o)^(6)^(c-fc)^(c-a) +^(o)^(c)^(6-o)^(c-6) +  ^(6)^(c)^(6-a)^(c-a)] •
Recalling that
/5(A) =  Re (<*(A) — 1),
and setting
C(A) =| « ( A ) - 1 | 2,
and for any functions o(A), 6(A), c(A), d(A), — it < A < 7r,
1 f*
CabW =  77TT / a(u/)6(A -  u)du, -7T < A < 7r,(27Tj J— 7T
1jDa6c(A, /i) =  7jr-r / a(w)6(A -  ti;)c(/i -  a;)da;, -w  < A < 7r, —tt < p. < ir
(2tt) y~7r
1 /**■Rafted(A, p, i/) =  J  ^ a(u)b(X -  u)c(p -  uj)d(v -  u)du,
—n < A < 7T, -7T < /i < 7T, — 7T < 1/ < 7T,
so that each of the integrals is well defined, we obtain the following:
Theorem  12 Denoting by Qyyy(wi,W2,W3), —?r < Ui < 7r, t =  1,2,3 the fourth-order spectrum 
(trispectrum) of the yt, under Assumption B r for p = 0 and setting for simplicity u  =  (jj\+u)2 +u$
8^(o) Cpp (u ) Cpp (u 2) Cpp (u>3)
+ 8  [c^ g(a>3 ) (Cpp(ui)C^(ui + 0 /3 ) + Cpp(ui + u>3)C,<cc(t«;i) + 25(o)-D/3/j£(&, wi + w3)) 
Cpp{u)2 ) (C pp(u>s)C ^(u i +  U2 ) +  C pp(u \ +  m2 ) C ^ (^3) +  25(o)-D/3/3<(^5 u i  4- ^ 2) )  
Cpp{w3) (C p p {o j{ )C ^ {u 2 +  W3 ) +  Cpp{u>2 +  W3)C7^(a;i) +  2S^Dpp^(u^u)2  +  ^ 3) ) ]
+165(o) 67?/? (^2 +  W3, ws)
+165(o) [C /^ O ^ O -^ C C C ^ + ^ Iw iJ+ C /j/y fw iJD ^ fw i+ w s,^ 3)+ C r/3^(^3)^cCc(a;i + a;2j^ 2 )] 
+165(o) [Epptf{u>,u2,M i +  ^ 2 ) +  E p p tf(Q ,u u m \  +  0J3 ) +  E/3(3£c{m,t*/i, m\ +  0*2)] +  
16 [£'cc(a;3)-l?0/?c(a;l +  wl )  +  C ^ { u 2)Dpp^{u}\ +  W3, Wi) +  C^{(jJ\)Dpp^{(jJ2 +  W3j ^2)] 
%Cpp(M$)Cpp(uJ2 +  OJ3 )Ctf(u>) +  16C ^ (u)Cp£ (m^)P(U2 +  M3 )
+ 16  [C p p (w 3 )D ^ (u ,W 2 )  +  Cpp (u 2) &£{(;(&, M3 ) +  C p p ( u i ) D ^ ( u ,U 3 )]
+ 16  [£7^^(a), a;i +  U3 , (Ji) +  E ^ ^ ( u / ,  u i  +  U2 i m\) +  E ^ ^ ( u } u i  +  W2, ^2 )]}  •
Proof: Considering Corollary 4 writing
the result follows by equating cumyyy(a1 6, c) to
[  [  [  Qyyy(Mi,U2 ,U3 )et a^u}1 +bu}2 +cu)^ duidu 2 dM3
J—7T ■/—7T ■/ —7T
on the lines of Theorem 6.
□
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Chapter 3
The ‘one-shock’ model: estimation
In this chapter we propose an estimation procedure for the nonlinear moving average model 
introduced in Chapter 2. We first discuss standard theory of Gaussian estimation. Then we 
consider possible estimation procedures for our model. First we consider a MLE under Gaussian 
unobservables. Finally we propose a Gaussian Pseudo Maximum Likelihood Estimator (PMLE) 
based on the pretense that yt is Gaussian. Regularity conditions, which the asymptotic theory in 
the following chapter is based on, are introduced and discussed. Then we introduce a bivariate 
PMLE, assuming that the (xj, yt) are jointly Gaussian, and we perform an efficiency analysis 
of the two estimators.
3.1 Review on asymptotic theory for Gaussian estimates
Let u t,t =  0 ,± 1 ,... be a stationary Gaussian sequence with mean 0 and spectral density 
/ u(A), A G [—7r, 7r). Considering now a parametric family of functions / u(A; /3), /? E B  for a p x 1 
vector of parameter /?, we shall call @q 6 B  the true parameter value such that / tt(A) =  / tt(A; /3b). 
Given a sample of T  consecutive observations u =  (tii,. . .  , utY the ML estimate of (3 will be 
defined by
=  argminfeBQT((3),
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where
Qt((3) =  log(2tt) +  i log \ AT(/3) | + ^u 'A T 1 (P)u, (3.1)
is — 2 /T  times the log (Gaussian) likelihood and A t {(3) is such that {^r(/?)}a,6 =  J-n e*^ ° b^ufu(v\ P)du 
and the set B  is assumed to be compact.
Under regularity conditions as T  —> oo
-  0o) ^(O .B -H A .)), (3.2)
with
nt o \   1 r  dlogfu(u;0 )dlogfVL(u;P )J
BW ) =  4jt L  ^ ------------^ -----  ’ (3'3)
where the asymptotically efficient property yields
T ^ J T E ( dQi T )dQi T ) ) = B { M - ( 3 - 4 )
Asymptotically equivalent inference is obtained when considering the Gaussian likelihood in 
the frequency domain, introduced by Whittle (1962)
(l5>
where
i  r
Iu{x) =  W r  I 5 > e“ A I2t= 1
This approximation of the Gaussian likelihood, known as the Whittle function, is much easier 
to handle particularly because there is no need anymore to evaluate AJj}((3) relying on the fact 
that (cf. Grenander and Szego (1958))
lim det At{/3)^t  =  2nexp f logfu(u;j3)du \ .T-*oo \27T J-n J
On the other hand, from (3.5), one now needs to calculate two integrals for every evaluation of 
the objective function but these are routinely approximated by sums over the Fourier frequency. 
The surprising thing is that (3.2), viz. the same T 1/2 norming and the same asymptotic distri­
bution and the efficiency property (3.4) hold for the short memory case (Mann and Wald 1943) 
(Whittle 1962) as well as for the long memory case (Fox and Taqqu 1986) (Dahlhaus 1989). In 
the former case the regularity conditions state the power spectrum / U(A; (3) to be at least con­
tinuous in the A, differently from the latter case where the power spectrum has a discontinuity 
(of type one) at the origin.
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In order to understand why this is so, let us consider the following result on spectral esti­
mates where (3.2) is a particular case of
7U/2 mr
— -  j  g{A) [7u(w) -  /uM ] du ->d N (0, % )) ,  as T 00, _ (3.6)
and where
h (9) =  ^
for some function g(u), — ir < u  < 1r. Obviously proper regularity conditions on the function 
g(.) and the power spectrum / u(.) are needed in order to achieve (3.6), the minimum condition 
being evenness of g(.).
Many different statistics are embedded within the spectral estimate framework, by a proper 
choice of the <?(.) function. For instance setting g(X) = cos(fcA), k = 0, ± 1 ,... one obtains the 
result for sample autocovariances (Hannan 1976) and for g(X) = gr(X — /i), with <7t(*) being a 
kernel one gets a spectral density estimate at frequency /i E [—7r, 7r).
Finally when g(X) =  ^ / “1(A; (3$) , we are back in the case of Gaussian estimation.
In the short memory case, assuming that / u(.) is bounded away from zero, we can take g{.) 
to be at least continuous but a certain degree of complementarity in smoothness between g{.) 
and / u(.) is allowed for. In fact a pole of / u(.) can match a zero of g(.) of a suitable order so 
that the asymptotic variance h(g) is finite and (3.6) holds. This is exactly the mechanism which 
yields (3.2) for long memory processes, where the result goes through with f u(A;/3b) =  0(A“Q) 
and 0 (A) =  0(Xa) as A -* 0+ where 0 < a < 1.
Result (3.2) was generalized in the case where it* is a linear process in i.i.d. variates as 
well as in martingale differences both in the short memory case (Hannan 1973) (Hosoya and 
Taniguchi 1982) and the long memory case (Giraitis and Surgailis 1990a) (Heyde and Gay 1993), 
the latter being valid both for short and long memory processes.
In the weak memory case it is well known that when the innovation variance does not depend 
on the parameter /3, namely (cf. Hannan (1970))
/  logfu(u;P)du = 0,
J — 7T
the PMLE is as efficient as in the Gaussian case. In fact in this case the asymptotic covariance 
matrix is independent of the fourth cumulant of the innovation in the short memory (Whittle
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1962) (Hannan 1973) (Dunsmnir 1979) and in the long memory case (Giraitis and Surgailis 
1990a).
The difference concerns the approach used to establish (3.2). Long memory rules out all
pioneered by Fox and Taqqu (1986) (1987) is based on showing that the cumulants of order
variates (Grenander and Szego 1958)
T
cumk{ b(t-g)Uaut) =  2 k~1(k -  1 )\tr(ATBT), (3.7)
3,t=  1
where At  =  A t((3q) and Bt  is a Toeplitz matrix made of the coefficients s, t  = 1 , .. .,  T.
3.2 Exact versus pseudo MLE
3.2.1 The exact MLE under Gaussian unobservables
The long memory parameterization (assumption Ai) implies that it would be implausible, albeit 
possible, to estimate this nonlinear moving average by some method of moments, differently 
from the weak memory case of Robinson (1977). In fact it is not be clear which moments should 
one look at and how the efficiency of the estimator should be affected.
On the other hand, we will now show how an exact MLE although fully efficient does not 
seem to be the preferable approach to be considered (cf. Robinson and Zaffaroni (1996a)). 
In this case we need to make some distributional assumptions on the e*, a much stronger 
assumption than B'. Assuming Gaussian {e*}
the CLT results based on some form of mixing condition (McLeish 1975). Indeed the approach
greater than 3 of the right hand side of (3.6) were converging to zero as the sample size goes to 
infinity, making use of the general expression for the cumulant of a quadratic form in Gaussian
(3.8)
so then we get
(3.9)
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where x  =  ( s i , . . . , xT)', e =  (ei,. . . ,  eT)'.
But the Jacobiau matrix | ^  | is triangular because
det _  i  l /h t- i ,  s = t 
9xa |  0, s > t
so that
T
l ^ l = ( I I ft‘- i ) - 1- (3-10)
i=l
This yields the log likelihood
logpdf(xu . . . , x T) =  -T lo g c  -  ^rlog(2it) -  Z )  ^*#.2 ^  lo9 fa-i-
* 4(7 *=i nt- 1 t=1
Obviously, even if the e* and so the ht are Gaussian, by the fact that the product of normal 
random variables is not normal (Aroian 1947), the Xt are not.
As in Robinson (1977), in order to evaluate it we would need to evaluate ht- 1 in terms of 
the xt s, that is, writing the model as a nonlinear autoregression. For instance, setting,
St- i  =  { _ * ) (3.11)
p +  aiet_i +  . . .  +  at_iei, t > 1
where e* =  Ctl(t > 0), I ( .) being the indicator function, and from
et = (xt -  p)/h t- 1, (3.12)
we obtain
ho =  p,
1 _  . x i - p  Xi — fihi = p  + a  1 —=—  =  p H---------- 5ho p
r  _ _ £ 2  — p  x i  — u
h2 — p  +  t t l Q  +  — P +  ol1 — =------- h t t2 — =—hi ho
_  , p(x2  -  p) , xi -  p
=  P  +  Oil / o ,   77 + -012-------- J(p2 +  Otl{Xl — p)) p
and so on. Of course one would need to establish that this invertibility condition holds such 
that, at least, as t -* 00
ht — ht —tp 0 (3.13)
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so to be able to perform correct asymptotical inference. As was noticed by Granger and 
Andersen (1978) the theory of linear processes is not readily extendable to the nonlinear case 
including our nonlinear moving average case. The same observation applies for all the ARCH- 
type models where there are still no formal results establishing the invertibility condition, 
routinely used when estimating and forecasting.
Moreover, even if we can expect that the truncation (used in order to evaluate the likelihood 
substituting in the barred residual e*) is asymptotically negligible due to the long memory nature 
of the process, we can expect this ‘initial condition’ effect to die away very slowly in function 
of the memory of the process {yt}- Lumsdaine (1996) showed that for the GARCH(1,1) the 
effect of conditioning on the value of the conditional variance of the process at time 0 (before 
the process was sampled) dies away faster than T -1/2 and actually we conjecture it to die 
exponentially fast. This of course is a consequence of the short memory of the process.
3.2.2 The Gaussian PM LE
We propose a PMLE based on a Gaussian likelihood as if the process {yt} were Gaussian 
without of course forgetting that it cannot be so, yt being always non-negative by construction. 
The Gaussian likelihood is based by construction on all the autocovariance function of yt and 
therefore we expect it to be very sensitive to the degree of dependence, in a second order 
sense, of the process. The success of the Gaussian likelihood principle is also witnessed in a 
semi-parametric framework (Robinson 1995a).
We will consider the frequency domain approximation (3.5) so that we will lose dependency 
from initial conditions as well as from the invertibility condition, which the exact MLE was 
based on.
Let us assume that { a j(9 )  : j  =  1,2,...} represents a sequence of functions of a p  x 1 vector 
parameter 0 6 0  C RP.
We define the normalized parameters ft = p/cr2 and p2 =  p2/<r2, and therefore we shall call 
the (p +  2) x 1 vector of parameters made by
'<l> = (P’,p2 , 0 ,y  •
Hence ^  will parameterize a family of functions K y(A; VO, A 6 [—7r,7r), ^  G ^  obtained by
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replacing the cti by the a* (0) in (2.27).
Note that we did not include a8, the variance of the unobservables e*, in ip. In fact given
f y { W )  =  ° %Ky(X\1p), -7T < X < 7T,
we are able to factorize a2, and thus to concentrate it out from the objective function. As 
shown below, this implies that we do obtain a closed-form expression for its estimator, making 
unnecessary the distinction between the true value cr2  and any admissible values.
We shall call ipo e the true parameter so that in particular
fy(X) = a 8 Ky(X',ipo), aj = atj(6o), j  =  1 ,2 ,.... (3.14)
We will assume that ipo lies in the interior of ^  C Rp+2, being assumed compact.
Two possible objective functions, asymptotically equivalent, are considered:
n  x)QT(a2 ,ip) =  (l/27r) log(a8 Ky(X;ip)) + iP) dX ,
T —l
O tV .V ’) =  (1 / T ) £
J - 1
log^K yiX jiip)) + H X j )
where I(u) is the the periodogram,
A i ? c = i f „
(w) 2ttT ’ ^ t=i
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
Xj  = denotes the Fourier frequency and the zero frequency is skipped due to mean correction.
With respect to Q t{o2, VO we concentrate the parameter a8  out. With the index,; running 
over 1 < t < T  — 1 , from
QtV.V-) = (1 /T )E
3
loa^  + logKi ( X ^ )  + - ^ M - f )
differentiating with respect to cr8 and equating the result to zero yields
d(T*
M )  =  (i m r ( 1 _____ £ M _ ) =  0
M  a^K y(X ^ipy  ’
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obtaining
f f W 8 T W  = (l / r ) £ _ ^ .  (3.18)
Plugging it in the first expression, one obtains the concentrated Pseudo likelihood
Qt W  =  log JO i)
VO
YljlogKyi A?; VO , x+  3  Ty J + 1 .  (3.19)
Likewise we can write the concentrated likelihood in terms of the first kind of objective 
function, i.e. Qt (g2j VO? replacing the summations with integrals, and obtaining then
= (3-20)
Qt(V0 d-  log[dj>) + J  logKy(u\ ip)du + 1 . (3.21)
Let us define the pseudo maximum likelihood estimators (PMLE) tpT and ipr by
xpr — argm in^^Q T ^ ) , (3.22)
ipr =  argmin1j,£yQT(i>) • (3.23)
The potentially most cumbersome aspect from a computational point of view is induced
by the two convolutions contained in the expression for f y(\;ip) which are a result of the 
nonlinearity. To indicate how to deal with this (cf. Robinson and Zaffaroni (1996b)) let us 
suppose that we wish to evaluate
J —7T
for some functions /(A), <7(A). By a standard result in harmonic analysis the Fourier transform 
of h(A) is the product of the Fourier transforms of f(X),g(X). Thus to approximate h(fi) we 
can use the fast Fourier transform in order to convolve f(X j) ,g ( \j) ,j  =  1 ,.. . ,  T  — 1, taking the 
product of the results and then deconvolving.
(Time dom ain’ assum ptions
To develop the asymptotic theory of the PMLE, we introduce the following assumptions which 
extend the previous Assumptions A  to the sequence ai(9).
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Assum ptions A 9 
For any 0 ,6* £ © and i =  1,... ,p
Ai aj(Q) ~  K j d^ ~ l , 0 <| -K" | < oo, as j  oo
where the function d : 0  -¥ (0, 1/ 2) is continuous.
A2 | OLj(0) — aJ+i(0) |< K  ^ a^ ~— , Vy > J, some J < o o , 0 < A ' < o o ,
A3 “7^  ~  Klo9 , 0 <| A" |< 00, a s j -+  00,
. da,(0) datj+if#) . If . , _ _ __
A< l _ ^ ---------- ^ — |< j | - ^ - | , V J > J , SOme J < o o , 0 < i r < o o ,
ojb _
As(k)' ^  Klogk{j)jm ~l a s j ^  00,
Ae(k)' 1 iJ ~ d 0 ~ ~  i -  7 1 a ^ k r t 1 Vj > s o m e  j < ° o<0 < K < oa’
where iu 6 {1, 2, . . .  ,p} ,u =  1, 2, . . .  ,&,
A7 aj(^) ^  /or any integer j  and 0 ^  0*.
Remarks: (1) Assumptions A[ imply that the oti{0) behave asymptotically as the Wold coef­
ficients of a stationary ARFIM A(p,d,q), thus potentially imparting long memory to the yt. 
By no means are we restricting the short run dynamics so that A[ is perfectly compatible for 
instance with seasonal and asymmetric effects. Imposing an exact rate rather than an upper 
bound (cf. Robinson and Zaffaroni (1996a)) plays a crucial role in the asymptotic results, for 
instance with A!7  to guarantee identifiability of the model. Assumption A '2  implies that the 
ai(0) behaves as QMC sequence. This will determine the behaviour near the zero frequency as 
well as imposing an approximate Lipschitz condition (Zygmund 1977) over the interval (0,7r] for 
/y(A;V0* Assumptions A3, A4, imposing the same degree smoothness to ^ / y(A; VO, allow us 
to make use of limit results for Toeplitz matrices (Fox and Taqqu 1986) in the proof of the CLT 
of the PMLE. Furthermore, with Ag(2), Ag(2), we can apply the Delta method and establish 
the limit (a.s.) of the hessian matrix.
(2) ‘Time domain’ regularity assumptions are not common in the long memory parametric (Fox 
and Taqqu 1986) (Fox and Taqqu 1987) (Giraitis and Surgailis 1990a) and semi-nonparametric 
literature (Robinson 1995b) (Robinson 1995a). Indeed regularity conditions are usually ex­
pressed in terms of a certain degree of smoothness in the power spectrum of the underlying
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process1, henceforth defined as the ‘usual’ assumptions. But whereas in the latter case frequency 
domain assumptions represent a natural choice it is not as well motivated in the parametric 
framework, except in the case of linear models when efficient inference can be drawn from the 
second order properties of the process. On the other hand, it might be very difficult in general, 
within a specific nonlinear parameterization, to check that the family of power spectra driven 
by such parameterization would satisfy the ‘usual’ assumptions. In our nonlinear parametric 
framework the statistical properties of the model are completely determined by the behaviour 
of the unobservables e* and the coefficients cti(Q). In this respect it seems natural to impose 
regularity conditions as stated by Assumptions A' above. These conditions appear very easy to 
check and as an example we show in the next section how the ARFIM A(0 , d, 0) Wold coeffi­
cients do satisfy Assumptions A'. Our ‘time domain’ Assumption A! imply certain but not all of 
the ‘usual’ assumptions. In this respect our assumptions are sometimes stronger and sometimes 
weaker, again a by-product of the difference of our model from the linear framework.
An example: the ARFIMA(0,d,0) coefficients.
Let us consider the following parameterization,
d(0) = 0,
and
f n U f c * *  , i>l ,  (3.24)
« .w  =  { n U \ ! ,1 =  0 .
In terms of transfer function these coefficients correspond to the following
a(A) =  (1 -  eix)~>.
Thus in order to confirm the capability of these coefficients we need to check that Assumptions 
A[ to A!7  are satisfied.
Regarding Assumption Ai, from using Stirling’s formula (Brockwell and Davis 1987) it 
follows that as i oo,
Oi (0 ) ~ K i e- 1,
1Fc»x and Taqqu (1986, Remark at p.529) state how in certain cases a Thuberian theorem (as Proposition 2) 
can be applied in order to get the asymptotic behaviour of the Fourier coefficients of the power spectrum and its 
derivatives.
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where the constant K  =  K(0) does not depend on i.
From (3.24) we get
« ,(« )-< *«(* ) =  «,(«) ( i^ |)  ,
and thus A!2  is trivially satisfied.
Concerning A '3  we get
log oti(0) = l°9(~— IT“ ) *
k=l
Differentiating we get
dlogai(6 ) ^  , 1 .
K= 1
Then from (Knopp 1961, Theorem 10 pp. 224) as N  -+ oo Ylk=i i  ~  log(N) so that as i -► oo
K i d~llog(i) .dai(0) ..
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Likewise from
d lo g a M  dlo9 ai+i W = , (i +  fl)i
50 50
we get, as z -v oo,
3a^0) _  =  1 - 0 3 a ^ 0 )  +  a .(g)log(i + e) „  K a .(e)log(i)
By an identical argument it is straightforward to show that Assumptions A^(k)f and Ag(A;)'s 
for any integer k are satisfied.
Finally regarding A!7  and imposing the condition
ak(9) = ak(9*h (3.25)
for any integer k > 1 yields
(e* -  (<n*)c*+ (0*-1 -  +...+c=o,
where the coefficients c*, i =  0 , . . . ,  k axe positive functions of the integers 1 ,2 ,...,  k only. Hence 
condition (3.25) is true if and only if 0 =  0*.
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3.3 The bivariate Gaussian PMLE
In general there is always a loss in efficiency in estimating the model by the Gaussian PMLE 
with respect to the exact MLE, when the distribution is known. In this section we consider 
a possible way to achieve some efficiency gain without having to impose some distributional 
assumptions.
We propose a Gaussian PMLE as if the bivariate process zt =  (re*, yt) 1 is multivariate normal. 
In this way we should obtain an efficiency gain with respect to the univariate PMLE based on 
the yt only, because we consider the information concerning the xt and the cross relations 
between the xt and the yt.
Let us consider for simplicity the objective function in the ‘integral form’. The bivariate 
Gaussian likelihood for the zt with power spectrum matrix /*(A) is
1 r*Q2,t(<t2, if) = 7^  (log | f z{A; a 2, i>) \ + tr(fz *(A; a 2, i ) I (A)) dA, (3.26)
with
2 i a 4 K x(u;i>) a 6 K Xy(u;i)
fz(u ;a  ,■>/>) = I I ,/*(A) =  /z(A;V>o),I a 6 K j /x M )  o*KvM )  J 
Hu) = (  7»<">
y IyX(u) Iy{u>)
where for any sequences a*, &*, t = 1 ,.. .,  T  
1 T
hb(u) =  — i ^ 2  -  a)(bs -  6), Iab(w) = Ia(u) when a =  6,
s ,t= l
d, b denoting the sample means, and Kx(u;i!>), Kxy(u-,i>) are obtained, similarly to Ky(u',i), 
from Theorems 5 and 9 replacing the a,* by the a*(0) and factorizing for a suitable power of a2.
It follows that
, - u . .. -2 .n _  * I .
h  (« ,»  ,* ) a ii\Kz(u-,ij>)\ ( - a«Kyx(u,) o*Kx(U) 1 ’ ( )
where
k . M ) = (  K x M )  )  .
\  K yx(w;i>) Ky(u;i>) J
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Setting for simplicity r  =  a2, we get
Q2,t(t,i!>) = 6  logr+  ^J ^ Iog\Kz(\;ip)\d\
+ ^ h W  ~ , (3.28)
where
b l W =  _l r ^ m m dXt
27r J-7T \Kz(\;ij>)\
f^ \  _  J _  f*  K x y f y  4>)Iyx{ty +  K y x j k  VO-Tcy W  ^
2 27T y-TT |iiCz (A ;^ )| ’
L f-l.\ 1 r  Kx( \^ )I y ( \ )  ^
* W - S / ,  | J C . ( A ; » ) |  d A -
Then differentiating with respect to r  yields
=  |  -  £ * ( * )  +  -  £ « * )  =  0, (3.29)
which is equivalent to the following fourth order equation in f  =  f  (ip)'-
6 f 4 — 26i(^)f2 +  3&2 W)f — 4bzhl>) =  0 •
From the sign of the coefficient2 we can conclude that there is one positive consistent root which 
is possible to obtain explicitly by a standard result of linear algebra . Plugging f  in (3.28) we 
get
Q2 , t W  = 6 *°0 f + 5^ : /
+ 3 + 2 ? 3 W ) - ^ 3 ( V ’), (3-30)
where we use (3.29) to concentrate out the term involving 6i (V7)- This is one of the possible
ways of using (3.29) which might be preferable from a computational point of view, because
6i(V0 involves the highest number of integrals.
We define the bivariate PMLEs, ^ 2,r and 4*2,t  by
4>2 ,T =  a r g m in ^ y  Q 2, t  WO • (3.31)
4>2 ,T =  argm in^^ss Q 2, t  WO ? (3.32)
where Q 2|t  is obtained by substituting sums with integrals in Q 2jt -
2In fact &i(V0 and 63(VO axe always positive while 62 (VO becomes a.s. positive as T  —► 00.
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3.4 Asymptotic efficiency of the bivariate PMLE vs. (univari­
ate) PMLE
At first let us state the asymptotic distribution of the normal and bivariate PMLE. We will 
see that it seems a difficult task to obtain some efficiency comparison given the structure of 
the asymptotic covariance matrices involving complicated trispectra expressions. Thus we will 
consider ‘time domain’ Gaussian likelihoods which appear to be much easier to manipulate in 
order to get an answer to our problem.
3.4.1 A sym ptotic d istribution o f the PM LEs w ith  ‘frequency dom ain’ Gaussian  
likelihood
In Chapter 4 we establish the following result, valid also for ipr.
Henceforth De (0) =  -^vecE((p) for some matrix E(<p) function of a vector (p, denotes the 
gradient with respect to <p.
Theorem 14
Under Assumptions AJ, A2, A3, A4, A5(;2), Ag(2), A^B' and Gaussian e* as T —► 00
where
and
X1/2(Vt -  V’o) ->-d (0, ,
M(i>) =  L
with
dlog (Ky(X;ip)) \ [* dlog (Ky(w,ip))
dip - [£ dip ■duj
i n  » r  dKv (“ '<4,) aKy (u '>4’) „ 2 , U
v w = ^ L ^ j > — - d f — K > )du
+ 27T
dip
* r* d K y Y(uji\ip) d K y 1^ ]  Ip) -/ ir rn
-7r J—n
(3.33)
(3.34)
(3.35)
dip dip1 Q yyy(~ u h  ^21 —U2) d u i d u 2 ,
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and where M =  Af(0o) , V =  F(0o) and Qvyy( . , •) =  1 /<r16Qyyy(-,;-) , viz. normalizing the 
trispectrum with respect to the parameter a1 .
We conjecture but we do not provide any proof that under the same assumptions of Theo­
rem 14,
T l/2 (ih,T -  V'o) -H  K  (o, M2 1 V2M2- 1) , (3.36)
where M2  =  M2(0 o), V2  = ^2(^0) and
M 2(tP) = p l im T^ x ^ 2 0 } .  (3.37)
= ^ r  L n D,f ^ u ;^  D ^(u \^ )d w ,
V2W  = ^ f  ® /^(w jV O ) DKt(u ^ )d u
+■£- [  [  i >(w i;^ )$ /t/(-wi,W2,-o;2)iy(t^;V')dwidw2, (3.38)Z'K J—7r J —%
n / 1 \ 0wec/*(a;;0) 2  ( 1 \ (  *2(0)-*M^;0) f 3 (Tj})Kxy(u;ip)
Df ( u ^ ) = p h m T ^ 0 0 ------ t t t  , M«/;V0 =  . 3 , , ^  , M *4 / 1 \ ir / ,v00 ^ r 3(^)^yx(w;^) r 4(0)liry(a/;0)
P(u;;0) =  -Dtf/(a/;0) (K ~v (w;il>) ® K ~ 1 (ur,il>j) ,
/ 01111 01121 01112 01122 ^
02111 02121 02112 02122
01211 01221 02112 02122
V 02211 02221 02212 02222 /
and 0a,6,c,d(a;i i a;2j ^ 3) denotes the trispectrum in the four variates
{(§*)“, ( f » c. (JO*}. with a ,b ,c ,d€  {1,2}.
The non-Gaussian part of the asymptotic covariance matrix, (3.38), is also equivalent to the 
following 1 rw rw
—  J  J  Q(<^i; 0 )  ® r , r ( —u u  V2, — 0 )  du i  du>2 ? (3.39)
$/,/(<*> 1,W2,W3) = (wi,a^2, W3) ,
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where defining the permutation matrix 3:
( 1 0 0 0 >
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
{ 0 0 0 1 J
we get
Q'(-) = JliP 'C), * r s (  ) = .
Also (3.38) is equal to
1 /*7T r7T
— / /  P(wi; o;2, -a;2)Q'(a>2; VO <h>i ^ 2 , (3-40)
*7T J —7T y-7T
with
$/',/(•> •» •) =  $/',/'(•> •> -)#4 1
where the fact that the xt are read implies that the matrix &i j  is hermitian, that is
^o,6,c,d(^j Ab *0 $a,b,c,d{. Ab
Remark: The non-Gaussianity of our problem induces a very complicated form of the as­
ymptotic covariance matrix. The frequency domain approach for the PMLE delivers as a by­
product the typical structure of the asymptotic covariance matrix, with a Gaussian part and a 
non-Gaussian part. The latter involves a double integral in the trispectrum of the observable 
process which, for the two PMLEs here considered, appear very difficult to make a comparison 
with, in order to obtain some relative efficiency result.
Let us consider the asymptotically equivalent ‘time domain’ expressions.
3.4.2 A sym ptotic d istribution o f the PM LEs w ith  ‘tim e dom ain9 Gaussian  
likelihood and efficiency com parison
In the coming two sections we will consider ‘time domain’ expressions for the Gaussian likeli­
hood. This will involve a slightly different parameterization which nevertheless has no conse­
quences in term of the efficiency comparison. For simplicity let us set fi =  0 and 'ip =  (p, O')'.
3Which will interchange the position of the second and third row of the matrix which follows it.
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The (univariate) PM LE case
By Assumption B1
E t-\yt = vart-iyt =  2r 2/i*_1, r  =  <r2,
where and var*_i(.) denote the expectation and variance respectively, conditional on
T t-1. Replacing the with the cti(6) in (3.11), thus obtaining
no t—1 />j\ S't—i
“" M r
*=1 *=1
the ‘time domain’ Gaussian pseudo likelihood for our model is
ht- l  WO =  P +  £ Me t - i  =  P +  £ ) Xt / / v  t  =  2 , . . . , T ,  h0 WO =  p,h*-*-i(V0
Tf  i \   ^ TT/I2  / / \ \ - l   ^ W*g ( ^ l W ) exp ft4_i W  j •
Taking the logarithm, differentiating with respect to r from
dL(t(ip),ip) n 
0r
one obtains the second order equation in f  (ip)
2t2 WO +  WKWO -  <*4(VO =  0 , (3.41)
with
T
« (* ) T  E  't= l
Considering only the positive solution we get
f  WO =  | [ - « 2 W )  +  (M V O )2 +  8a4(V0)1/2] •
For later use we will consider the FOC with respect to f  WO which can be written as
_  Tq2WQ _  Tq4(VQ . .
2fW0 2f 2W) ’ K '
Then from the concentrated (pseudo) loglikelihood L(ip) =  L(f(ip),ip) we get:
d^WO _  -T  df (ip) _  Sy dloghl_i(1>) 
dip fWO dip ~  dip
2 f 3W ) 2 f 2WO WO dip
Ta2(ip) df(ip) _  1 ^  yt dlogh^^ip)
2 f 2W0 dip 2 f W ) “ h?_!W )
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Then by using (3.42) we get:
dL(ip) _  S ,  dloghf_l ('ip) 
dip “  dip
i 1 - f  ( f t ___________ y* . d io g h U m  ,3 4 3 )
t 2M)htA'ib) t(ip)h?_AiP) dipf (i)) \_A^) t ( i ’)h,f 4’) i
Also, we have:
B  (,b) -  1 _  1 (  Vt___________ lit 2\  d2logh2_A^P)
TKW) tdipdip* 2 T f m u m  )  w
l y '  (  ~4y? 2Vt \  dloght-AiP)
4 T £ i  V 2( W - i W  f(<W -i(V 0/ dip dip'
1 T —2y? yt \  di(ip) dlogh%_Aip)
2 T  i ^ i V 2W hi- iW )  'rW O ^t-iW O / dip dip'
Although not formally proved we conjecture that under Assumptions A \ B ' the following hold
f(ipo) =  r  +  op(l), as T  -* oo, ht-i(V'o) =  ht-1 +  oP(l), as t -¥ oo,
so that taking conditional expectation and the limit in probability we get that
plimT-+ooBT(ipo) =  B(ip0) 
_  _ 5  \ „ , d l o g h U m  dlogh%_i(ipp)  ^ _  ^ dlogh^Afpo)  ^„ , dlogti}_Ai>o)^
2 * dip dip' ’ ' dip *  ^ dip' *
using
plim^ = - TE{di°9 hl A ^ ) .
dip dip
Subsequently we get a consistent estimate of B(ipo) by replacing expectations with sums, the 
ht with the ht and plugging in ip. Regarding the covariance matrix of the score, by replacing 
f(ipo) with r , given that the asymptotic distribution would be equal, we have that
E ( ^ l \m = T ^ 0 ) = 0
so that an estimate of
h m r ^ - v a r  { - ^ - j  ,
is obtained by plugging the PMLE ipr into
yt n\ 2 dl°s
dip dip'Vt W  4 T E ( f 2W ^4_iW  f(v,)^ _ l(v,) 2)
ogh^A'tp) dlogh^A'ip)
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in turn asymptotically equivalent to
a / i\ 74 1 ^  dlogh%_i(ip) dlogh2t_i(ip)
= g — ^  w —
evaluated at ifr. Combining the above results yields the ‘time domain’ asymptotic covariance 
matrix, AC M i, for T 1/2(^ r  -  V'o) a consistent estimator of which is given by
AC Mi ($r) =  B t 1 (iPt )At (iPt )Bt 1 ($r) • (3-44)
The bivariate PMLE case
Under Assumption B'
Et-i(zt) = (0 ,T h t i ) '= fit, (3.45)
J h U  )  ■ (3.46)
Then, replacing the ht with the ht{ip) the Gaussian pseudo loglikelihood for the bivariate process
zt is
L 2 ( r ,  V>) =  -T log(2 3 l 2 n) -  ^ -lo g r  -  |  Y,logl$_ 1 (il>) -  ^  £  f t f ^ )  “  I  ’ f3 ' 4 7 )
Concentrating out r  we get
i-2W  =  3y E ^ l^ j .  (3.48)
so that the concentrated objective function becomes
orp O r
-MW =  -T/op(23/27r) -  T -  —  logf2 (ip) -  -  Y ^ l°ght - M ) » (3-49)
so that
2 ,=i
d-MVO -3  d f 2 (ip) 3 ^  dlogh^jip) 
di> 4 t 2(iP) &>l> 2 di>  ’ ( l
with
d t 2 (ip) - 2  yt dlogh't_l (ip)
d f  3T ^ h U W  di> ■ 1 ’
Then it easily follows that a consistent estimator of the asymptotic variance of
172^ 2(^0)
dip
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is obtained plugging ip2 ,T into
„ ,.M 87 ^  d lo g h ^ ip )  d lo g h ^ i f )
M '-rW  = — d i,----------- a*— • ( 3 - 5 2 )
For the hessian we get
d2 L 2 (ip) _  —3 d2 f 2 (ip) 3 dlogf2 (ip) dlogf2 (ip) 3 i  d2 logK%_i(ip)
dip dip' 4 t2 (VO dipdip1 4 dip dip1 2 T  dipdip' ’
with
1 d2 logti}]_x (ip) d lo g tf^ ip )  d l o g h (VO(P f2  (■>!>) ~4 y ,  yf
d $ d f  3 2 dipdipr dtp dip*
Thus by the same arguments as in the previous section 
d2 L 2 (iPo)
plirriT- dipdip1
=  - 3 f ^ dlogh^jipp) dlogh2_i (ipoi) ^  ^  dlogh2t_y (ip0) , El/ d l o g h ( i p 0) ,* dip dip’ * ' dip ' ' dip' '
A consistent estimate of the limit of the hessian is given by
# 2,r(V0 =
ry> dlogh2_i(ip) dlogh2_i(ip) _  dlogh^fip) dlogh2  ^ (ip )
Lt i^ ^V' &V ^  a=i ^
(3.53)
evaluated at V^ .t -
Combining the above results we finally get a consistent estimator of the ‘time domain’ 
covariance matrix, AC M 2 , of T l!2 (ip2 ,T — V'o) given by
ACM 2 {lp2 ,T) =  ^ 2, t(^ 2,t) 1A2jt(V'2,t)-B21t(V'2>t )  1 • (3.54)
Efficiency comparison
The result follows by confronting (3.44) with (3.54) which yields
ACM 2  =  SAC Mi
where
<5 =  (87 x 25)/(36 x 74) < 1.
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We conclude that there is an efficiency gain by considering the information gained from the x t 
and the yt rather than from the y t  only.
We conjecture that we could generalize this result hence getting a further efficiency im­
provement by considering the multivariate process zPtt =  (art, x%, . . . ,  x^)' for some integer p > 2 
and obtaining the p-variate PMLE ipPjT as
i>p,T =  argm in^zy  QPjt(V 0 • (3.55)
ip ,T  =  a r g m i n ^ Q p p t y ) ,  (3.56)
where QP}t W i  Qp,T(i>) denote the Gaussian pseudo likelihoods for the zPit in the integral and 
discretized version respectively. Thus denoting by ACMP the asymptotic covariance matrix of 
the p-variate PMLE we should obtain
ACMp < ACMp. i < . . .  < ACMU
where any of the inequalities above means that the difference between the right hand side and 
the left hand side gives a semi-positive definite matrix, in particular equal to an identity matrix
multiplied by a positive scalar constant. A very challenging problem to study would also be
the conditions under which as p —> oo one would get the ^ Pit  to be fully efficient or, in other 
words, to coincide asymptotically with the exact MLE.
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Chapter 4
The ‘one-shock’ model: asymptotic 
theory of the PMLE
In this chapter we will establish the asymptotic properties of the (univariate) Pseudo Maximum 
Likelihood Estimator proposed in Chapter 3. We will show that the PMLE is strongly T 1/2 
consistent and asymptotic normal so that standard inference can be performed.
4.1 Strong Law of Large Numbers of the PMLE
We will adapt the Hannan (1973) methodology. The conditions required can be summarized as 
follows:
Ergodicity.
Pure non-deterministicity.
( fy(A; VO + a )-1 to be continuous for any — ir < A < w ,V> G W and a constant a > 0. 
Identification, viz. f y(A; VO /  f y(A; VO iff V> ^  *0.
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We will show that these conditions do indeed hold under the assumptions made through the 
next lemmas.
We cannot apply the Hannan (1973) result directly as Fox and Taqqu (1986) and Dahlhaus 
(1989) due to the non standard parameterization of our problem. In fact it does not seem that 
we can factorize f y(\;ip) (Hannan 1970, Theorem 10 p.6 3) as
/„(A;*) =  | £  nk(i,2 )eik* |2, (4.1)
k=0
with ipi U ip2  = cr2  U ip and ipi D ^ 2 =  0 and where the first coefficient of the nj (^2)1 j  =  0 ,1 ,... 
is such that 710(^2) =  L
Robinson (1978a) considered various examples where one might not be able to obtain such 
a factorization of the spectral density, differently from the linearly regular case, and provided 
an asymptotic theory for the Gaussian PMLE for such cases where just the knowledge of the 
functional form of the power spectrum is available. Even if of great generality this approach 
cannot be used in our framework due to the strong smoothness assumption made on the power 
spectrum which rules out the long memory case.
Henceforth for any function h( A; 0), —7r < A < 7r, < ^ a g x l  vector , <p € $  C Rq, integrable 
over [—7r, 7r], 7/1(1*; <p), u =  0, ± 1 ,...  denote the sequence of its Fourier coefficients. I  {A) denotes 
the indicator function which takes value one when the event A  is true and zero otherwise.
Lemma 1 Under Assumption B  the process yt is ergodic and strictly stationary.
Proof: Let us write
xt =  j  > 0).
Then defining the sequence of measurable functions x ^  , k =  1 ,2 ,... by
k
XW  =  n  +  et(p +  c t i t t- i) ,
i=l
we get that
xt = lim x ^  .
00
Thus we have a process which is a measurable function of an i.i.d. process and so is ergodic 
and stationary by Royden (1968, Chapter 3 Theorem 20) and Stout (1974, Theorem 3.5.8).
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□Lemma 2 Under Assumptions A[,B  the process is purely non-deterministic.
Proof: From Hannan (1970) a sufficient condition for pure non-deterministicity is given by
/ log f y(u)du < oo.-7T
But from
logfy(v) |< max f y(u) -  1 |, | 1 -  y i -  , for any u,
the result follows from integrability and the continuity of the inverse of the spectrum by 
Lemma 3.
Lemma 3 Under Assumption B ' we obtain
(i) For any E and 0 < A < 7T, f y(A; VO > 0.
(ii) When also Assumption A\ holds, for any ip E ^  such that 0 < d ( 0 )  < 1/2, we can find two 
positive constants 5 and C(8 ,p2) (where C(8 ,p2) is not a function of neither 0 and p but linear 
in p2) such that as A —> 0+
/ , ( x-,f) > C(S,p2) I A I1- 4**) .
Proof:
(i) For A -► 0+ the result comes directly from Theorem 10.
We will consider now the case 0 < A < tt . The result follows from the fact that we can
decompose f y(A; tp) as the sum of a non-negative function and of a strictly positive quantity
constant in A. In turn this result is simply due to the nonlinear structure of the process which 
entail a sort of discontinuity (a positive jump) a the value it =  0 of the autocovariance function.
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From Corollary 5 substituting the a* by the a* (0), for any 1 ^ 0  
7/„(*;V0 =  <TS (2ajj|(0)(<yaa(O;0) +  p2) +  2<S2a (/;0) +  4p2tfao(/;0) +  4/20^ (0)(p2 +  6aa(l;0))) • 
On the other hand, from Theorem 3,
var(yt) = a 8 ( 2 p4  +  8p2 <5QQ(0) +  6<J2 a(0) +  4p2 (p2  +  <Saa(0))) +  7 „(0 ),
and after simple manipulation
var(yt) =  7 (0 ; V>o) +  2  <r8(p2 +  <$Qa(0 ))2,
setting
7 (0 ;VO =  a 8  (4(p2  +  <Saa(0 ;0 ))(p2  + Saa(0 ;0 ))) +  a 8  (4p2 £aa(0; 0 ) +  2 <S2 a(0 ; 0 )) . (4.2)
Now if we define another sequence 7(/;V0 such that 7 (/;V0 =  7 /y(f; VOj^  7  ^ 0  with 7(0; VO 
defined as in (4.2), we just need to show that 7(/;V0i f =  0 ,± 1 ,. . .  can be thought of as an 
autocovariance function by its positive (semi) definiteness and so its Fourier transform is non­
negative (Rozanov 1963, Theorem 5.1).
In fact, the only thing we need to show is that for any I =  ±1, ± 2 ,...
17 (*;V0 I <7(0; VO-
Hence we have
|7(*;V0 l< (* )+1 (**) I,
with
ii)= o*{26 ia m + i i ? s aam ) ,
(it) =  <r8 {2a2(6)(p2 +  6aa(0-,8)) +  4pai{0)(p2 +  Saa(l;8 ))).
Thus we need to show that
| (ii) \< (in),
with
(in) = a8 (4(p2 +  0aa(O;0))(p2  +  <Jaa(0;0))) , 
because the second term on the right hand side of (4.2) bounds (*).
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Considering the right part of —(Hi) < (n) < (Hi) , it can be written as a second order 
inequality in p
p2 -  + {5°M  ~ l a‘ m  > °*
which is violated for some values of p when
w  - 4 ( W M )  ~ r 2{6))  ’ (4-3)
considering that the second order inequality x2 +  cx +  d < 0 is satisfied for some real values of 
x  if and only if c2 > 4d. But
a ? W < 4 ( i aQ(O ;0 ) - ia i !w ) ,  
for any I violating (4.3). The same condition yields —(it*) < (it).
The Fourier transform of the 7 (I; iff) differs from / y(A; ip) by 2cr8(p2 +  5Qa(0; 6))2 which for 
any d(6) > 0 is strictly positive including the case p2 = 0.
(ii) By Lemma 11 we only need to consider what happens around the zero frequency. From 
Theorem 10 we see that as A -> 0+ the terms involving p are always dominated. Then for any
value of p2, by the exact asymptotic rate result of Theorem 10 we can take any S > 0 such that
/
the result follows.
The exact rate assumption on the otj (6) allows us to identify the power spectrum within 
the parametric family described by ip. We will identify the model by a contradiction argument.
Lemma 4 Under Assumption A,u A!2^A j,B ,J from (2.87) where / y(A; ip) = o8Ky(\] ip), for 
any ip,ip* E ^  such that ip ^  ip* we obtain
Ky(\;4,)jLKv(\-,r),  (4.4)
for any —1r < A < tt.
Proof: Let us choose two vectors of parameters ip, ip* such that for some (p +  2) x 1 vector of 
constants r] =  (171, 772, ^ 73)' ^  (0, 0, 0' /
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-2    - 2* . _p — p +rj2,
0  =  0*  +  7 /3  ,
and for simplicity let us define any quantity defined at 0  by skipping the argument and at 0 * 
by writing a star (*) so that1 oti(9) =  on and a{(0*) =  at*.
Let us start, contrary to (4.4), assuming that for any A G [ - 7T, + 7r),
Jjr,(A;0) =  tf,(A;0*). (4-5)
We will see that the condition 77 ^  0 will lead to contradict the hypothesis of the Lemma.
By using the fact that the autocovariance function completely identifies the power spectrum, 
condition (4.5) implies for any u  =  ±1, ± 2 ,...,
2 (<2»  -  « 2(«o)+ 4  ( « - ( » )  -  /»•«.(«))
+2 ((£ +  <Sao(°))“ H -  (A* +  « 2 (0 ))a tf) +  4 (p2/ia|„| -  A* V “*«|)
+4 ( ^ a |u| jaa(«i) -  = 0 .
Now we will use the mean value theorem and thus we shall need to evaluate each of the above 
expressions at a value 6 such that for some p x p matrix R  one can write 6 = 9 + R{9* — 6) = 
0  + Rrj3 such that ||9 — 91| < ||6* — 0||. We shall denote any quantity evaluated at a given 9 by 
writing a tilde ( ~ ) over it. Although we need to evaluate different functions of 9 (and thus 
different 9 will be used) for simplicity we will not stress this difference from case to case, viz. 
we shall use the same matrix R. Then the last expression can be written as
A X  f  \ ^ ^ O K x ( M )  - a ( -  —* \ X * / \ t  A ~ (W)46aa(u) dei 773 +  4(/i -  p  )Saa(u) +  4p de , — m
dot2 da2
+2(fi -  +  2/i*-J^773 +  2 ($la(0) -  C ( 0 ) )  aj5j +  2<£q(0)-^773
+4(p2 -  p2*)fia|tt| +  4p*2 ^(/i -  +  £ * ^ ^ 3)
+4(p2 -  p*2)a H(Jaa(u) +  4p*2 ( ^ ^ r f r 5 aa(u) +  >—773^  = 0 .
1This is just a notational convenience not to be confused with the coefficients evaluated at the true parameter
value tpo as in Chapter 2.
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As w —^ oo, considering the asymptotic behaviour of the a[s, it follows that the only way 
equation (4.5) can be satisfied is when rj =  0 , which is contrary to our assumption yielding
'tp = /ip*.
□
We can then establish the LLN for the PMLE of a8.
Lemm a 5 When ip G under Assumptions
■* "  K yW
T -¥  OO
and the convergence is uniform in ip.
J ta  J t W  = rH » ^ )  =  £  £  °-3- (4-6)
Proof: Following the idea of Hannan (1973, Lemma 1) the result follows by Lemma 11 and 
Lemma 3 and by the results of Lemmas 1-2-4. In our model the power spectrum is always 
strictly positive for any ^  E ^  so we will obtain a uniform convergence without restricting 
the parameter space as in Hannan (1973). Setting by -Pm (A; ip) the Cesaro sum of the Fourier 
series of K ~ l (A; ip) taken to M  terms and with 7 ^ - 1  ( u ;  ip), it =  0, ±1, ± 2 , . . .  the corresponding 
Fourier coefficients, we choose M  large enough so that | Pm  (A; ip)—K ~ 1(A; ip) | < e for some e > 0 
and uniformly on any by the uniform convergence of the Cesaro sum in (A, ip) G [—7r, 7r) x 
Then setting
T —u
c y ( u )  = (1/T) (j/j -  y)(yi+u - y )  , u  = 0 ,± 1 ,... ,
i=i
we obtain
| -  ( l / T ) £ l ( \ j ) P M(Xj ;i/’) |< «(1/T)£ / ( * , )  =  ecy(0).
j  j
By the ergodic theorem (Hannan 1970) for any fixed u  =  ±1, ± 2 ,. . .
C y { u )  -+ a .s . 7 y M  » C y(0 ) -+ a .a. V O r f e ) ,
which allows us to consider the quantity
M  I 1
( l/T )£ l(A ,)JV (A ,;* )  =  (l/a>r) £  -  ^ ) [ c „ ( U) +  c(u ± T )] , (4.7)
j  u = —M
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where
0 ,tt =  0 ,
c (u ± T ) =  < C y ( T - u )  , u > 0 ,
C y ( T + U )  ,u  < 0,
due to the fact that r /2 etu,Aj 18 11011 zer0 ®°r the 02186 ^ =  0 and for A =  T  which justifies 
C y(u)  and c(T ±  u) respectively.
Each c(u±T) is made at the most of M  terms of the form ^ (y i—y)(yT-u+i-y )  ,u  > 0,2  > 0 
. For each c(u ±  T) being stationary and with E  \ c(u ± T )  |< oo we get that as T  -* oo
c(u ± T ) 0 .
This yields the convergence of (4.7) for fixed (but large) M  to
M I at I
( i / 2^) ] £  7/^-1 ( « ; ^ ) ( l - - ^ ) ( ( l - ^ ( « 50))7y(w) +  ^(w,0)i;ar(yt))
u —- M  
M1 r n  M  I I . /*7r
S /_  E ' M “;^)(1 -  ' - j fW mXf v( \ ) d \  =  ^ J  p M( W ) K y( \ ) d \ .
^  —AT
The last expression differs by at most evar(yt) from the right hand term in (4.6).
□
Lemm a 6 When -0 6 ^ , under Assumptions A[,A^iB rt
lim Qt W  = Jim  Qt(V') =  QWO a-*-,
T -* o o  T ->  oo
a 8 / * ,
uniformly in \£.
W )  =  %  a )  +  £ / >  W )  + 1 .
Proof: Let us consider just the case of QrWO* Considering the first element in equation (3.19), 
the result follows directly from Lemma 5 and the continuity of the logarithmic function. The 
second element requires more attention but the result follows by using a truncation argument 
and (Robinson 1994b, Lemma 4).
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Let j e be an integer such that^ 2 ^  ->• e > 0 for an arbitrary 0 < e < 1/2 as T  -► oo. Also 
let m  be an integer such that ^  +  ^ - > 0 asT -> o o  where we can always make it large enough 
so that < e .
Then, remembering that the case Ao =  0 is excluded and by the evenness of the power 
spectrum one needs just to consider:
T
E f l f ,+1log Ky( \ j ^ )  j y ^ l o g  Kv{ \ ^ )  log Ky (A,;*) _
j i  * rjp ' rjy
=  (i) +  (ii) +  (Hi) .
Now, by the continuity of the spectrum away from the zero frequency, as T  —► oo
} s :  log K y ( \ ^ ) d \
U  2tt
In the second place, using the fact that:
1 -  4  < log X  < X  -  1 for X  > 0,
si.
one obtains (Hi) =  o(l) as T  -» oo.
In fact
(m) = ^  - (1/T) g  < (m) < -^  + ^ f  = («») •
As T  —► oo the left-hand side of the latter expression is 0(§r) =  o(l) by the continuity of 
the inverse of the spectrum, and the right-hand-side is 0((Xm)2S) =  o(l), by (Robinson 1994b, 
Lemma 4) (setting the slowly varying function equal to a constant) given the behaviour of the 
spectral density of the process at zero frequency and that by A[ we can always choose 6 > 0 
such that m a x^yd ty )  < 1/2 — S < 1/ 2.
Concerning (ii), we have to show that
l i m  E f=mlog Ky(\j;V>) _  /‘log Ky(\-,j>)d\
Thmoo T  2n
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Now we obtain
(**) ~ ^ J Q logKy{(jji1r)dw |< | (ii)' | +  | (ii)" |,
where (ii)r = T,j=m lo9 K y(^j\ VO “  J\m lo9 K y(^\ V0<*a) =  o(l), as T -> oo, and secondly
that (ii)" =  / 0Am logKy(\\if))d\ =  0 ( \ mlog (Am)), by a direct solving of the integral.
In fact, we can bound | (ii)' | as:
(i«M
| (if)' | =  | l°9(K « M ) )  J_  y> f Xl+' log(Ky^ +V' f ' l )d \
K n  ' T  2 *  ^ J x ,  9K K y ( M 4 > )  ’
ii.l)' | +  | (ii.2)" |
Now as T -> oo
For any a, 6 with a& > 0, from
(ii.l)' | = 0 ( ^ ) .
f_1* ( 4 - 8 )
one obtains
Aj+i a a
so that by integrating from both sides on the interval [Aj, Aj+J one gets
2ir A^ +i — A? M7+1 /Aj+ivJX .. . . ,A,*+ix 27r ,
r  - - % r - L j  log(i r )dA- X j + i l o g t -  (4-9>
After some algebra and from log (X) < X — 1, X  > 1 the above double inequality implies
- l — < f ^ l o g f e i- ) d X < £ .
T (j + 1 ) _  J\j * v A ~ T j
We can then bound (ii.2)" by
| (ii.2)" |=  O & j h ,
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where all the bounds do not depend on ip, thus justifying the uniform convergence.
□
Lemma 7 Under Assumptions A[ A'2, A!7 for any ip € iff
QW = ‘o9(aS)+lo9 ( ± f l j $ L d A )  +±-fjo9Ky(X;«,) + l 
> W o )  =  log (<r8) + ^ f _ ^  logKyiA) +  1 , 
so that the minimum is attained for ip = ipQ.
Proof: By Jensen’s inequality for integrals, for any positive integrable function h(.)
l h(x)dx > log h(x)dx
°9[ 2tt } ~ 2n ’
where the equality is obtained for h(x) being the constant function, the result follows as 
log (a8) +  log (L  £  +  ±  £  log K V(X; *) + 1  =
= log (o8) +  J  log Ky(X)d\ +  1
(s£  5^ r “) '
□
Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 ensure the asymptotical global identifiability of the model. We can 
then prove the LLN for the PMLE of ip.
Theorem  13 Under Assumptions A '^ A ^ A ^ B ',
lim ipT = lim ipT =  ipo c l .s . ,  
T - to o  T -+  oo
lim gUiPt) =  lim 6t(iPt) — gs a.s.. 
T - to o  T - to o
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Proof: We consider the proof for ipr. Given this, the result follows for aj<(ipr) by its uniform 
convergence property (from Lemma 5 above).
Following (Hannan 1973, Theorem 1), if ipr does not converge to ipo there is a subsequence 
converging to ip' e ip' ±  ipo- Let this subsequence be ipn where n is a subsequence of 
T  = 1,2, So for any rj > 0, by Lemma 6 and Lemma 7,
l iminfQr^n) > liminfi  Zo# [ Y^(-------------------
"  n~*°° |  \ T j K y(Xj ^ n)+ r l ‘
for a sufficiently small rj. 
But, for any ip
+  f  S  {Iog +  '/] “  r>) + 1 j
=  log(<r8) +  log ( [ *   dx\y \ 2 * } - T K v( \- ,f)+ r )  )
. / - * V°9 [^ (A ; i>') +  v ] - v ) d x
+   —  +  1 (0 .8.)
> QWo),
limsupQTWn) < lim sup Qt(V') =  Q W  —
n—►oo n-+oo
= log(o*)+ log ( 1 .
, log K y(X; ip)d\ , ,
+  2tt  +  ’
so that
limsupQrWVi) < inf Q(ip) = Q(ip0) .
n-+oo V’e *
So by contradiction, ip' = ipQ.
Remarks : (1) We exploited the ergodicity property for the a.s. convergence of the sample
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autocovariance. Alternatively we could use the fourth order cumulant expression (Theorem 12) 
in order to derive the convergence in probability of Cy(u)  given that as T  —► oo
v a r ^ H )  =  0 (T « -2) .
(2) The result in Hannan (1973) is valid even in the case where the power spectrum has one or 
more zeros. In our case, as it will be clear in the CLT context, the full proof requires a strictly 
positive spectrum at all frequencies, due to the non standard parameterization of our model 
(cf. Robinson (1978a)) which implies a different object function. In fact, Fox and Taqqu (1986) 
who consider a standard parameterization case as well as Gaussianity can use Hannan (1973) 
directly.
(3) An alternative proof of the type of convergence displayed in Lemma 5 is in Hosoya and 
Taniguchi (1982, Lemma A.3.3) . Unfortunately they impose stricter conditions on the model 
ruling out the long memory case assuming that the power spectrum is Lip(a) , a > 1/2 
(Zygmund 1977) at all frequencies.
4.2 The Central Limit Theorem for the PMLE
Let us consider Qr(V0- We will also show formally that considering Qr(ip) instead yields 
asymptotically equivalent inference.
Differentiating with respect to ip, by Lemma 13 below, yields
i  £  ~ l o 9 K y(u-,i,)du. (4.10)
Assuming that the true value ipo lies in the interior of given the consistency of the PMLE 
ipr, by the delta method, we obtain
=  0  =  - ^ Q t O’o) +  -  V-o),
wheie$ = ipo+R(ipT —ipo), for somep +  2 x p -f  2 matrix such that || ip —ipo ||<|| ipr —ipo ||, 
|| . || denoting the Euclidean norm.
Hence finding the asymptotic distribution of ipr entails finding the asymptotic distribution 
for the score evaluated as ipo. In turn, from (4.10) it means that one needs to find the asymptotic
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distribution of the quadratic form
T
i>o)(yt -  y ) (ys -  y \  (4 .n )
t,s=l
with 7g(t — s;ip) being the Fourier coefficients of g(X; *0) =
In a short memory framework, the weak convergence for such a quadratic form was estab­
lished when yt is non-Gaussian for tapered (Dahlhaus 1983) and non-tapered data (Bentkus 
1976). These results rely either on absolute summability of autocovariances and all higher or­
der cumulants or on fourth integrability of the k-th order cumulant spectrum for any k > 2. 
In a long memory framework, weak convergence results were established when yt is Gaussian 
(Fox and Taqqu 1987) or an instantaneous transformation of a Gaussian process (Fox and 
Taqqu 1985). These results have been generalized to the case where yt is a linear process in 
i.i.d. white noise (Giraitis and Surgailis 1990a) or martingale difference sequence (Heyde and 
Gay 1993).
The fact that in out case yt is non-Gaussian by its nonnegativity and displays long memory 
implies that we can not use such limit theorems to derive the asymptotic distribution of (4.11). 
Indeed, our approach is based on finding the asymptotic rate of the joint cumulants for (4.11) 
and on showing that for any order greater than 2 they converge to zero as the sample size goes 
to infinity. A similar idea was used by Robinson (1995b) in a semiparametric framework where 
again the combination long memory and nonlinearity (of a semiparametric nature) brought a 
great many technical problems ruling out the possibility of using existing limit laws.
We need to strengthen Assumption B' as follows:
Assum ption B” : The ej are Gaussian and satisfy Assumption B '.
As was pointed out, we need to differentiate the objective function twice with respect to 
the parameters. Before doing that, we will establish a number of properties of f y(A;^).
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Lemm a 8 U n d e r  A s s u m p t io n s  A J, A r2 , A 3, A'4 , B r f o r  a n y  if; S ' #  , a s  A -> 0+
d/i/(A;VO
d9<
<
/C | A l1- 4^ )  iog(x), p2 =  0, 1/4 < d(0) < 1/2, 
K  | A |- 2<W  iog(x), p2 ±  0, 0 < d(0) < 1/2,
(4.12)
/or any /  =  1, 2, . . . , p.
Proof: Using the same notation as in Theorem 7, by Assumptions A\ and A3, Lemma 27 and 
Lemma 29 we obtain, as / —>• 00
for d M V ’ 6 ) t dS™ f ’e) ~  K l 4dW ~ 2 log(l) , 
for df2^ ’6’^ \  d5axn ’e'>- ~  K  log(l),
(sfsj w v j
for „  f f ; ^ ) - 2 /09(/ ) ,
C/tfj O t/j
for ^ 1,
for g /6( ^ M ,  a  (a 't'(^ (t;g)) ~  f f i^ ) - 2 iog(i).
Uvj UUj
fo r; =  1, 2, . . . ,p .
Then, given also Assumptions A 2  and A\ and Lemma 30, by using Proposition 2 to each of 
the i = 1, 2,4 ,5 ,6, we get as v 0+
~ K \ v  I1- 4"!*) log( i), for 1/4 < d(6) < 1/2,
UUj V
dh(v^ ' f )  ~ K \ V  |-«W  lo g (- \  for 0 < d(0) < 1/2,
O&j  V
ah{V'def'p2) ~jr|l/l~dm l09{i ]' for0<d{0) < 11
~ K \ v  |1_3<i(0) log(i), for 1/3 < d(6) < 2/3.
□ .
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Remark: In this case with respect to Proposition 2 a slowly varying function, the log 
function, (Yong 1974) appears.
More in general we can write a general expression for the multiple derivative.
Lemma 9 Under assumptions AJ_, A!2, ^ ( s ) ',  A%(s)\B' for s =  1,2,...6 for any ip G , as 
A -> 0+
de^-.de^
K  | A W ( i ) ,  P2 =  0, 1/4 < d(6) < 1/2,
Jf | A |- MW p2 #  0, 0 < d(0) < 1/ 2,
/o r tj  6 {1, 2, . . . ,p } , j  =  1, 2, . . . , 6.
Proof: Following the line of Lemma 8 the result follows directly.
Then with respect to the scalar parameters /i, p2 we get the following:
(4.13)
Lemma 10 Under Assumptions Ai, A2, 5 ',  for any ip G , as X —► 0+
X  | A |i -3rfW, p2 =  0, 1/3 < d(0) < 1/ 2, 
K  | A |- rfW, p2 ±  0, 0 < d(Q) < 1/2,
d fy(X;ip) 
dp
and
9 fy(X\ip) 
dp2 K  | A r 2d(0\  0 < d(0) < 1/2.
Proof: Using the same notation as in Theorem 7, we get
=  /*( A; 0, p =  1, p2) +  / 6(A; 8, p =  1),
d p
— " • = ^  P2 =  X) +  /s(A; P2 =  !) •
Then the result follows by considering the asymptotic behaviour of each of the /*(.,.), z =  2,5,6 
as obtained in Theorem 10.
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□The following result will be used, which gives the conditions such that a function is approx­
imately (due to the slowly varying function) Lipschitz continuous (Zygmund 1977) away from 
the zero frequency.
Proposition 3 (Robinson 1994a, Lemma 8)
Letut be a stochastic process with autocovariance function 7U(0 and power spectrum / U(A). Let 
L(x) be a slowly varying function. Then if
as A —^ 0+ , 0 < d < 1/2,
/„( A )~ L (i)A -M, 
and */7u(0 is quasi-monotonically convergent to zero (QMC),
m in ( \ , | A — /X |) | / U(A) -  /„(A -  /i) |=  O ^  |1_2d )) as ^ -+ 0 .
uniformly in A € (0,7r) .
Then concerning the behaviour of the / y(A; ip) away from the origin, one obtains
Lemma 11 Under Assumptions A[ , A!2, B' f y(A; ip) is continuous for all (ip, A) such that A ^  0 
and < d(0) < \ .
Proof: Under Assumptions A\, A^ from Theorem 10 and Lemma 30 in Appendix A, the As­
sumptions of Proposition 3 hold. For the case p2 =  0 the conditions of Proposition 3 are still 
valid where the asymptotic rate of the power spectrum at the origin being equal to 1 — 4d(0).
□
Lemma 12 Under Assumptions A[ , A!2, -^(s)', A^s)', B 1 for s =  1,2, . . . ,  S the function
9s fy(X;ip)
ty ii- '- 'l 'is
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is continuous for all (^, A) such that X^ O.
Proof: Following the same line of Lemma 11 and by using Lemma 8-9-17 and Lemma 30.
Lemma 13 Under Assumptions A[, A'2, A'3, Al4, A'5(2), A'6(2), B ’
f log K y{bj,il))d(jj
J —TT
can be differentiated twice under the integral sign.
Proof: We will follow Fox and Taqqu (1986). Let us skip the second differentiation case given 
its total similarity with the first differentiation case.
Denoting by ej the j  — th unit vector in Rp+2, for some arbitrary e > 0 we write 
(1/e) logKy(w,\l) + ejt)du -  J  logKy(u;ip)duj =
(1/e) [  (logKy(u;i> + eje) -  log K y( u ^ ) )  d u ,
J —IT
Thus by the mean value theorem the integrand can be majorized by
. 1
di,k l° g K y M )
where \\ip — ip\\ < e .
Then by writing d\ =  m m ^$d(0) and dy =  max^sf/dlfi) we can in turn bound the last 
integral by
K  f ” | oi |(2+2/ (?s=o))M-<(«)-i du <.oo,
J—TT
which is bounded because
(rfj — rf„) > —1/2 +  /(p2 =  0)/4
and
( - l /2  +  J(p2 =  0)/4)(2 +  2 /(/>2 =  0)) =  -1  
where 8 is arbitrary . Thus the dominated convergence theorem yields the result.
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Lemma 14 U n d e r  A s s u m p t io n s  A ^ A ^  A'7 , B ' th e  F o u r ie r  c o e f f ic ie n ts  o f  1/K y (uj\ 0) a re  Q M C .
Proof: The continuity and thus the integrability of the inverse of the spectrum, by the 
Riemann-Lebesgue Theorem yields the convergence to zero of its Fourier coefficients. Then 
the Lipschitz type of continuity given by Lemma 11 allows us to use Zygmund (1977, Theorem 
4.7 (i) pp.46) and thus to bound the Fourier coefficients of 1/Fly(A;0) as u -> oo by
f  l / i f y(A;V-)ea “dA =  0 ( | U r 'J),
J —TT
for some 0 < /? < 1. These two results by Yong (1974, Lemma 1-1 p.4) justify the QMC 
property.
□
Lemma 15 Under Assumptions A!u A ^A ^A '^ , A'T, B', the Fourier coefficients of g{u\ 0) are 
QMC and as u —t oo
{ K u -W lo g iu ) , p1 = 0
7„(u;0 ) ~  i
K u~l~2d^ lo g  (u), p2 ^  0,
for any -0 6 W.
Proof: The function p(A;0) is obtained as the product of three functions, viz. 2 times 
l/-Ky(A;0) multiplied by —^ K y( \ ;0). Thus each 75(u;0 ) is equivalent to the (multiple) 
convolution of three series of QMC coefficients, by Lemma 30 and 14, and so by Lemma 27 it 
is QMC itself. Then 2 Proposition 2 and using Theorem 10 8 and 17 the second part of the 
Lemma follows.
We now prove the asymptotic equivalence of Qt W  and Qt W -
2 More rigorously we use one of the extensions of Proposition 2 not reported here for simplicity which allows 
the Fourier transform to have a zero at the origin as Yong (1974, Theorem 111-33).
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Lemma 16 Under the Assumptions A[, A!2-> A!±, B f, for any 6 as T  -» oo
9Qt(V>) d Q rW  _  .
Proof: Setting
we can write
i d Q r M  _  dQT (if>)
I ^ 5 Z u’(aj;V’) -  ^  J_n w(x’^ dx I +
T
+2^r S  I foa- » ) ( » - 5 )  11 / .  9(A;V>)ei(“"‘)A<iA -  ^  X]s(Aj; V>)ei(a~‘)Aj |
0,6=1 j
=  I ( 0 1 +  I (») I •
Thus following the line of Lemma 6 we shall obtain that as T  -* oo
T 1/2(i) =  o(l),
where, in order to get the result we need to impose stricter conditions on the integer m, which 
we can always do, such as T  - t  oo
1 logTm  m2~4d^  
m T 1/2 + x3/2-M(0) ’
for any ^  G W, and we use the fact that the gradient is continuous off the zero frequency 
(Lemma 12) together with the asymptotic behaviour at zero frequency (Theorem 8-17).
Concerning (ii) writing by stationarity E(yt — y)2 = K  for some finite positive constant K  
and setting u = a — b we obtain
* ( | (ii) I) < I (u.l) I +  I (t».2) I, 
with
(” '1) =  4 ^  i ^ I x  \  (p(w;^) -y& j'iW d u co sfa X j)^  ,
(**-2) =  4^  S  ( S  Jx ' i VO (cosfuAj) -  cos(uw)) du j  .
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Denoting by Dn(x) the Dirichlet Kernel, viz.
n
Dn(x) =  1/2 +  ^2cos(jx ) ,
i=i
by Abel transformation we obtain a bound for (n.l) as
2 K  T f rxJ f xj+1 1
(“-1) I- E) (l E  Jx (p(w;^)-5(Aj+i;^))^|x
r x \T/ 2i \
<(Dj(2un/T) -  1/2) | +  | / (s(u/; VO -  </(A [t/2]^))^P[T/2](2W t ) “  V 2) I •
«/A[<t/2]-1 /
Then from | Dn(x) — 1/2 |< 7r/a;,0  < a; < 7r, we obtain 
2 K  T  T  (  f x i
I ("-1) ^  E  2 I o - 6  I I 1 L  fo(w;V’) -ff(A i;^))du
O, &=1 I I \
f X[T/  2 ]+l fA [T /2 ]+ l \
-  /  f a t o V O  “ P ( A p p / j q + i ; w < f c ;  | +  | /  ( s ( w ;V O  - 0 (A [t / 2 ] + i ; V 0 ) ^  I •
a A [r /2] ' A  [772] /
Thus, by the mean value theorem, we can write for some 0 < A' < Ai and Apy^ < A" < Apy^+i, 
/•Al 27T
yo fo(^;VO -0(Ai;VO)<k> =  -^r(^(A'; — ^(A i;^)) ,
/*A [t/2 ]+ i 27T
/  VO -  p ( A [ t / 2 ] + i ;  V O M ^  =  t f t ( p ( A  ; VO -  9 ( \ t j 2 ] + i ;  V O ) •
A[T/2] 2
Thus from the (approximate) Lipschitz condition we obtain for some (3 > 0 as T  -* 00
| (» .l) 1= 0 (T -e  £  ( l - i ^ i ) - L )  =  0 ( T - ^ T ) .
« = - T + l  T  I “  I
Considering now (ii.2) and using the result that for any continuous function with integrable 
derivative e(x),x  E [—7r,7r] we obtain (Brillinger 1975, ex.17.14 p.15) as T  —v 00
27T /*7r£  E  e(*a) = / eM ^  (! + ^(!/T)) ,
j = - [ T /  2]+l *
we can write as T  -> 00
By Lemma 15 as u —> oo,7ff(u;V0 =  0(u  4rf(0)+<*)? thus yielding
| (ii.2) | = 0(T ~4d^ +6) .
We can then conclude that T l/2E  | (ii) |=  o(l) as T  — oo concluding the proof.
Given the last result, we can consider the objective function expressed in integral form 
OrW = 109 (L £  ^ d x j  + L £ lo9 {Ky(X\<,)) d X + 1 .
Theorem  14 Under Assumptions Afl1A2,A,3,A!li,A5(,2)JA^(2)tAJ1B ,, one obtains
T 1/2(tfa -  V’o) - > d K  ( 0 ,
where
M W  =  ^  £  JV(A; V)JV(A; V-)'dA, (4.14)
witA
JV(A;^) =  atog(g »(A;^)> _  [ r  dl°9(K y(u>-,ip)) 
’ IN’ U-w <W>
(4.15)
and
V(ip) = 4 7T f  g(u\ V,)^(WJ i})'Ky (w)du
J —7T
+  27T [  f  g(ui]il;)g(u;2',^yQyyy(-uuU2,-uf2)duidu21
J  —IT j  —IT
and where M  =  M ^ q) , V  = V(ipo) and Qyyy(-,-,•) =  l / a16Qyyy , viz. normalizing the 
trispectrum with respect to the parameter o2 .
Proof: The result is proved within the following set of lemmas (Lemma 17 to Lemma 22) 
where we show that
(i) Mt W0 =  -► , a.s. (4.16)
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uniformly for ^  ,
(ii) T 1/2 9Qt^  ~+i Af(0, V ). (4.17)
Given the mean value theorem expansion together with (i) and (ii), the result will follows.
In order to prove (ii) we will take two steps.
First, there is the need to define a third kind of objective function by
( W ) W A  + 1, (4.18)
where _
1 W ---------------------------2iT  ’
with
E(Vt) = C
We know from (2.11) that £ =  /i2  +  <r2(p2 + or2Saa(0; 0q)) but we will not exploit this structure. 
Thus we need to prove that as T  -> oo
(m) r 1/2^ ^ o) jV(o, v) ,
and
dip dip
so that (Hi) and (iv) will give 
First, let us consider (Hi).
Lemma 17 Under Assumptions A!±, Ar2, A'3, A \, B"
r**y> -+d t fp(0, v ) .
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Proof: We will establish (iii) by using two Lemmas. First, by using the method of cumulants, 
we will show in Lemma 18 that
j 1I/2 dQ* T(ip0) 
dip
P (d Q '
dip J
(4.19)
Secondly in Lemma 19, we will show that
=0(1). (4.20)
So, by (4.19) and (4.20), the result follows.
Now, considering that
dQ*T(ip0)
dip
1 J*n g(\;ipo)I*(\)d\ l r* dlo9 K y(X;iPo)
d^(ipo) 27r 27T J—7t dip
(4.21)
from Lemma 5, in view of the (strong) consistency result for the following statistic,
given by replacing the latter with a8, by using standard argument on convergence in distribution 
(Chow and Teicher 1978, Corollary 2 p.249), will have the same asymptotic distribution as 
(4.21) ,
d Q U f0))
dip 27t<t8
Remark: We need to use the latter type of objective function because it allows us to exploit 
the linearity of the cumulant operator.
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The following result will be used:
Proposition 4 (Fox and Taqqu 1987, Theorem 1)
Suppose that f  and g each satisfy the regularity condition. Suppose in addition that there exists 
a < 1 and < 1 such that for each 8 > 0
| f{x)  |= 0{\ x \-a~s) asx 0 ,
and
| g(x) |= 0 (| x |- ^-<5) asx -> 0 ,
Then
(a) if p(a + (3) < I ,
J t a  =  ( 2 j r ) 2p-L  f_U(x)g{x)Ydx, ( 4 .2 2 )
and
(b) ifp(a  + /3) > 1 ,
tr(RNA N)p =  o(Np<-a+^+() ,
for every e > 0 where R n  and A n  are respectively the symmetric Toeplitz matrices in the 
Fourier coefficients of /( .)  and g(.) and tr(.) denotes the trace operator.
Remarks: (1) A function /(.) satisfies the regularity condition in Proposition 4 if the discon­
tinuities of /(.) have Lebesgue measure 0 and /(.)  is bounded on the interval [<5,7r] for all the 
<5 > 0.
(2) Due to the non Gaussianity of the problem, we cannot use Proposition 4 directly but never­
theless we will use its results to derive some asymptotic results for traces of Toeplitz matrices.
Lemma 18 Under Assumptions A[, A'2, A3, A4, B" as T  -> 00
f
cumk (A(^o)t) =  cumk A(V>o)t,)...,A(V>o)t  I =  0 (T  (* x)) fo r k >  2,
\  k  tim e s
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w h ere
, , , ,  Z „ g ( \ - ,4 > o ) r ( \ ) d \
A(i/>0) r  = ---------^ ------- •
P roo f : Let us set
oo
Vt d-  y t ~ E ( y t ) =  Y  a«a« (e ? e t - u e t - v  -  <r46( u , v ) )  ,
u,t>=l
2/ =  (yi, s/2, — , s/r)'?
g {u )  =  p(w ;^o), 7s(«) =  75(« ;^o ),
G t =  Gt (iPo) =  {7g(a -  6)} , a, 6 =  1 ,.. .,  T a T  x T symmetric Toeplitz matrix,
It  the T  x T  identity matrix ,
l a =  (1, . . . ,  1)' a a x 1 vector of ones .
atimes
where we set both fi and p2 equal to zero, given that the terms involving them axe included 
within the analysis of the bilinear form jfe.
Then we can express A(^o)t  as
A, . x y ' G T {^o)y  1 ^  u  w .
A{t})q)t  (27t)2T (27t)2T ^ i V81 *
Then, by Brillinger (1975, (i), (iv), (v) p. 19 ) we can write
currik  (-A(V 'o)t) =  (4 .2 3 )
T  T  T
(0 VkT k Z  Z  *• Z  7*(*i-®i)---7ffto-*Jb)c«imfc( f c ^ 11. . . 1yifc^ ik).
' ' ai,ti=l a2>ta=l «*>**=!
Now, the nonlinearity of the model compels us to apply twice the result of Proposition 1; 
first, to reduce the generalized cumulants into the elemental ones (Bamdorff-Nielsen and Cox 
1989), for the process {&}.
For this, we have to consider all the indecomposable partitions (Brillinger 1975, p.20) for 
the k x 2 array
m  y s i 
y t 2 y S2
vtk y*k
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which leads to the expression for (B.l) as
cumk (A(V'o)t) =
7>(<t 7>fa - « t)  x
£  Cy ( D u ) . . . C v(D qq)
D = D x q + ...+ D qg
1 < q < k  d i m { D i q)>2
(4.24)
(4.25)
where 2?^ denotes the i — th element, (i.e the subset) over q of them, for one of the indecom­
posable partition of the set D  = {ti, s i , . . . ,  s*} , which can be expressed say as
and
with fi{q being the dimension of the subset D{q and where the symbol dim(A) expresses the 
number of elements in the set A.
The second step involves expanding the j/t’s, in terms of the coefficients otj ’s and the e* 
’s and applying again Proposition 1. For example, expanding the term Cy(D iq) leads one to 
consider the /x*g x 4 array:
ui vi
€tfHq €t*Kq €tfHq~uHq €tfHq~vHq'
For every elements of the third and fourth column there is a corresponding coefficient otj. Then, 
when the elements of the third and fourth columns, for different rows (and either for different 
or same columns) , do hook, say e^-m  and j  ^  i then a term equal to X)£Li OuOu+lfj-fil 
appears which, as | f j  — f{ |-> oo is asymptotically of order | f j  — r* |2d_1 , given A[ .
Alternatively, when one element from the first or second column hooks with one from the 
third and fourth column, say and ef j - u p  obviously for different rows, then a term equal to 
a \ f i - f j \  appears which as | fj — f j  |-f  oo is of order | fj -  f j  |d_1 . As we can see, different
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coefficients arise from different partitions but henceforth we will always denote by Rt  the T x T  
Toeplitz matrix made by any of these sets of coefficients.
All the other combinations would lead either to a zero term (say when terms of the same 
row but from column one or two and from column three of four hook) or to a constant (say 
when terms of the same row and column three and four hook), with respect to the indexes (and 
permutation of) {«i, t i , . . . ,  s*, tk}.
So the final expression for (B.l) is given by
cumk (A(V'o)t) =
-  - ‘O'■ ■ - "  h )  *
(
(4.26)
(4.27)
E
D = D ig + ...+ D qq 
l< q < k  d im (D iq )> 2
(
\
£  Ce{Elilq)Ct(E2ilq) . . .C < ( E ^ lq)
Dlq=El,lq+E2,lq+-+EHlq,lq
\  d im E it iq = 2
X
E  Ct(El,q,)Cc(E2^ ) . . . C l ( E ^ tJ
Dqq = E l,qq + e 2,qq +  "+EHqq ,qq 
\  d im E itqq =2 / J
(4.28)
where
i j q  — {(ttnJ^Cf-ru (a m)^m es-m}
C ^ E i j q )  =  ( « n ) 7n ( a m ) 7mcu rn 2 (e r _ n , e 5_ m ) =  ( a n ) 7" ( a n ) 7n<72J ( f  - n  = s - m ) ,
with the two e’s entering into the expression for either one or two (different) y’s of the element 
Djq of one of the indecomposable partitions and 7* G {0,1}.
Given the definition of regularity condition in Proposition 4, the results of Theorem 1 0 -8 -1 7  
and Lemma 11 - 12 imply that both f y(A;^) and g(\;ip) satisfy them. In the following part of 
the Lemma and in Lemma 22 we will always write the asymptotic value (i.e. in terms of the 
d's) instead of the exact value (i.e. in terms of the a ’s) for all the coefficients involved so that 
for example we will write | u \2d~l instead of X)Si aiai+u etc. .
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Let us consider the cumulant of order k=3. The set of indexes involved axe {si, £1, S2? £2, S3, £3} 
. The admissible combinations can be classified in two cases, case (A) made of two subsets of 
dimension two and four respectively and case (B) made of two subsets both of dimension three.
Remarks: (1) Depending on the partition considered, the exponent in any of the terms (and 
product of) arising from the cumulants evaluation will vary from case to case. The possible 
values for the exponent are s(d — 1) , s(2d — 1) for s =  1, 2, . . .  so that the maximum (negative) 
possible exponent is (2d — 1). We define a partition ‘narrow’ when it considers the least number 
of links. Obviously, the larger the partition, the easier it is to bound the cumulant expression 
in that the exponent will be bigger in absolute value (they are always negative) and/or there 
will be more terms ‘linking’ the indexes s0, ta, a — 1, 2,3.
(2) In any case, by assumptions Ai, A2 all the coefficients involved, function of the 0 's, are 
QMC coefficients and thus Proposition 2 applies yielding the asymptotic behaviour at the zero 
frequency of their fourier transforms. This result allows us to use Proposition 4 involving 
0(A;VO = 1(A;^>), evaluated at the true parameter value ipo on the one hand and any 
of the functions by-product of the cumulants’ evaluation on the other, the Toeplitz matrices 
for the latter denoted by R t  (we defined by Gt  the Toeplitz matrix corresponding to g(A)). 
Finally, in terms of the notation of Proposition 4, we set (3 =  1 — 4d whereas a  will vary from 
partition to partition.
(3) In general, from a set of k rows, we must consider at least (k-1) ‘links’. (4) We can 
always take the sequence 75(u) to be positive. In fact from 7g(u) =  73(11)+ — 7g(u)~ with 
7s(u)- j7ff(w)+ ^  0, we can bound | j g(u) | by 7ff(u)+ +  7fl(u)_ , following Dahlhaus (1989) and 
using Graybill (1983, Theorem 12.2.3(3)) .
(5) The choice of the indexes in the two partitions is arbitrary.
(6) All the indexes ta or 55 for 0,6 =  1,2,3 in the summation below run from 1 to T  so that 
reference to the range of summation will always be skipped.
Case (A).
We must consider the ‘least’ indecomposable partitions. In particular we consider two 
subcases, case A.l and case A.2 . In both cases, the partition of dimension two is the same and 
is showed in Fig. 18.1 , assuming without loss of generality that this subset of indexes is made
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Then we obtain that the dimension two partition generates a term of order
Then let us consider the two possible subcases. The subset of indexes for the companion 
partition (of dimension four) is always given by {ti, *2^ 3) S3} .
Subcase (A.l) .
The dimension four partition is displayed in Fig. 18.2 .
Fig. 18.2
Thus two terms axe generated within this partition of order
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where { 61 , 62 , 6 3 , 6 4 } =  {*1,*2 , *3 5 S3 } and b{ = b ji ^  j  for one couple of indexes only.
Now, setting v  =  1 — 2d, we list the six possible cases as
1. b = t \ = t 2 , |*3 -  *|-I/ ls3 - 1
2. b =  t \ = t $  , |*2 ~  *|- I / 153 - 1
3. 6 =  £2 =  S3 , |*2 -  t \~ v |*3 - *
4. 6  =  * 2  =  *3 , |*i -  t \~ v  |S3 - *
5. 6 =  <2 =  S3 , | t i  -  t \ ~ v |*3 - *
6. b =  *3 =  s 3 , |*i -  t \ ~ v |*2 -  *
Let us consider case 1. , viz. b =  *1 =  *2 . Then the summation relative at this partition is 
bounded by
£  7*(t -  «i)l*i -  S2|-,/7$(s2 -  *) I* -  *3r 7 5(*3 -  s3)|s3 -  t\~V
t , 31,52,33,*3
|si -  s2r ,/7ff(«3 -  *3) X
31,32,33,ts
x [ £ | * - t s r i g i s i  -  *)|s3 -  t \ - vjg(s2 -  *)]. (4.29)
t
Now, by Schwarz’s inequality and by Jensen’s inequality for sums (Hardy, Littlewood, and 
Polya 1964, Theorem 19 ) we can bound the term in square brackets as follows,
| £ a & c d |  < ( £ a 262)1/2( ] [ V d 2)1/2 < [£) a&][]T cd\ , (4.30)
where the summation runs with respect to a single index, viz. * , and we identify
o =  7<?(* ~ s i ) , 6  =  I*- *31 ~v > 79 (* - s 2) , d =  I*- s3|_I/.
So (4.29) is bounded by
£  75(*i -  «i)isi -  -  *2)1*2 -  s s r ^ f o  -  *3)1*3 -  h r >
3 l,tl,32 ,t2 ,33 ,t3
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which, by setting —v  =  (2c? — 1) and using the matrix notation and
result (a) in Proposition 4 (setting a  =  2d thus yielding a + (3 = l — 2d<  1/2 ), as T  —>• oo, 
behaves as
^(G t Rt Gt Rt Gt Rt ) = 0 (T ) ,
Likewise, for the cases 2. — 5. , e.g. for 2. one should take, in (4.30),
si), b = \ t -  s3r ,  c =  7ff( t - s i ) ,  d = \ t - t 2r .
For case 6., instead, we have to consider a different bound, viz.
53  7g(il -  «l)|«l -  8 2 \~V'Vg(82 -  2^)1*2 ~  t\~v\t -  ti\~u ,
which, in matrix notation, can be written as
tr(Gt Rt Gt E&r) =  tr^RrGTRrGxRT) • (4.31)
Henceforth It  and It  denote the identity matrix and a vector of ones respectively both of 
dimension T. Now, by the continuity of the inverse of the spectrum we obtain
It  ^  KGt  j
for a positive constant K  big enough (the matrix Gt  being positive definite) and so we can 
bound (4.31) as T  -¥ oo by
^ (G t Rt Gt Rt Gt Rt ) =  0 (T ) .
Subcase (A.2) .
In this case the dimension four partition is displayed in Fig. 18.3 and yields the following 
set of coefficients
\ b i - h \ 2d~ \  162 -  b3\2d~ \  163 -  64i2d—2 .
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Let us set v  =  2 — 2d. The possible cases are therefore
1. 1*3 -  i l l - " , 1*1 -  *2|-", 1*2 — S3 I " >
2- |*3 — t i |- ", 1*1 -  *2|-", 1*2 — *3| " ,
3. 1*2 — ill- *', i * i - < 3r , 1*3 -  *3|_" .
4- 1*1 -  <3|-", ]*3 -  *2|“" ,
5. |*2 - 1*1 -  sa l- ', 1*3 -  *3 |-"  ,
6 . 1*3 — t i l - *', |<i -  *3) ", k 3 - t 2 | - * ' ,
7. 1*1 -  *21-", 1*2 -  *3|-", 1*3 -  *3 1- *  ’
8 . 1*3 -  *2 |-" , 1*2-<3|-", 1*3 — *11 " ,
9. 1*1 -  <21-", 1*2 -  *3|-", 1*3 - * 3 | - "  ,
10. 1*3 -  *21-", i<2 - 3 3r , 1*3 -  *2|~" ,
11. |ti -  <3|-", 1*3 ~ *3|—", 1*3 — *2! " !
12. 1*2 -  *3 i-" , 1*3 -  •SSI-1', 1*3 -  t i l - "  •
Now, the possible bounds are, as above, either of the form
^{G t Rt Gt Rt Gt Rt ) j 
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or of the form
Vj>Gt R t Gt Rt Gt ^t  • (4.32)
In fact taking the case (5.) we obtain
X )  M h  -  53)|»3 “  t l \~ U7g (t l  -  S l ) |s i  -  S2\~V'y9{t2 -  32)1*2 “  t i \~ v \tz -
t\ Sl,t2,32,t3,S3
=  ° [  Z )  ( ^ ( * 3  -  « 3 ) |3 3  -  t i \ ~ VJ g ( t i  -  « l ) l « l  “  S2 \ - Vl 9 { t2 -  S2))  J
\ti Si,t2,S2,t3,S3 J
= 0(1t Gt Rt Gt Rt Gt 1t )i
for a positive constant K. But then, defining the Toepliz matrix of the Fourier coefficients of 
l/g ( \)  as
H T =  H T ( g - 1) ,  
we can write from Graybill (1983, Theorem 12.2.3)
1't Gt R t Gt Rt Gt 1t  = 1't H ^ 1,2H ^ 2Gt R t Gt Rt Gt S t 2H ^ 1/21t  <
1't Ht  1 1t \Ht/2Gt Rt Gt Rt Gt Ht 2 I =
1 * Xt ^ t^Gt Rt Gt Rt Gt Ht Gt Rt Gt Rt Gt Ht ) ^
I't H ^ I t ^H G tHt Gt R t Gt Ht Gt Ht Gt Ht Gt Ht ) )^ 2 . (4.33)
From Adenstedt (1974)
li .f i? 1 l r  < K T 2~4d+s
for any <5 > 0, whereas for the second factor in (4.33), by case (a) of Proposition 4 (setting 
a  — 4d — l)a s T -> o o
^ (G t Ht Gt Ht Gt Ht Gt Ht Gt Ht Gt Ht ) =  0 (T ) .
Case (B).
Let us now consider the possible partitions in two subpartitions both of dimension three. Again 
we have to distinguish two subcases, subcase (B.l) and subcase (B.2).
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For subcase (B.l), displayed in Fig. 18.4 , we obtain the following links
\ h - b 2\2d- \  \b2 - h \ 2d~2.
Fig. 18.4
and for subcase (B.2), displayed in Fig. (5), we get instead the single link:
Ifc-fcsl2*-2 ,
with 6 =  bi =  &2-
Fig- (5
In both subcases the exponent will always be equal to v = 2d — 2.
All the possibilities are described if we consider two groups of subsets of indexes, namely 
{{si, ti, t2}, {s2>*3jS3}} on one hand, and {{si,s2,S3}, {<i><2,*3}} on the other.
Now we have to apply the two subcases (B.l) and (B.2) to each of the four subsets of 
indexes, thus yielding six different cases that can be represented with obvious notation as
B .l({su tu t2}) and £ . 1({s2, *3,*3}),
5.1({si, tu  t2}) and £.2({s2, *3, «3» ,
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B.2({su  *i, *2}) ^  5 -2({s2, *3, S3}),
B.1({5i,s2,s3»  and B .l({ tu t2,ts}),
B.1({s i, 52,53}) and £.2({*i,f2,t3} ),
£.2({si,s2,s3}) and £.2({*i,t2,t3} ).
where we denote by B.j({a, 6, c}) the subcase (B.j) applied to the subset of indexes {a, 6,c} .
In particular, the following links are generated. Starting with # .l({ s i ,t i , t2}) we obtain the 
following :
1. 1*1 - s i r ,  isi -  h r  ,
2. 1*1 — *2|_I/, |*2 - S i |_I/ ,
3. | s i - * i i r  \tl - t 2\~i/ .
With respect to i?.2({si,ti,<2}) we obtain
1. b = ti =  si, \ b - t 2\~v 1
2. 6 =  ti = t 2, \b -s i \~ u ,
3. b — si = t2, |6 — t i |—47 .
With respect to I?.l({s2,£3,s3}) one gets
1. 1*3 -  s3r ,  1*3 -  sal"*' ,
2. 1*3- s 2r ,  is2 - s 3r  ,
3. is3 - * 3r ,  1*3 -  s2|-" .
and with respect to i?.2({s2,£3,s3}) ,
1. & =  *3 =  s3, \ b - 8 2 \~v ,
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2. b =  t 3 =  s2, \ b -  53| v ,
3 . 6 =  33 =  S2, \b — t3\~v .
Equivalently with respect to the second group of subsets of indexes, i?.l({si, 32, 53}) gives
1. |*2 -  -Sir", |*1 -S s\~ V ,
2. i*2 -  *3r ,  1*3 ~ *i|—,/ ,
3. 1*1 - S 2 \ ~ V , 1*2 -*3 |~ l/ •
With respect to £.2({si, 32, 53}) we obtain
1. 6  =  32 =  31 , |6  — s 3 | “ *' ,
2. 6 =  s2 =  *3, | 6 - * i r  >
3 . 6 =  si =  s3, |6 -  S2|_l/ .
With respect to jB.1({*i ,*2,*3}) one gets
1. i*2-*3r i', 1*3 - t i r *  ,
2. |^ 2 -  til"1', \ t l - t 3\-v ,
3 . Ife -ta l-*  1*2 -  til-"  •
and with respect to 5 .2 ({*i ,*2,*3}) ,
1. 6 =  t2 =  *3, \ b ~ h r  ,
2. 6 =  *2 =  *i, \ b - t 3\- l/ ,
3 . 6 =  *3 =  *1, |6 —*2|-I/ •
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As for case (A), we can bound the above expressions by either tr ( (G T R r )b) or I ^ G t ^ t G t ^ I t  
for some integer number b > 1. The above results do not depend on the fact that we are using 
the cumulant of the 3rd order. In fact, in terms of Proposition 4 we are always able to find an 
a  and a /? such that a + f3 < 0. This means that the result is generalisable to a cumulant of 
any order k > 3 yielding, as T  —► oo
T kf2 (cum k (A(V»o)t) =  o ( l ) .
For the second order cumulant, denoting by £** the sum over all indecomposable partitions of 
the set of indexes {£i, 8 1 ^ 2 , 8 2 } (thus excluding the links ti with 3 \ and <2 with 52), we obtain
cura2(A(^o)Tj A(V'o)t ) =
0 (1 /T 2 1 “  -  s2) | h  -  r2 |4d' 2 | f 3 -  f 4 |4d“ 2) =  0 ( l /T ) ,
ti»si>*2>sa=l
where the last equality is given by part (a) of Proposition 4 .
□
Lemma 19 Under Assumption A3 , A4 , B a sT  00
s ( T l / 2 ^ W )= 0(1 )
P roof : Setting 75(u; V'o) =  l g ( u ) i  from
k i  J_jrw(X'^ ) dX=  2^
by Parseval’s relation we get
d Q U M  _
dij)
T  f __
r(«)-
«= i---------------------------------- ------------
1 1 00
By taking expectations of (4.34) and rearranging terms one obtains
( o q U m \  ‘  00 7,-1E
(4.34)
=  -2 f E  7f («)'fc(«) +  E  • (4.35)
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Now, as u -¥ oo,
Ig& hyiu) ~  K u~2+6
for any arbitrary S > 0 due to the logarithmic slowly varying function in g(X) so that both 
terms in (4.35) are of order 0 (T ~ 1+S) and we can always take a J < 1/2.
□
To show now the equivalence with respect to the mean-adjusting let us consider the following 
result.
Proposition 5 (Fox and Taqqu 1987, Lemma 8.1 p.238)
Let us suppose that f  and g each satisfy the conditions in Proposition 4 with a + /3< 1/2. Let 
xn  be an N-dimensional vector of observations of a process {xn} with spectral density /(.), with 
E ( x n  x 'n ) =  A iv(/), — x n  — E ( x n ).
l im N ^ o o j^ E  | x,nR n (9)xn ~ x'NRN{g)xN |= 0.
Lemm a 20 Under Assumptions Ar3, A\, B ” as T  - f  oo
pyi/2 I 9Qt {iI>o) _  dQ'rWo) , , .
1 dq d f  1 w '
Proof : The result follows by a direct use of Proposition 5. In fact under our assumptions
both K y(A) and g(A; V'o) satisfy the regularity condition with a  +  /3 =  0 < l / 2  and thus all
the hypotheses of Proposition 5 are valid. Note how the Gaussianity assumption in Fox and 
Taqqu (1987) is irrelevant for this result to hold, as only expressions in the second moments 
are involved.
□
Thus we have established the weak convergence result (ii) in Theorem 14. Now we need to 
show the (uniform) convergence result of the hessian matrix as expressed in (i) of Theorem 14.
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Let us consider now the hessian matrix for the ‘sum-form’ objective function Qt - The result 
follows much more easily for the ‘integral-form’ Qt-
Lemm a 21 Under Assumptions A,l iA!2-i A'3, A\,  ^ 4.5(2)', As(2)', B" as T  —> 0 0
uniformly in $
P roof : Now, Mt (ip) can be written as
Mri'ip) =  (a) +  (b) + (c) +  (d), 
with
(a) - l / ( i  V  — )  1 ( ) 1 \ T ^  K,(Xf ^ ) j  d * W  ( j ) ’
(4) =  - 1 /  E  / ( A , ) j  ( i  E  9 W ;» } / ( A , ) j  ,
(0  =  (d)
Now, for (o) and (6), given the results in Lemma 12 and the argument (and the result) used 
in Lemma 5, it follows that
^  1 [ J- 7T #  J\.y[A)aA
(4)
1____  ff^ g(X^ )Kv(X)dX\ f^ g(X;i>)Ky(X)dX\
KyW \  1
I2tt I
' r» \ 2 I 27r )  (  27r I •J-* KufAiV)  \  '  /
The last two terms, (c) and (d), even being not stochastic, need more attention due to the 
behaviour at the zero frequency of the power spectrum.
We can consider only the proof for (c), given that the results will follow for (d) just by 
considering that they have the same behaviour in the neighborhood of the zero frequency
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(Lemma 12). Then, following Lemma 6, let us consider
i i g '  a K ^ )dK y( w )  =  (&1) +  (c 2) +  (c3) f
/ i\ _  2. TV '1 dKyiXj-^)
~ T  W  W  '
/ o\ _  1 dK yftjitf)
\C-*) ~  rp 2 ^  a a  /),/,/ ’T “  dip dipj —m  t
l ,  -  I  V^' aKv ( W )
1 ; T  dip dip'
J=7e
Now, by Lemma 12 and Lemma 3-(part (i)) as T —>• oo
1 r  dK-l(\-,i>) dKy(\-,ip)ix
re dip dip1
Now from Theorem lOand Lemmas 8 17 one obtains that for any i , j  =  1 ,2 ,...,  (p +  2) as
A —>■ 0+ ,
d K - \ \ ^ ) dK y M ) =  0(/off2( 1 )}
This yields as T oo
V m_1 l n n 2 (  A 1
(c.l) =  Or ,=1 /  - - )  =  0(log2(Xm)Xm) =  0(1).
Finally, given
,.„w EjUfog2(Aj) JL % 2(A)dA
1 T  2tt
r\fn
(c.2)" =  /  log2(X)dX, 
Jo
*Ar 
'0
we get
| (c.2) |<| (c.2)' | +  | (c.2)" | .
Thus we just need to prove that | (c.2)' |=  o(l) as T -> oo given that solving the integral 
| (c.2)'; |=  0(Xm log2(Xm)) .
Now
I (c.2)' |< | | / A^ +1 (&W*(Vh ) -  h j ’W ) I • (4-36)
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The second term can be bounded as follows.
I S  /  + (l°92(*j+1) “  log2( \ j ) d \  |<| y  S  (W*(Aj+i) “  |
j —m j=m
=  Y  I ( W ( * * - i )  -  log2(Kn)) 1= Y I f u f t M W W i ) )  1= 0 ^ s M ) t 
where all the bounds are independent of 'ip.
□
After some algebra the limit matrix M  =  M(ipo) takes the expression (4.14) which is 
assumed not singular (it is certainly positive semi-definite by construction).
P roposition 6 (Hosoya 1993, Lemma AJ .^2 )
For a fourth-order stationary process, with fourth order cumulant Q i { . , . , .) and trispectrum 
Q4U -j.) and where h(.) denotes an even continuous function in [—7r, 7t] with Fourier coefficients 
7h(u), under the following two conditions
Fi f f \h (u i )h ( u 2) Q i ( u i , - U 2i U2)\du idu 2 < 00.
J — 7T J —It
F2  For any e > 0,
/ it rltI \h(ui)h(u>2) | x 
[^4(^1 + Ai, U2  + A2, W3 + A3) — ^ 4(^1 j ^2)] \dw\du2  = 0(e),
we get
lim i  jh (ti -  Slh h(t2 ~ s2)Qa(si - t i , t 2 -  su S2 - h )  =
T - ¥  OO 1  .S1,11,8-2,t2
— 2irf h(ui)h(u2)Qi(wi, W2)duidu2.
J —it
Lemm a 22 Under Assumptions A[, A2, A'3: A!^  B "
/ it 9(u\ ipo )g(u\ ^ o)'(/yM )2dw
-it
/ it r lt/  g (u \\M g fa l  'tl>o),Qyyy(-WU &2, -U 2)duidu)2 •
-it J —it
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Proof: Setting 75(u; V'o) =  75(u) and cumyyy(.,.,.) the fourth order cumulant of y*, evaluating 
the variance and given the non Gaussianity of the process, we obtain the covariance terms and 
the (fourth order) cumulant term:
/7T g(u;i>o)I*(uj)du)
-7T
T 2(2ir)2
1
+ T2(27t)2 
=  (*) +  (**)
J 2  l g ( t l  -  S l ) j g ( t 2 ~  S 2 ) [7 y (^ l -  S 2 h y ( t 2 “  S i )  +  7 y ( t i  -  t 2 ) j y ( s 2 -  S i) ]  
tl,01,t2>42
(*i “  «ifry(*2 -  s2)cumyyy ( s i - t u t 2 - t u s2 - t i )
t i ,S l ,t2 ,S2
We will use two different results to prove, in turn, the convergence of the terms involving the 
spectrum and the term involving the fourth cumulant.
With respect to (i), we use Proposition 4 part (a) directly by identifying a =  1 —4d = 
-/?, and p = 1, so that
/JT g { w ,  M ' ( f y ( w ) ) 2 d u t .
-7T
T->oo
With respect to the second term involving the fourth cumulant we will rely on the result of 
Proposition 6. We will show how conditions F\ and F2 of Proposition 6 are satisfied, therefore 
concluding the proof. With respect to condition Fi, unravelling the trispectrum in terms of the 
fourth-order cumulant we obtain
/7T rir/  g(ui; i>o)g{v2; i>o)Qyyy{uu -w 2,-7T J— IT
=  (2^)3 Z ) ^ w^ 7rP(^i;V'o)p(w2;V,o)e“,(wiJ1" u;2j2+u,2:73)da;ida;2^ cumyyy(ju j 2, j3))
J f l = — 0 0
h= 1,2,3
1 °°Z! Ig ih h g fo  ~ h)curriyyy{ju j 2,j$)
' ' iu =—oo3h 
/ i= 1,2,3
In order to bound the last expression we need to evaluate the fourth-order cumulant. Thus
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we have to consider all the possible indecomposable partitions of the 4 x 4  array
e t £t—v e t —U
C«+J1 et + h €t + j i  -V i €t + j i  -U i
Ct+J2 Ct+J2 Ct+J2-V 2 Ct+J2-U 2
€t + j 3 Ct+J3 €t+ jz -V 3 Ct+ j3 -« 3
Following the procedure of Lemma 18, when elements of the third or the fourth column hook 
one with the other (for different rows) or hook with elements of the first and second column 
(again for different rows) terms like c*|j0_j6| or £SLi au<xu+\ja- jb\ arise. In the sequel we will 
express the asymptotic expressions of these coefficients as | j a —jb |d_1 and | j a —jb |2d_1 instead 
of their exact expression.
We will rely on the result in Proposition 2, given the QMC of the Fourier coefficients 
involved3 and the property that the Fourier transform of a convolution of two functions is equal 
to the product of their Fourier transforms (Zygmund 1977, Theorem 1.5).
Now the possible ‘least’ indecomposable partitions can be summarized in three main cate­
gories denoted Pi, P2, P3 as follows :
Pi (see Fig. 22.1)
\bi\M- 2, l i i - t y 2*-2, |&2-&3|m- 2.
3We could instead make some regularity assumptions on the function involved as in Fox and Thqqu (1986, 
Lemma 4 ; Lemma 5).
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P 2 (see Fig. 22.2)
b1 =b2 =b, \b\id- 2 \b -b 3\2d- 2 .
^ ) -
Fig. 22.2 
( e ^  (e^J
( ^ 6 2 ( ^ > 2 ^ t^2  ~ U2^2^2
( ^ > 3 (5 ^ 3
Pz (see Fig. 22.3)
M M_1, |6i - 62|2<*-1, \b 2 -h \2d- \  M 24' 1.
For all the other partitions the result follows directly. For instance, taking the case of the 
partition for which et+fc =  e* for i =  2,3 then condition F\ holds.
Now starting with Pi, the possible combinations are given by:
1. I j i I2" - 2, l i i  -  h ? d~ 2, \ h - h ? d~ \
2. I M 24' 2, \ h  ~  h l 2 i~ 2, l i i  ~ h \ 2d~2,
i l l
3. \h \™ -\ \h -3 2 \2d- \  \ } 2 - h \2d- 2 .
With the index of the summations always running from 1 to oo, we need to evaluate the 
following
E  \h \-2i- 2\ h - h \ - 2d- 2\ h - h \ 2i- 2 - (4.37)
j l  J 2 J 3
The following coefficients
7i.i0) =  Z  M~2d~2\u -  j \U~2 ,
u
represent the Fourier coefficient of the function product of the Fourier transform of |u|-2rf_2 
and of |tt|2d-2, say fi(u )  and / 2(w) respectively whose behaviour at zero frequency is given by 
as u  -¥ 0+
fi(u ) ~  K u 2d+l,
/2(w) ~  K(jJl~2d.
Then the Fourier coefficients of the product function, which in turn behaves as u  -)• 0+
/ 1M / 2M  ~  K u 2, 
by Proposition 2 behaves asymptotically as j  —► 00
7 i . i0)
Thus (4.37) can be bounded by
o (  e  r 3Ui -  h r 2*-2) = o (e  bi2"-4) = o w .
3132 j
The other two cases of Pi follow by the same argument.
Taking now the case of P2 , the possible combinations are given by
1. ; i = i 2 = j ,  |j |4d~2, , 1.73- j | 4d-2,
2. j i  = h  = j  1 |j |4d“2, \j2 -  ; | 4d~2,
3. j2  =  h  =  j  j l i l4d_2, l i i - ; l 4d~ 2-
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Considering the first case and following the same approach as for P\ we obtain
£  b r 2b -  * r 2 = o ( £  b v 3) = o ( i ) ,
ij* j
and likewise for the other two terms.
With respect to P3, we obtain
i- liil24*-1, I i 2 - i i |2d_1, I i3 - i2 |2d_1, |j3|2d“ 1»
2. |i i |M_1, , lii - i 3 |2d~ \  , I h - M 2* '1* Ii2|2d_1,
3. |i212^ -1, I i 2 - i i |2d-1, I i i - i 3 |2d_1, lisl^-1,
4. |i2|M_1, l i2 - i3 lM_1i I i 3 - i i |2d_1, lii|2d_1,
5. Ii3|2d_1, I i3 - i2 |2d_1, I i 2 - i i |2d-1, b'i|2d_1,
6. Ii3|2d_1, I.73 - i i l 2^ 1, I i i - i 2|2d_1,
Considering the first case, we have to consider the order of magnitude of
0 ( £  |j i |-“ - 1b2 - J 3r 2<i- lb i-h\2d-'\h\2d-1)- (4.38)
J l  J 2 J 3
In particular we obtain that for any 8 > 0 the following coefficient
73,i(«) =  X3li| 2d l \ i - u
i
| 2 d - l - « y
bounds each of the two convolutions in (4.38).
Then defining by fe(.) and f^(.) the Fourier transforms of |u |_2d_1 and \u\2d~l~s respectively, 
we get that 73,1(1/) ~  K  |i/|“ 1-<y as u —> 00 so that we can bound (4.38) by
o (£  |i|-2-24) = o(i).
J
For the other five subcases of P3 the bound follows along the same lines, thus satisfying condition 
Fi.
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Concerning condition Fi for a given integer M  < oo, let us split the trispectrum as follows:
1 oo
Qyyyiu £  cum yyy ( ju  j 2, h ) e ~ i{u}ljx+u}2h+ui3jz)
i* = —oo;t=l,2,3
1 M
= ? M 3  Z  cumyyy{ju j 2j3 ) e ~ t{uJlJl+U}2:i2+U}333) 
j< = -M ;i= 1,2,3
+7 0 ^ 3  Z  cum yy y (J iJ 2j3 ) e ~ t{uijl+W2j2+UJ3j3)
|* |> M ;t= l,2 ,3
—  X '  rum......( 4 , 4n lo'Ip- i(v ij i  +W2J2+W3J3)(27r)3 I ]  cumyyy(;i,i2, i3)e'
lio I > m , fo r  a t least one 0= 1,2,3 
\jb\<M , fo r  a t least one 6= 1,2,3
=  Qm (wlj^2jk>3) +  Qm(^1j^2j ^ 3) +  ^ 2,^ 3)
We can write
<“K r lt/ it ir/  \9(wi;i>o)9(w2;i>oy x
■it J —ir
X  [ Q l / l / I / 0 ^ 1  d "  A l j  +  - ^ 2 } tJ2  +  A 3 )  —  Q y y y { &  1 ,  ~ (^ 2 i ^ ) ]  \d u j\  d u 2  —
/ ir rir/  I ^ u V’oM ^ j ^ o) ' x
■IT J  —IT
x  [Qm (w 1 +  A i, —U)2 +  A2, U2 +  A3) — Q m (u  1j —t^2j (*>2) +
+Qm(c*;i + Ai, — 0J2 + A2,o  ^+ A3) — Q m (u  1 ,  —t^2,o^) +
+ Q m (u  1 + Ai, —W2 + A2,^2 + A3) — Q m (u \ ,  — <^2, <*>2)] |da;idu;2 <
< A\ 4- A 2  +  -A3 ,
with
A i  =
/ it rirI  \9 (tJl i i ’o) 9 (.u 2i^q )  [Q m (w  1 +  A i, — U2 4 A2,u;2 +  A3) — Q m (v 1j —V2 ,V 2)] \du \du2 , 
■it J —ir
A 2  =
/ It f i t/  | f f ( w i ; ^ ) 0 (u*;^o) x
-it J —ir
I (I Q*m(u  1 + Ai, — U2 + A2, U)2 4 A3) I 4 I Q*m(u 1 , —W2 , U2) I) du\du)2 ,
A3 =
/ It f i t/  |0 (w i;tM p(w 2;^o) x
-7T •/—7T
I (I “ 1w2> W2) I + I Q*m(u 1 4 Ai, — U)2 4 A2, <jJ2 4 A3) I) du\du2  •
Now by choosing M  large enough, A2 and -A3 can be made arbitrary small by part (i) of 
the Lemma.
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By Mitrinovic (1970, Theorem 3.8.22) for complex Z  such that \Z\ < 1 one obtains \ez  —1| < 
|z|7/4, we get
/ ir rir/  \g(^v,i’o)9(^ 2]'>Po) x
■ir J —ir
x {Qm{vi +  Ai, —o;2 4- A2, U2 +  A3) — Qm(w 1, —£^2,£^ 2)) |dwid£^ 2 <
M
^ 3  IciimyyyO'ii^iis) p(^i) p(o>2)e *(u,ljl a,2j2+a;2j3)da;ida;2)  | x
ja ——M ;a=l,2,3  
x |l  — g—*(A3jl +A4J2+A5J3)| ^
Now we can always choose some e7 > 0 and e" > 0 such that |Aa| < e 'a =  1,2,3 and setting 
z =  —i f a j i  4- A4J2 +  A5J3) where |j0| < M , a =  1,2,3, such that |z| < e"/2. But from 
\ez — 1| < e7', again by part (i) of the Lemma, one obtains that for some arbitrary e > 0
A i  < e.
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Chapter 5
The ‘one-shock’ model: small sample 
properties and applications of the 
PMLE
In this chapter we will estimate the ‘one-shock’ model both with simulated data as well as using 
the data set introduced in Chapter 1.
5.1 Small sample properties of the PMLE
5.1.1 The ‘one-shock’ m odel : sim ulation
There are many ways of simulating long memory processes in the Gaussian and linear case. A 
very successful algorithm to simulate stationary Gaussian time series is the frequency domain 
method of Davies and Harte (1987), which is computationally fast in view of the possibility 
to use the FFT. For a class of linear processes, namely the ARFIM A(p , d, q), d not integer, 
Hosking (1984) shows how to use efficiently recursive expressions for the conditional mean 
and variance to simulate the process. Alternatively, for more general linear processes, the
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aggregation idea of Robinson (1978b) and Granger (1980) can be employed, particularly suited 
when dealing with very long sample sizes (Beran 1994).
Unfortunately, all of these methods are of no use for our problem. In fact our model is by 
construction nonlinear and non Gaussian, even if the simulated disturbances are drawn from a 
standard normal distribution (cf. section 3.2.1). For this reason we adopt a different approach 
which yields a simulated series exactly characterized by the theoretical correlation structure of 
the ‘one-shock’ model that is without employing some truncation.
The algorithm works as follows. For a given choice of the weights or* (0), 
define the partial sum
E£i«S(fl). < = i.
-  oJLiW. i>  2.
Let us choose the values for /i, p, <j 2, the last one being strictly positive.
Then, to produce a simulated sample of dimension T, let us draw T  +  1 independent real­
izations of a random variable with mean zero and variance cr2, say from a .A/^ O, cr2), obtaining 
the T  +  1 vector (77, e i , . . . ,  er)'. Thus the simulated vector of data x  =  (xi , . . . ,  x tY is given
by: t 1
x t =  V +  et +  St(0)rj + ak(0)et- k j  , t =  1 , . . . ,T. (5.2)
for a given vector of parameter values 0, 7z,p,cr2 and a given distribution for the 77, et, t =  
1,. . . ,T.
From a computational point of view, given that for each t =  1 , . . . ,  T  a convolution between 
the et~k and the k = 1 , . . . ,  t — 1 is involved, we can use the fast Fourier transform in order 
to convolve them taking the product of the results and then deconvolving (cf. section 3.2.2 
for another application of this idea). The desired convolution is the value of the deconvolved 
function at the Fourier frequency 2n(t — 1 )/(t — 1)' with t' =  exp[log(t)/log(2)], [.] denoting 
the integer part operator.
Finally, in order to make the importance of the initial value 77 as small as possible we 
generated T+Af realizations of the e* with M=1,000 but so that the t —th  simulated observation
i =  1,2,. ..  let us
(5.1)
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is
/  t+ M -l  \
xt = p. +  et+M + $t+M(0)?7 + X j a *(0)et+M-iJ , t =  1 , . . . ,  T. (5.3)
5.1.2 Montecarlo results
In the sequel we set o2 =  1 and in turn p £ {0,1,10}. We set 6 = d with
ai(d) = f [ 3-± ^ Z ± ,0 <d<l / 2, i = 1,2,...,
j=l ^
and where in turn d £ {0.1,0.2,0.375,0.45,0.49}. In particular this implies that
r2 r ( l  -  2d) ,
1 -  r ( i  -  d)2
where T(n) denotes the Gamma function. We generated the r],et, t  = 1,. . . , T + M  as randomly 
drawn from a standard normal using the GAUSS simulation routine, where T denotes the chosen 
sample size.
For each set of values of the parameters we generated 1,000 replications of a sample of size 
T  where T  £ {128,256,512,1024,2048}.
Concerning the optimization, we report below the bias and the mean square error of the 
PMLE of the parameter d, setting all the other parameters equal to the true values used to 
generate the data in question.
The PMLE is obtained as the value that minimizes the objective function Qr(d) given in 
(3.19), the discrete version of the Whittle function. The optimization is made of two parts. 
The first based on a double grid search over the interval [e, 1/2 — e] for some small and positive 
e. The second is based on 10 iterations of the GAUSS subroutine OPTMUM with the Polak- 
Ribiere-type option, starting from the estimates obtained by the grid search.
By the nature of the model, the implementation of PML estimation is very cumbersome 
from a computational point of view even if considerable gains can be achieved via the use of the 
FFT (cf. section 3.2.2). This explains the relatively small size of the Montecarlo experiments 
here presented.
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Table 5.1: PM LE : sm all sam ple properties (p — 0)
do 0.1 0.2 0.375 0.45 0.49
sample size : 128
B I A S 0.0809 - 0.0029 -0.1534 -0.1963 -0.1900
M S E 0.0240 0.0246 0.0215 0.0216 0.022
sample size : 256
B I A S 0.0569 - 0.0233 -0.1557 -0.1917 -0.1776
M S E 0.0189 0.0179 0.0156 0.0144 0.015
sample size : 512
B I A S 0.0417 - 0.0304 -0.1408 -0.1724 -0.1608
M S E 0.0145 0.0146 0.0108 0.0084 0.0096
sample size : 1024
B I A S 0.0184 - 0.0302 -0.1141 -0.1438 -0.1329
M S E 0.0088 0.0103 0.0065 0.0041 0.0047
sample size : 2048
B I A S 0.0088 - 0.0304 -0.0899 -0.1246 -0.1191
M S E 0.0056 0.0074 0.0038 0.0023 0.0025
For each sample size and param eter d value
1000 M ontecarlo replications are performed .
T he other param eter values equal to  a3 =  1, p = 0.
The results are presented in Table 5.1 for p = 0, in Table 5.2 for p = 1 and in Table 5.3 
for p = 10. We have also plotted the finite sample distribution of the PMLE for the 75 cases : 
from Fig. 5.1 to Fig. 5.5 for p =  0, from Fig. 5.6 to Fig. 5.10 for p =  1 and from Fig. 5.11 to 
Fig. 5.15 for p =  10.
The first clear pattern is that the asymptotic distribution is a valid approximation the 
smaller the parameter p is. The best approximation is obtained when p =  0. The second is that 
when p is non zero, small (true) values of d are very difficult to be obtained by estimation with a 
degree of imprecision increasing with p and decreasing with d. In fact the order of magnitude of 
the variance of the squared process increases as 0(p2) independently on the value of d. Finally, 
as we might expect, given the pseudo nature of our estimator, a quite big sample is needed in 
order to avoid misleading inference, at least equal to 1024.
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Table 5.2: PM LE : sm all sam ple properties (p =  1)
do 0.1 0.2 0.375 0.45 0.49
sample size : 128
B I A S 0.3659 0.2285 -0.01233 -0.0786 -0.1017
M S E 0.0065 0.0095 0.0075 0.0067 0.0091
sample size : 256
B I A S 0.3575 0.1892 -0.0370 -0.1069 -0.1236
M S E 0.0096 0.0121 0.0045 0.0045 0.0081
sample size : 512
B I A S 0.3468 0.1632 -0.0439 -0.1125 -0.1276
M S E 0.0136 0.0120 0.0029 0.0032 0.0072
sample size : 1024
B I A S 0.3074 0.1313 -0.0405 -0.1122 -0.1208
M S E 0.0246 0.0132 0.0024 0.0024 0.0055
sample size : 2048
B I A S 0.2625 0.0937 -0.0391 -0.1009 -0.1098
M S E 0.0334 0.0131 0.0016 0.0018 0.0043
For each sam ple size and param eter d value
1000 M ontecarlo replications are performed .
The other param eter values equal to  a2 = 1, p = 1.
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Table 5.3: PM LE : sm all sam ple properties (p =  10)
do 0.1 0.2 0.375 0.45 0.49
sample size : 128
B I A S 0.3343 0.2252 0.0628 -0.0139 -0.0667
M S E 0.0071 0.0090 0.0070 0.0063 0.0062
sample size : 256
B I A S 0.3235 0.2183 0.0486 -0.0345 -0.0739
M S E 0.0126 0.0106 0.0106 0.0099 0.0092
sample size : 512
B I A S 0.2787 0.1979 0.0273 -0.0397 -0.0927
M S E 0.0230 0.0209 0.0165 0.0129 0.0136
sample size : 1024
B I A S 0.2989 0.1531 0.0092 -0.0539 -0.0834
M S E 0.0241 0.02705 0.0208 0.0159 0.0114
sample size : 2048
B I A S 0.2613 0.1698 0.0109 -0.0521 -0.0748
M S E 0.0348 0.0309 0.0221 0.0151 0.0101
For each sam ple size and param eter d value
1000 M ontecarlo replications are performed .
The other param eter values equal to a 2 =  1, p = 10.
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Figure 5.1: M ontecarlo  sim ulations w ith  1000 replications. Each graph represents the sm all sam ple 
distribution , in  term s o f  h istogram s, o f  the PM L E  o f the param eter d. Sam ple size =  128 . 
P aram eter values : a 2 =  1, p  =  0. T he param eter d takes in turn th e values {0.1,0.2,0.375,0.45,0.49} 
starting from th e  graph on  th e  lefft-up corner and m oving by row.
Montecarlo simulations d -0 .1  . rho -  0 , T-128
0.0 0.1
Montecarlo simulation* : d -0 .2  . rho -  0 .T - 1 2 8
0.0 0.1 0.4
Montecarlo slmulatlone : d -0 .4 5  . rho -  0
Montecarlo simulation* : d—0.40 . rho * 0  .T - 1 2 8
iI
illlililll
0.0 0.2 0 ♦
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Figure 5.2: M ontecarlo sim ulations w ith  1000 replications. Each graph represents th e sm all sam ple  
distribution , in term s o f  h istogram s, o f  the PM L E o f  th e  param eter d. Sam ple size =  256 . 
P aram eter values : cr2 =  1, p  =  0. T he param eter d takes in turn th e  values {0.1,0.2,0.375,0.45,0.49} 
starting from th e  graph on th e  left-up  corner and m oving by row.
Montecarlo simulations : d« 0 .t . rho -  0 . T-236 Montecarlo simulation* : d -0 .2  . rho -  0 . T-256
Montecorlo simulation* : 4 -0 .3 7 5  . rho -  0  . 1 -254
0.2 0 3  04
Montocarlo simulations : d«0  49 . rho -  0  . T-256
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
Montecorlo simulations . d -0 .4 5  . rho -  0 . T-256
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Figure 5.3: M ontecarlo sim ulations w ith  1000 replications. Each graph represents th e sm all sam ple  
distribution , in  term s o f  h istogram s, o f  the PM L E o f  th e param eter d.  Sam ple size =  512 . 
P aram eter values : cr2 =  1, p  =  0. T h e param eter d  takes in  turn  th e  values {0.1,0.2,0.375,0.45,0.49} 
starting from th e  graph on th e  left-up  corner and m oving by row.
Montecorlo simulations : d - 0  1 . rho -  0 . T-512 Montecorlo simulations : d -0 .2  . rho -  0 . T-512
Montecarlo simulations : d -0 .3 7 5  . rho -  0 . T-512
Montecarlo simulations : d -0 .4 9  . rho -  0  . T-512
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Figure 5.4: M ontecarlo sim ulations w ith  1000 replications. Each graph represents th e sm all sam ple  
distribution , in term s o f  h istogram s, o f  the PM L E o f  th e p aram eter d. Sam ple size =  1024 . 
P aram eter values : a 2 =  1, p =  0. T h e param eter d  takes in turn th e  values {0.1,0.2,0.375,0.45,0.49} 
starting from th e  graph on th e  left-up corner and m oving by row.
Montecorlo simulotions
Montecorlo simulotions : d -0 .3 7 5  , rho -  0 . T-1024 simulations - d -0 .4 5  . rho -  0 . T-1024
II.
Montecorlo simulations •. d - 0  49 . rho -  0 . T-1024
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Figure 5.5: M ontecarlo sim ulations w ith  1000 replications. Each graph represents th e sm all sam ple  
distribution , in term s o f  h istogram s, o f  the PM L E o f th e  param eter d. Sam ple size =  2048 . 
P aram eter values : cr2 =  1, p =  0. T he param eter d takes in  turn th e  values {0.1,0.2,0.375,0.45,0.49} 
starting from th e  graph on th e  left-up  corner and m oving by row.
Montecorlo limulotioni : d - 0 .1 . rho -  0 . T-204S
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.4
Montecorlo simulations r  d - 0  375 . rho -  0  . T-204S
?s
I-
Montecorlo simulation* : d -0 .4 9  . rho -  0  . 7 -2048
0.2
Montecorlo simulations : d -0 .2  . rho -  0 . T-2048
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
Montecorlo sim ulations : d -0 .4 5  . rho -  0 . T-2048
• ■Mil
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Figure 5.6: M ontecarlo sim ulations w ith  1000 replications. Each graph represents th e sm all sam ple 
d istribution , in term s o f  h istogram s, o f  th e PM L E o f th e param eter d. Sam ple size =  128 . 
P aram eter values : a 2 =  1, p  =  1. T he param eter d  takes in turn th e  values {0.1, 0.2, 0.375, 0.45, 0.49} 
starting from th e  graph on th e left-up  corner and m oving by row.
Montecarlo simulations : d - 0 .1 . rho -  1 . T-128 Montecarlo simulations : d * 0  2 . rho <
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5
J te f l l l l
0.3 0.40.0 0.1 0.3
Montecorlo simulations • d - 0 .375 . Montecorlo simulations : d -0 .4 5  . rho -  1 . T-128
2I?
00 0.1 0.2 04 0.3
Montecarlo simulations : d—0 49 . rho -  I . T—128
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
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Figure 5.7: M ontecarlo  sim ulations w ith  1000 replications. Each graph represents th e sm all sam ple  
distribution , in  term s o f  h istogram s, o f  th e PM L E o f  th e param eter d. Sam ple size =  256. 
P aram eter values : a 2 =  1, p =  1. T he param eter d takes in turn th e  values {0.1, 0.2, 0.375,0.45, 0.49} 
starting from th e  graph on th e  left-up  corner and m oving by row.
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Figure 5.8: M ontecarlo  sim ulations w ith  1000 replications. Each graph represents th e sm all sam ple  
distribution , in term s o f  h istogram s, o f the PM L E  o f the param eter d. Sam ple size =  512 . 
Param eter values : a 2 =  1, p  =  1. T he param eter d takes in  turn  th e  values {0.1, 0.2, 0.375, 0.45, 0.49} 
starting from th e  graph on th e  left-up corner and m oving by row.
Montocork) •imulotion* : d - 0 .1 . rho — 1 . T-512 > timuloliont : d - 0  2 . rho -  1 . T-512
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Figure 5.9: M ontecarlo sim ulations w ith  1000 replications. Each graph represents th e sm all sam ple  
distribution , in term s o f  h istogram s, o f  the PM L E o f  th e p aram eter d. Sam ple size =  1024 . 
P aram eter values : cr2 =  1, p  =  1. T he param eter d takes in  turn  th e values {0.1, 0.2, 0.375, 0.45, 0.49} 
starting from th e  graph on th e  left-up  corner and m oving by row.
Montecorlo simulation* - d*=0 » Montecarlo simulation* : d -0 .2  . rho -  1 . T-1024
3
S
2
-■ I
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Figure 5.10: M ontecarlo sim ulations w ith  1000 replications. Each graph represents th e  sm all 
sam ple d istribution , in  term s o f  h istogram s, o f  th e  PM L E o f th e  param eter d. Sam ple size =  2048 . 
P aram eter values : cr2 =  1, p  =  1. T he param eter d takes in turn th e  values {0.1, 0.2, 0.375, 0.45, 0.49} 
starting from th e  graph on  th e left-up  corner and m oving by row.
Montecorlo •Imulotlon* : d -0 .1  . rho -  1 . T-2048
0.0 0.1 0.3 0.3
Montocorto simulation* : d -0 .375  . rho -  1 . T -2048
i
I
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Montocorto simulations • d -0 .4 5  . rho -  1 . T -2048
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Figure 5.11: M ontecarlo sim ulations w ith  1000 replications. Each graph represents th e  sm all sam ­
ple d istribution , in term s o f  histogram s, o f th e  PM L E  o f  th e  p aram eter d. Sam ple size =  128 . P a­
ram eter values : cr2 =  1, p  =  10. T h e param eter d takes in  turn  th e  values {0.1, 0.2, 0.375, 0.45, 0.49} 
starting from th e  graph on th e  left-up  corner and m oving by row.
Montecorlo simulotions : d -0 .1  . rho ■ 10 . T-128 Montecorlo simulations : 0 -0 .2  . rho -  10 , T-128
Montecorlo simulotions : d - 0 .375 . rho -  10 . T -128 Montecorlo simulotions : d -0 .4 5  . rho -  10 . T -128
ft 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5
Montecorlo simulations : d - 0 .49 . rho -  10 . T-128
j|
0.3
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Figure 5.12: M ontecarlo  sim ulations w ith  1000 replications. Each graph represents th e sm all sam ­
ple d istribution , in  term s o f  h istogram s, o f  th e  PM L E  o f th e  param eter d. Sam ple size =  256. Pa­
ram eter values : a 2 =  1, p  =  10. T h e param eter d takes in turn  the values {0.1, 0.2, 0.375 ,0.45, 0.49} 
starting from th e  graph on  th e  left-up  corner and m oving by row.
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Figure 5.13: M on tecarlo  sim ulations w ith  1000 replications. Each graph represents th e  sm all sam ­
ple d istribution , in  term s o f  histogram s, o f  th e  PM L E  o f th e param eter d. Sam ple size =  512 . Pa­
ram eter values : cr2 =  1, p  =  10. T h e param eter d takes in turn  the values {0.1, 0.2, 0.375, 0.45, 0.49} 
starting from th e  graph on  th e  left-up  corner and m oving by row.
MonUcorlo simulation* d - 0 .1 . rho -  10 . T-512
0.2 0.3 as
MonUcorlo simulation* : d -0 .2  . rho -  10 . T-512
Montecorlo eimulatlons : d -0 .3 7 5  . rho -  10 . T-512
0 0 0.1 0.2
Montecorlo eimuiottone : d -0 .4 5  . rho -  10 . T-512
■____. Il-lllllllll.l
0 0 0.1 0.2 0.3
Montecorlo simulation* : d -0 .4 9  . rho -  10 . T-512
Figure 5.14: M ontecarlo sim ulations w ith  1000 replications. Each graph represents th e  sm all sam ­
ple d istribution , in term s o f h istogram s, o f th e PM L E o f th e param eter d. Sam ple size =  1024 . Pa­
ram eter values : a 2 =  1, p  =  10. T h e param eter d takes in  turn  the values {0.1, 0.2, 0.375, 0.45, 0.49} 
starting from th e  graph on th e  left-up  corner and m oving by row.
Montecarlo simulation* : d -0 .1  . rho -  10 . T-1024 Montocarlo simulation* : d -0 .2  . rho •  10 . T-1024
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Figure 5.15: M on tecarlo  sim u lations w ith  1000 replications. Each graph represents th e  sm all sam ­
ple d istrib ution , in  term s o f  h istogram s, o f  th e PM L E  o f th e  param eter d. Sam ple size =  2048 . Pa­
ram eter values : a 1 =  1, p =  10. T h e param eter d takes in turn  th e  values {0.1, 0.2, 0.375, 0.45, 0.49} 
startin g  from  th e  graph on th e  left-up  corner and m oving by row.
Montecarlo simulations : d * 0  1 . rho ■ 10 . T —2048 Montecarlo simulations • d—0.2 . rho ■ 10 . T-2048
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5.2 Empirical applications of the PMLE
We consider the data introduced in section 1.1.1. We choose the following parsimonious para­
meterization
=  n  ^ 4 ^ ,  0 < d  < 1/2, i =  1, 2, . . . ,
i=l 3
so that
1> = f e p 2,d)'.
This means that hf — p has an ARFIMA(0,d,0) representation.
To optimize the pseudo likelihood for yt we used the GAUSS subroutine OPTMUM with 
the Polak-Ribiere-type option, with 50 iterations from estimates obtained by a grid search. 
Standard errors and thus Student-t statistics use the estimates of the trispectrum for the squared 
data of Taniguchi (1982) and Keenan (1987) with a Fejer window.
The results are displayed in Table 5.4, the hatted quantities indicating parameter estimates 
with t-ratios in parentheses.
For each raw series the estimates of the normalized mean ji are significantly different from 
zero for all but the Yen/Dollar series. Things are much more interesting once we consider the 
estimates of the parameters of the nonlinear part of the model. In fact all the data display a 
strong degree of dependence in the squares, some of the d values being close to the boundary 
of the stationary region.
For all but the Yen/Pound spot return, p2 is not significantly different from zero, so in view
a
of Theorem 6, taking e as the memory parameter of the squares we have e =  2d — 1/2, from 
the relation 2e — 1 =  Ad — 2. For this reason we report the t-ratio for the null Hq : d = 1/4. We 
see that in all the cases the test is significant against the alternative Hi : d > 1/4. Finally, we 
observe how the biggest estimates of the p2 parameter characterize the series with the smallest 
coefficient of kurtosis, in agreement with the theoretical result of Theorem 71
*Note that for the summary statistics in Table 1.1 only, we skipped the week commencing on Monday, 17th 
October 1987. Otherwise the kurtosis figure for the return indexes were much larger.
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Table 5.4: PM LE ; em pirical applications
Data A (t?) P (V ) d  (td) ( id -1/4) a 2 loglikeliho
sYP 1.433 (1.540) 9.027 (2.502) 0.465 (47.551) (22.010) 0.0018 -19.507
fYP 1.398 (1.052) 13.458 (1.541) 0.465 (16.991) (7.864) 0.0017 -19.366
sUP -2.783 (-5.847) 13.474 (1.673) 0.465 (14.569) (6.744) 0.0014 -19.759
fUP -2.760 (-5.864) 13.462 (1.671) 0.465 (14.546) (6.733) 0.0014 -19.687
F100 3.505 (16.419) 0.049 (0.292) 0.366 (24.840) (7.857) 0.0074 -16.804
FA11 4.703 (11.350) 2.718 (0.965) 0.429 (5.158) (2.152) 0.0037 -17.111
S500 4.072 (12.938) 0.0497 (0.182) 0.401 (18.589) (7.003) 0.0096 -15.016
The data  refers to  the period 1'* Jan 1986 to  l ft N ov 1993 (3088 observations).
Each columns reports th e estim ate o f  the param eters (fl, p2, d) 
with the standard Student-t in parentheses.
For d we report th e Student-t (third figures in colum n 4) for th e null hypothesis Hq : d =  1/4. 
All th e calculations o f  th is table are based on th e fast Fourier transform.
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Chapter 6
The ‘one-shock’ model: Lagrange 
Multipliers tests
We develop testing procedures for dynamic conditional heteroskedasticity with good power 
against long memory alternatives based on the Lagrange multiplier principle. We consider the 
behaviour of the test statistic under the null under two different set of assumptions, hence 
allowing for a great deal of heterogeneity in the underlying process. We propose frequency 
domain expressions for the test statistics. Finally the small sample properties (size and power) 
of the LM test statistics here introduced are assessed with some Montecarlo experiments. An 
empirical application concludes.
6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3 we proposed a Gaussian PMLE for our model and in Chapter 4 we showed that the 
PMLE is asymptotically normal. This allows to perform standard inference, after the model has 
been estimated, based on the Wald test procedure. Alternatively, under a given null hypothesis, 
one can obtain the constrained PMLE and thus performing a Likelihood Ratio (LR) test.
From a practical point of view both procedures entail solving a highly nonlinear optimization
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problem by some numerical method. Hence before carrying full (and constrained in the LR test 
case) estimation of the model with empirical data it seems important to develop a preliminary 
test for conditional heteroskedasticity which would eventually justify the full estimation in a 
second stage.
6.2 The Lagrange Multiplier test
For this reason in this chapter we develop a test for dynamic conditional heteroskedasticity 
based on the Lagrange Multiplier (LM) principle with power against a weak-memory as well a 
long-memory alternative. ARCH tests (Engle 1982) (Weiss 1986) where the alternative is build 
an autoregression (moving average) over the past p (q) lags for some finite integer p (q), for 
the squared disturbances are likely to be consistent but inefficient against long memory het­
eroskedasticity (Robinson 1991a). Of course the gain in power with respect to standard ARCH 
tests comes at the cost of loosing the simple linear regression T R 2 formulation characterizing 
these tests.
We will develop two different versions of the tests, the second one being valid under weaker 
conditions than the first one, in particular allowing for some degree of heterogeneity of the 
unobservable e* in terms of the conditional sixth and higher moments. We also present an 
asymptotically equivalent test statistic expressed in the frequency domain. The methodology 
used follows Robinson (1991a).
6.3 The LM test: definitions and assumptions
The following sets of assumptions will completely replace Assumptions A \ B n both with respect 
to the coefficients a*(0) and the unobservable process {e*}.
Assumptions C
Ci The coefficients {aj(0); i =  1 ,2 ,...,}  are some invertible function of a p x 1 vector 9 
such that ai{0) =  0, Vi if and only if 9 =  0 . The partial derivatives of a*(0) are square
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summable for 0 =  0 where we set Ti(d) =  ^a*(0) with Ti =  Tj(0) 
C2  The matrix T =  r*r< ts invertible.
A ssum ption D The process {e*} satisfies
E { e at \T t- i )  =  {
0 , 0 =  1,
tf2 » a =  2,
3ct4, o =  4,
15tr6 , a =  6,
105<t® , o =  8.
Remarks: (1) Note how nowhere have we assumed the e* to be an i.i.d. sequence, differently 
from Assumption B.
(2) On the other hand the process {e*} behaves as an independent identically Gaussian distrib­
uted sequence up to the eighth moment.
A ssum ption E
p2 =  1. (6.1)
We assume that the model is parameterized such that the null hypothesis is stated as
Hq : 9 =  0.
Remarks: (1) under Ho the observable process coincides with the unobservable process apart 
from the constant mean, viz. xt = H + t-u and so behaving as an independent and identically 
distributed Gaussian process up to the eighth order, in particular displaying conditional ho- 
moskedasticity.
(2) Assumption E  is needed because under Hq we are able to estimate the parameter <f> = crp
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only (beside p). This will not affect the power of the test because the autocorrelation structure 
of the squared process, for 9 different from zero, will depend entirely on whether p is zero or 
not.
(3) Under the alternative the squared process, certainly autocorrelated, may display long- 
memory depending on the parameterization chosen as in Assumption A\ of Chapter 2 (cf. 
Robinson and Zaffaroni (1996a)).
Now by Assumption D, it follows
Et-i(yt) = p2 +<?2h2_l ,
var t-1  (Vt) =  2 (cr4/ii_ !  +  2 a 2p 2 .
where Et~i(.) denotes the expectations conditional of the sigma-algebra T t- i  generated by 
{cs j s < t — 1} and van - 1  the conditional variance.
Let us define the ‘normalized’ parameter
w = p2/a 2.
We will need to reparametrize the model with respect to the vector of parameters (iy, 0')' so 
that replacing the a* by the a*(0) in ht yields ht{6). We will need to evaluate the likelihood 
and scores under the null so that the issue of invertibility becomes irrelevant in this context 
and there is no need to introduce the h*.
The ‘time domain’ pseudo Gaussian likelihood is then
expL(a2, w, 9) —
EtLiiVt
4(cr4/iJ_1^ ;  i- ta -p -n i^ u ) )
so taking logs, concentrating a2 out and rearranging terms we get
H o 2, w, 9) =  -T/2ln{4it) -  Tln(cr2) -  1/2In 2(/i^_1(0) +  2w/i?_1(0))
Let us define
*=1
A W  =  E riW e«+i-<-
i=1
so that /?*W represents the part of (3% (6) which belongs to the sigma-field generated by
{ci,. . . ,  er}, for every t such that 1 < t < T. Again =  /?*(0).
Differentiating with respect to the parameters (cr2, iu, 6) we obtain
dL’(a2,w,6) _ rr tj 2  , , j r  ~ 10 “  hl-i(e))yt/°2
^ 2  2 /a  +V2<7 2 j  (A{_lW  +  2wftJL1(«)) ’
dL*(a21wi 6)
dw
T
=  1 / 2 Ea ( A i - i W  +  a«AS-iW )
f e /a 2 «, ft?_i(e)) ( ((^ i(0) +  2 t » + 1
dL*(a2, w, 9)
86 ”
= £  v ^ M w M 2 - w - h l ^ ) +
(yt/o* - v i - h U W ) \ hi % i e)2^ i{e)) - 2 ( * t iW  +  » ) )  .
) " 2
(6.4)
(6.5)
(6.6)
(6.7)
(6.8) 
(6.9)
Let us consider the following definitions where m  defines an integer smaller than T  .
* = ( ( £ - « -  ! ) ( ( $  -  „  -  1 ) ^  +  1) -  2(1 +  » ) )  ,
T
m = E  €t - i x t,
t=i+*
m
r m = E  T<r<’
*=i
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„ ,v2 , „ , (65 +  150w3 +  338ui2 +  280io)
e = E (X t ) = 9 + ------------ J X + M 2------------- ’
1 m 
Xm =  (T ea2)1/2^ 2 §  T< ^
a 2 =  1/T ]T(:rt -  x)2,
t=i
a  _ —2 / a2w =  x f a .
Whenever any of the above expressions becomes a function of (a2, u>) we will write this explicitly 
as
X t(a \w )  =  ( ( -  w -  l ) ( ( f |  -  w -  1 ) £ £ |  +  1) -  2(1 +  w)) .
Then our LM test statistic is given by
LM  = A'A, (6.10)
where we set
A =  At-iO^2, w) .
Remark: we can use the matrix T directly in the expression for LM  if the former has a 
closed form expression, depending on the parameterization chosen.
In the next section we will justify the expression of the LM  statistic deriving its asymptotic 
distribution under Hq.
6.4 The LM test: asymptotic distribution under the null
We consider a set of preliminary lemmas with the main theorem reported at the end of this 
section. This theorem establishes the asymptotic distribution of the LM test under H q.
The next lemma allows us to take the summation in the index t as ranging over 1 < t < T .
Lemm a 23 Under Assumptions C, D , E  and H q
Am ~ Am =  Op(l) 
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with
-  1
X m = (T e^ )V 2 r " I/2g r^ ’
T
m = '52e*-* •t=i
Proof: We need to consider that
E (X tet-i\J:t-\)  =  0, for any i > 1,
and thus m
||2=  0(m? ) ,
i=i
with i
rji=T}i- Vi = Ct-* * * ’
t=i
Lemma 24 Under H q and Assumptions C, D , i? /or i =  1 ,2 ,... ,p ,
„ , S i ( ( T 2 , t i ; , 0 )  3 L ( c t 2 ,  w , 0 ) ,
£ ( — w ------------ m — ) = 0 >
,p ,9 L ( < 7 2 , w , 0 )  d L ( a 2 , w ,  0 )  ^  „
E{— -----------a * — ) =  0 -
Proof: We can express the score under H q as
dL(a2, w, 0) 1 T
89
dL(<T2,u/,0)
&r2 2(1 +  2iu) a 2 —
dL(a2, w , 0)
where
Sui 2(1 +  2io) “
, V t  , ,  J/t
Wi,t — ( .^2 w *) a2 ■ •
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(6 .11)
(6.12)
(6.13)
(6.14)
(6.15)
(6.16) 
(6.17)
From Assumption D ,  denoting by K \ ,  K 2 two real constants, it follows that for any 1 < t  <  T
E(X% | F t-\)  =  0,
E(X tW itt | F t-i)  =  K \  < 0 0 ,
E (X tW2)t \ F t- i)  = K 2 < 0 0 ,
JE(ft) =  0.
Thus the result follows by straightforward evaluation of the expectations of the cross-products 
of (6.15) with (6.16) and (6.15) with (6.17) .
□
Lemma 24 allows us to consider the following quantity as our LM test statistic:
dL(a2, w, 0) / dL(o-2, iu, 0) dL{t72, w, 0) \  1. dL{a2, iu, 0)
0& ^ 00 80' )  '<r2=v2,w=* 09
In fact the covariance matrix of the score is block diagonal with respect to the two subsets of
parameters (a2, w) on one hand and 0 on the other.
In particular, concerning the variances-covariances matrix for the score with respect to 0, 
we obtain the following:
Lemm a 25 Under Ho and Assumptions C, D, E,
^  ( dL(a2, tu, 0) 8L(o2, w , 0) e(w) 2t,
 88- - - - - - - - - - - W- - - - - y  =  ( 1  +  2w)2 a - L '
Proof: From Assumption D we have that E(Xt \ F t-1) =  0 so that in the inner product of
the score we need to evaluate the term E (X 2 \ F t-1) =  E (X 2) =  e only where the first equality 
holds under Hq. In particular, under Ho we have that
y t = p ?  +  €2 +  2net ,
y\ =  /14 + e\ +  6/i2e2 -1- 4/z3et +  4/ie?,
yf =  p? +  4  +  20/i3ej +  15ju4e2 +  15/z2eJ +  6//5et +  6/xef,
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Vt =  A*8 + et + 70/i4e* 4- 28/x6e? + 28 p 2e \ + 
+8^t7et8/ieJ +  56/z5e3 4- 56/i3e8.
Thus after taking the expectations we obtain 
E (Vt) =  <?2(w  +  1),
E (Vt) ~  gA(w2 +  3 + 6w) =  <t4 ((iy 4- l)2 4- 2(1 4- 2wfj ,
i£(y3) =  a6 (to3 4-15 4- 15u/2 +  60iu) =  a6 ((to +  l)3 +  14 4- 12iy2 +  57iy) ,
E(y\) =  <78(w4 4- 105 4- 210iy2 +  28iy3 4- 420tu) =
=  a8 ^(tu 4- l)4 4- 104 4- 204u/2 4- 24ty3 4- 416iy) .
Then let us consider the following expression 
Vt ... 1 \2 i 0- + W)2 ,Vt
+ ( T T W (^
v 2 / y i\ (l 4 w  / y  i\4 . i/i , \2X {  =  -  w -  1) 4- , vn(—o -  W -  1) 4- 4(1 4- w f
tn (yt  ^\ (  (1 4- w) f yt 1N2 0^ 1 , ^  4(1 4- w)21 yt 1X
+2(-« — iy — 1) t : ------t — r ( —7T — W — 1) — 2(1 4- w )   ----- -—r~(—n — W  — 1) ,
V 2 V (14- 2iy) a2 '  v 7  ( l 4- 2w ) V 2 '*
expanding the squares, the cubes and the fourth power and taking the expectations, after simple 
but tedious algebra, yields
„ , v 2, , „ , (65 +  150w3 +  338w2 +  280w) _
E ( X t | * U )  =  9 + ------------- ( f+ to ) * ------------- =  e'
Lemma 26 Under Ho and Assumptions C, D, E,
A m  ~ ^ d  A fp ( 0 ,  I p ) .
Proof: We will make use of a martingale CLT (Brown 1971). Let us consider
m
5 3  7*17*- (6.18)
*=l
Then, for a p x 1 vector of real constants v we shall define
m T T
Sr = ^ E r' E  x * t- i = E  u *> (6-19)
i=l t=1 t= 1
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where we set
Then
Ut =  (X V r .e i- i) ^ .
1=1
E(Ut \r t-i)=(3, (6.20)
and
=  E(U?\Ft-i) =  ( ^ E  T^ - i f  e , (6.21)
*=1
T  T  m
=  £ V t2 =  e jT  T i€ t - i ) 2 , (6.22)
t= 1 t= l i = 1
m
4  =  ^(Vy) =  £ ( 4 )  =  eT(72(E (^V i)2) • (6.23)
:=1
Expanding as
 ^ m  T  m  m  T  \
 ST'S../- \2
fTV$ = e E ^ ) 2 E ( £?-i -  ° 2) +  ^ E W 1 +  E ^ K A )  e  t t- itt- j
=1
=  (i) +  (ii) +  (Hi) ,
y*=l t = l  *=1 i f t  t= l y
by a martingale’s LLN (Hall and Heyde 1980) we get for any i , j  =  1, . . . ,  m  and i ^  j
4  E ( £?-i “ ^  - * P  °>T t =  1 
1 T
7 p Y ! e t - i £ t - j  ~>p  0 ,  
t=  1
yielding
o M - i  o2 ^ P  U’ „2 — ’ _2 ^ P  U*
so that
>2 (6.24)
For any e > 0 and some positive constant K , from
m
E(U2) = eo2 Y ^ v 'Ti)2 < 001
i=l
and from st ~  K  T 1/2 as T  —> oo, it follows that
^lim^E(/727(| C/i |> esr ) =  0.
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Then the conditions for applying (Brown 1971, Theorem 2) hold, viz.
I f ^ l a n dSy r —►oo Sji
so that
—  ->d N (0 ,1), (6.25)
ST
where _
St  _ v' E™ i n  Et=i ct-ifjt (6.26)
s t  (T  e<r2)1/2( £ [ l 1(i/'rj)2)1/2 
By choosing the vector v  appropriately we then obtain for a given m
m T
jn 72 E ri E -*d Afp(0, e<72r m) (6.27)
1=1 t= 1
□ .
Theorem  15 Under H q and Assumptions C, D, E  we obtain
L M  -*d Xp •
Proof: We need to make use of Bernstein’s Lemma (Hannan 1970, p.242) so to extend the
result of Lemma 26 for m  —► oo. At first we obtain that
a1 -¥p a and w ->p w ,
for yf — E(y1) and yt — E(yt) being stationary square integrable martingale difference and a
direct use of Slutzky lemma. Thus we have that
X t( a \ w ) - X t =
_ / V t  * 1 \2 2 ( w - w )  , 1 f  2 , 1  1  ^ .
(ifl J (1 + 2to)(l + 2to) +  (1 +  2w) d4 a 4)+
+(io2 -  to2) +  2(to -  to) -  2(to -  to) -  2(to +  l)jft(-i -  -4 ))  ,O G G /
so that it follows
T
T)i{G2, w) T)i — ^2  ((xt_i -  /l)X t{&2, w) -  (x t- i  -  p)X tj =  Op(T1/2) .
i=i+l
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Also from C 2 we have that
=  (6-28)
i= m
Then from
TjC+j) =  e T a 26(0, j), i ±  0, (6.29)
we get as m 00
T —1 00
E  || Y  TiHi ||2< Te a2 £  || t» ||2=  o(T)  . (6.30)
i = m  i = m
so that Bernstein’s Lemma holds.
Remarks: (1) we can also consider a frequency domain expression, asymptotically equivalent, 
for the test statistic which, by using the FFT, would be much faster to compute for long series. 
Defining
T - 1
X (u) = Y  X a+ i(°\ w ) e ^  , (6.31)
o=0
T-l
5M  =  (sa+i “  £)e(,aa,), (6.32)
a=0
oo
Hu>) = Y ,r a +i e ^ \  (6.33)
a=0
then by setting U j  = ^  and denoting with a summation made skipping the indexes for 
which f ( u j )  is unbounded, we have
LM  =  A'A, (6.34)
with (6.35)
T —1 *
A = (Te(*)o-2r ) - l/2i  Y  f K ) i ( - U,)X ( - WJ , (6.36)T o=0
where now the matrix T can be expressed as
1 f* ~T  =  —-  f f ( u ) f r( -u )d u , (6.37)
47T J—n
approximated by
T — 1 #
^  X) fM f '( - U a ) .  (6.38)
o=0
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(2) The obvious mild condition for consistency is that when H q is false
£ > £ (» » )  # o .
*=i
6.5 The LM test: a robustified version
Obviously Assumption D puts a lot of structure in the moments of the unobservable e*, in 
particular imposing the e* to behave as an i.i.d. Gaussian process up to the eighth moment. We 
can weaken Assumption D as follows and still obtain a test statistic which allows us to perform 
standard inference, as shown in Theorem 16 below.
Assum ptions D ’
D[E(e2t 1 ^ .0  =  a2 .
D'2E[(e2t - a 2)e2t \Tt- 1] = 2ai . 
D'3E(e\e) <oo.
DTAE (X xX lM ei-*ef_r) =  <
0, a =  0,
0, <>1,  r  +  * > l ,
=  fk ,  * =  0, fc =  r ,
o =  l
where fc, r  > 1 always.
D3 infi>! > 0 .
D't lT T l=l e t-ie t-jE lX ftF t-t) fiS(i,j)
Remark: Assumptions D' allow a great deed of heterogeneity in the e*. In fact we only need 
the ct to have constant conditional moment up to the fourth order, the trade off being the 
strict unconditional moment condition D'3. Assumption Df5 guarantees that the distribution of
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the score is non-singular asymptotically and assumption D \ expresses the minimal degree of 
stationarity required in the e*. Assumption D'6 is a mild ergodicity condition needed in order 
to apply Bernstein’s lemma.
Then we can obtain the same distributional result as in Theorem 15, obviously with a 
different asymptotic covariance matrix in Lemma 26. Let us define the robustified test statistic 
as
L M r  =  \ 'R \ R ,
Ar =  (T fjj)_1/2 ^  Tirn(cr2,w ),
and
where
with
i = i
Til =  X V iri / i ’
*=1
T - l
Fr =
i= 1
t = 1
Theorem  16 Under Ho and Assumptions C, E , D1
L M r  Xp  •
Proof: Lemma 23 and Lemma 24 can be easily seen to be satisfied by using Assumptions
£>2,£>3-
Then by Assumptions Dq we obtain that as T  -> oo
j m m
= 7 J  £  Ttfi -** Y  ■ (6-39)
1=1  1=1
Assumption Df5 guarantees that the matrix is invertible. Now, by assumptions we
have that
X t - X t (a2,w )  =  op( 1),
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and so m
X) TiTUfi ~ /i(a2> *")) -*P 0 »
i= l
for fixed m. Directly by Assumption Dr6 we obtain
m
i=l
as well for fixed m  and by F3, E\ji\ =  0(1) and E\fi(a2,w)\ — 0(1) so that
£  n r l m f i l  +  E \ f i ( ° 2)\ +  f i )  ->r 0•
i = m
as 77i (and then T) goes to infinity thus allowing to use Bernstein’s Lemma.
□
6.6 The LM test: small sample properties and applications
In this section we will apply the LM  statistic proposed in 6.3 using simulated observations of 
the one-shock model, as described in section 5.1.1 and both the LM  and L M r  statistic using 
the empirical financial data set introduced in section 1.1.1.
6.6.1 M ontecarlo results
We consider the following parameterization:
oa =  l, aj(d) =  TT -^— 7——, 0 < d < 1/2, i =  1,2, . . . ,  
i = i  3
implying
Ti =  T, * =  1,2,----
%
We calculate the LM  statistic using its frequency domain expression (6.34) both on the 
simulated series as well as on the simulated disturbance e* drawn from a standard normal
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using the GAUSS random generator. In particular, the same e* are used to simulate the xt and 
thus to evaluate the LM  statistic under the alternative as well as to evaluate the LM  statistic 
itself under the null.
Note that this parameterization does not yield a closed form expression for V which will be 
calculated as in (6.38) where:
f(u) =  log(2 sin(^)el ^~n^2).
Note that we derived the asymptotic distribution for the LM test statistic under the null 
only. Therefore we cannot confront the significance values taken under the alternative here 
considered, viz. using the xt, with some distribution, but we might obtain some evidence 
regarding the consistency of the test.
Each Montecarlo experiments is made of 1000 replications. We consider the following sample 
sizes :
T =  {128,256,512,1024,2048} 
and the following data generating values for the parameter d:
d =  {0.1,0.2,0.375,0.45,0.49}.
Thus we can express the null (Hq) and the alternative hypothesis (Hi) as:
H q : o tj =  0, j  = 1,. . . ,
Hi : aj (d )= U {=1!s±^ 1,0 < d < l / 2 ,  j  =
In Table 6.1 we report jointly the results for the power (first three columns) and the size 
(last three columns) of the LM  statistic introduced in section 6.3. Obviously the latter results 
are unaffected by the different values taken by the parameter d but we report them for sake of 
comparison.
Concerning the power of the test, the results clearly indicate how the probability of rejecting 
the null when this is not true is increasing with the sample size, as we can expect. Furthermore, 
for any given sample size, we observe that the power is increasing with the parameter d so that 
it shows the highest power for values of d equal and bigger than 0.375. Finally note that this 
last relation is not monotonic, given that the power always decreases passing from 0.45 to 0.49.
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The not optimal performance of the LM test statistic near the nonstationary region (when 
p 0) has an analogy in terms of estimation (cf. section 5.1.2) which we conjecture as being 
due to the difficulties in simulating a series which is nearly nonstationary. Nevertheless the 
results show that the LM test statistic is still consistent in this case also.
In terms of size, we note that the empirical sizes are close to the nominal ones, the closer the 
bigger the sample size, in agreement with Theorem 15, but with no striking difference between 
different sample sizes differently from the power cases.
6 .6.2 Em pirical applications
We consider the seven time series introduced in section 1.1.1. Table 6.2 displays the LM test 
statistic from the data both in its non robust (LM) and robust version (LMr ). In fact, differ­
ently from the simulated data, the figures for the empirical kurtosis of the data (cf. Table 1.1) 
suggest a violation of Assumption D which the non robust LM  statistic is based on. For each 
case we have calculated the test statistics for the entire sample (last two rows) as well as for 
the first 1,000 (from 1st January 1993 to 31th October 1988) and first 2,000 (from 1st January 
1993 to 31 August 1992) in the first two rows (marked 1,000) and in the second two rows 
(marked 2,000) respectively. In this way, we can in principle take into account the effect of 
extraordinary events, as the crash of Monday 17th October 1987 for stock returns, on the data 
in terms of conditional heteroskedasticity.
The non robust LM  statistic is always highly significant for all but the Dollar/Pound series, 
especially for the stock return indexes where we find extremely strong evidence of long-range 
dependent volatility. When considering the LM r  statistic , as we can expect, the results are 
much less clear. For the stock return indexes, the test statistic is significant for the F T  indexes 
over the entire sample. For the foreign exchange returns, the tests statistic significantly rejects 
the hypothesis of no conditional heteroskedasticity in the first subsample for the Yen/Pound 
and in the second subsample for the Dollar/ Pound.
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Table 6.1: LM test : size and power
H\ (power) Ho (size)
significance value significance value
d 10 % 5 % 1 % 10 % 5 % 1 %
sample size : 128
0.1 0.085 0.580 0.029 0.050 0.032 0.014
0.2 0.214 0.168 0.101 0.056 0.031 0.015
0.375 0.374 0.315 0.226 0.064 0.046 0.016
0.45 0.384 0.320 0.230 0.061 0.036 0.013
0.49 0.288 0.227 0.159 0.059 0.028 0.013
sample size : 256
0.1 0.111 0.076 0.022 0.061 0.025 0.006
0.2 0.280 0.219 0.134 0.070 0.038 0.013
0.375 0.506 0.441 0.353 0.076 0.037 0.017
0.45 0.510 0.461 0.367 0.080 0.047 0.014
0.49 0.404 0.340 0.239 0.080 0.054 0.021
sample size : 512
0.1 0.143 0.093 0.046 0.079 0.047 0.016
0.2 0.370 0.298 0.184 0.096 0.054 0.012
0.375 0.602 0.541 0.455 0.073 0.036 0.018
0.45 0.613 0.556 0.471 0.080 0.044 0.018
0.49 0.461 0.402 0.313 0.078 0.037 0.015
sample size : 1024
0.1 0.184 0.124 0.066 0.082 0.052 0.014
0.2 0.424 0.343 0.214 0.084 0.041 0.009
0.375 0.692 0.647 0.541 0.094 0.045 0.010
0.45 0.673 0.625 0.534 0.092 0.048 0.016
0.49 0.529 0.475 0.380 0.095 0.056 0.017
sample size : 2048
0.1 0.184 0.134 0.055 0.093 0.050 0.010
0.2 0.457 0.371 0.249 0.082 0.045 0.006
0.375 0.744 0.708 0.621 0.089 0.049 0.010
0.45 0.750 0.703 0.631 0.088 0.052 0.008
0.49 0.589 0.515 0.422 0.112 0.052 0.020
For each sam ple size and param eter d value
1000 M ontecarlo replications £0 * 6  performed
with th e other param eter vajy es equal to  <r2 = l , p  =  l .
Columns 2 — 4 reports the em pirical power and
colum ns 5 — 7 the empirical size o f the (normal) LM test.
Table 6.2: LM test : em pirical applications
size test type sYP fYP sUP fUP F100 FA11 S500
1000 LM 64.861 67.637 1.206 0.909 158.325 153.894 11803
1000 L M r 2.678 2.831 0.247 0.185 0.109 0.098 0.573
2000 LM 12.767 12.363 29.142 31.388 451.836 1651 558.801
2000 L M r 1.203 1.157 4.629 4.895 0.120 0.582 0.0173
3088 LM 37.961 11.407 9.650 13.297 15497 18355 70242
3088 L M r 2.787 0.638 1.489 1.927 9.554 17.519 0.758
T he data refers to  the period 1** Jan 1986 to  I*4 N ov 1993 (3088 observations).
We report the values obtained by the (normal) LM test statistic (rows indexed LM)  and 
the robust LM test statistic (rows indexed LMr ) for two subsam ples o f size 1000 and 2000 
as well as for the entire sam ple to  check for the effect o f  turbulent periods 
(as M onday 17th October1987).
The critical values for a x 2 w ith  1 d.o.f. at 10% and 1% are respectively 2.70 and 3.84.
A ll the calculations o f th is table are based on th e discrete Fourier transform .
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Chapter 7
Long memory moving average 
models: the ‘two-shock’ case
Here we introduce a nonlinear model of stochastic volatility within the class of ‘product type’ 
models. It allows different degrees of dependence for the ‘raw’ series and for the ‘squared’ series, 
for instance implying weak dependence in the former and long memory in the latter. Its main 
statistical properties and an estimation procedure based on a Gaussian PMLE are discussed.
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will introduce a second class of nonlinear MA models. In order better to 
understand its motivation, we must remember that an alternative approach to ARCH-type 
modelling is suggested by SV models (cf. section 1.1.5). Following Robinson and Zaffaroni 
(1996b), we replace (2.2) by
xt = m ht-u  (7.1)
with ht given in (2.5), but {77*} is an i.i.d. sequence independent of {e*} . There is thus a 
decoupling of the two factors, and (7.1) can be called a ‘two-shock’ model as distinct from the 
‘one-shock’ case (2.2). In the SV literature ht and yt have short memory, the weights aj in (2.5) 
being assumed at least summable (so that they could be the coefficients in the moving average
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representation of a stationary autoregressive moving average sequence) but as in Chapter 2, 
we can choose the otj to impart long memory to ht and yt- As has already been observed 
(cf. section 1.1.5), an advantage of (7.1) over (2.2) is that the independence of the two factors 
leads to simplification in moment formulae and thus should also simplify asymptotic theory for 
Gaussian estimation relative to (2.2). On the other hand, the latent structure of the volatility 
process makes ‘in-sample’ (smoothing) and ‘out-of-sample’ (filtering) forecasting a very difficult 
task. From an economic point of view, it seems difficult to give a rationale to the latent volatility 
process. Furthermore, in order to make the model apt to display the ‘leverage’ effect, one needs 
to relax the independence assumption, loosing one of the main qualities of the model. For these 
reasons, the analysis of the ‘two-shock’ model will not be as deep as for the ‘one-shock’ case. 
The analysis will be dealt within this chapter only with no formal proofs of the asymptotic 
properties of the Gaussian PMLE here proposed. An alternative two-shock model is in Harvey 
(1993).
In the following section we describe a model that is actually rather more general than (7.1) 
in two respects, and we derive its memory properties and kurtosis. The greater generality is 
due partly to allowing arbitrary memory in the raw xt, and partly because we do not impose 
linearity anywhere, so far as consideration of autocorrelation properties is concerned. We also 
replace ht-i by /it, a function of Tt- We make use of some general results on the second order 
properties results on the second order properties of certain nonlinear functions which are stated 
and proved in Appendix A. Section 7.3 specializes to the case of linear processes because these 
are the likely vehicles for parametric modelling. Section 7.4 discusses Gaussian estimation of a 
parametric model and section 7.5 adapts standard results to obtain a filtering and a forecasting 
algorithm. Section 7.6 estimates a simple version of this model from empirical data.
7.2 Definitions, assumptions and statistical properties
We extend (7.1) to
xt =  9t +  rjtht, (7.2)
where the right hand side variates obey the following condition.
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Assumption G
The process {r)t} is serially uncorrelated, with E fa )  = E(rjf) = 0, var(rjt) = The 
bivariate process {gt, ht} is independent of {rjt} and fourth order stationary with zero joint 
third cumulants, and for at, bt £ {gt, ht} we define
E(at) = pa,
7ab(j) =  cov(a0, bj), j  = 0, ± 1 , ,  
where jabij) =  To O') when a = b,
Kab(j) =  cum(ao,a0, bj, bj), j  = 0 ,1 ,....
We also introduce a stronger condition, which holds under Gaussianity.
A ssum ption H
Assumption G holds and for at, bt £ {gt, ht} Kab(j) =  0, any j  =  0 ,1 ,__
Theorem  17 Under Assumption G, for all u — 0 , 1 , . . . ,
(*bx{u) = 7 s(u), 
(**)7v(u )= 2 [tg(u) +  Kgg(u) / 2 +  om  (7 2gh(u) + ' y19(u) 4* ngh(u)/2  +  nhg(u)/2) 
+ °% i ( t h (u ) +  * h h ( u ) / 2  +  t y h h )  +  2 / # 7 s M ]  +  ^ ( “ i °)>
where
Vy =  (,Km  +  2 o ^ )  ( n hh  +  2 7 ^ ( 0 )  +  4 ^ 7 a ( 0 )  +  ( f * l  +  7 f t ( 0 ) ) 2 )  +  8<Jm n gi*h y g h ( 0 )
+ 4 c r w  ( " j f c  +  7 s ( 0 ) 7 f t ( 0 )  +  7 s / , ( 0 )  +  / i j 7 h ( 0 )  + 1*17 j ( 0 )  +  2 ^ s ^ 7 9 a ( 0 ) )  .
Kab =  wo6(0)-
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Proof:
(i) Immediate given independence of {gt, ht} and {77*}, and observing that /ix =  fig.
(ii) From Lemma 31 in Appendix A,
7y(«) =  cov ((a0 -  /ix)2, (xu ~ /ix)2) +  4/47x(«).
By Lemma 32 in Appendix A the first term on the right hand side becomes
(foo -  P9 +  770ho)2, (gu -  fig +  77„/iu)2)
=  cov ((9 0  -  fig) 2  +  2(<7o -  Hg)r)0h0 + 77^ 0, (gu ~ Hgf + 2(gu -  fj,g)r}uhu +  77J/12)
=  o +  + c)+ o ^ d
where a = cov{(g0 -  ng)2,(gu -  Hg)2),b =  cov({g0 -  /is)2,/ij),c  =  aw(hg,(pu -  /ig)2),d =  
cou(h§, hi).
From Lemmas 31 and 33 in Appendix A, a =  272(tt) +  «55(ti), b =  2jgh(u) +  /c5ft(tt),c =  
27hg(u )  +  Kh g ( v ) , d  = Khh(u)  +  27^(it) +  4/ij*7/j(n) . The result follows from (i) and routine 
computation.
□
Under Assumption G the autocovariance properties of xt are inherited from those of gt- 
Moreover if rjt and gt are also martingale differences, so is xt.
The different possibilities allowed by the model in terms of degree of dependence for the 
squared process yt are indicated as follows. Assuming that Assumption H  and the mild ergod- 
icity condition
7ff(w) 0, 7/i(w) as u -)> oo,
hold, we deduce that, as u -¥ oo :
(i) When fig =  0
7y(u) ~  2 [72(li) +  Ow ( j gh(u) + 7 5^(w)) +  2<72^ /ift7ft(u)] .
(**) When /ift =  0
7v(«) ~  2 +<7W (l%h(u) + 7as(u)) + ^ , 7ft(«)] •
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(Hi) When y,g = fih = 0
7„(u) ~  2 [tj(u) +  cm (rfh(u) +  7^,(u)) +  <7%,7?(u)].
(iv) Otherwise
7y(«) ~  2 [mj79(«) +  ‘'in  ( i g h M  +  7?s (« )) +  ^ 2Mh7/.(«)] •
Returning to the general setting, we can apply these results to the circumstances envisaged 
in section 1.1.1, to achieve a white noise or short memory xt and a long memory yt. Let us 
assume that for j  oo
7h(j) ~ K h \ j  I2*-1,
7g ti)  =  ° ( l 3 \4d~ 2)>
with 0 < d < 1/2 and 0 < Kh < oo. Here ht has long memory (with memory parameter d) 
because the 7h(j) are not summable. Clearly gt has shorter memory than yt for all d G (0,1/2), 
and for d G (0,1/4) it does not have long memory because the 7g(j) are summable, while long 
memory in gt is a possibility when 1/4 < d < 1/2. Let us assume also that gt and ht are 
uncorrelated, so that 7gh(j) =  0, or more generally that 7gh(j) =  °(l 3 |2<i— 1), as | j  |-> 00. 
Then from (i) — (iv) we deduce that asymptotically it does not matter whether or not ng is 
zero, and
„  m  _  I  ~  4 I j  I2" -1, Iih ±  0,
“ j 2 < 7 2 0 )  ~  2 t f 2a 2,  | j  | « - 2, =  0 .
Thus when /i/» ^  0, yt exhibits long memory for all d € ( 0 ,1 /2 ) ,  while when fih =  0, it does so 
when d G ( 1 /4 ,1 /2 ) .
We can also give an expression for the coefficient of kurtosis of the process xt-
Theorem  18 Under Assumption H
kurtfx,) -  3 +  12<T’W'&(0) +  64 ^ ( ° ) f a ( 0 )  +  2^ )  
{ t )  ~  +  ( 7 9 ( 0 )  +  ° r m (P h  +  7 h ( 0 ) ) ) 2
Proof: Writing
var ((xt -  f*x)2) 
(var(xt))
kurt(xt) =  +  1,
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we will evaluate the numerator and the denominator separately. By direct calculation using 
Lemmas 32 and 33 in Appendix A we get
var(xt) =  7s(0) +  <W7fc(0) +  /4)> 
var ((xt -  fix)2)
=  cov ( ( gt -  fig)2 +  r%h\ +  2rftht(gt -  At g ) ,  (gt -  fig)2 +  r$h2t +  2Tftht(gt -  fig))
=  var((gt -  fig)2) +  2cov((gt -  fig)2,r%hl) +  var(r$h2t ) +  Avar(r}tht(gt -  fig))
=  a +  26 +  c "h 4d, 
where
a =  2tJ(0),
6 =  ffiw2T?fc(°)i
c =  3a^(4/47/i(0) +  27 (^0)) +  2a2„(7/l(0) +  
d =  (7/1 (0)75 (°) +  ^ 7 5 (0) +  27^ ( 0)) .
The result follows by straightforward manipulation.
□
Because the second term on the right hand side in Theorem 18 is positive, xt has fatter tails 
than a Gaussian process, but as fi\ -¥ 00, Gaussian kurtosis is approached.
We shall now derive the power spectra for the xt and the yt processes, assuming {gu ht} 
have jointly absolutely continuous spectral distribution function. We denote the cross spectral 
density of processes at, bt by f ab(A), satisfying
7a&(«)= [  fab(w)exwaduii u =  0, ±1, —  (7.4)
J —n
where /at (A) =  f a  (A) when a =  6.
Theorem  19 For any —7r < A < 7r:
(i) under Assumption G
/.(A) =  /,(A);
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( i i )  u n d e r  A s s u m p t io n  H
f y(A) = 2 fg(fi)fg(A -  +  2a^ J  ^  n e ( fgh(p)fgh{ \  -  p))dp
+ 2^ / 5(A) +  fh(t*)fh{>< ~ l*W  +  2juJ/ft(A)^| +
Proof: (i) The proof follows directly from Theorem 17.
(ii) In the expression for 7y(it) from (ii) Theorem 17 with all fourth order cumulants terms set 
to zero, substitute using (7.4) to obtain
< * ( » ) = 2  f r r f3(\)f3(w)ei'‘^ d\du,+2 r
LJ —n J —n J — 7r
+ <rrm ( £ £  V g k W fg h M  +  fh g W fh g fa )  )e*“(A+a,) d u d X j
+°%, £ ,  h W f h(.v)eMX+u)d\du +  2»l j j h( X ) ^ d x ) .
Now make the change of variables from u  to pi =  u  +  A and equate the integrand with respect 
to A to / y(A)e*u\  in view of (7.4).
□
7.3 Linear g t and h t
For the purpose of finite-parameter modelling it is likely that we will specify gt and ht to be 
linear processes, as in:
Assumption J
00 00
9t = l*g +  XI ht=(J.h+'%2 CMtt-i,
i=0 :=0
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w h ere  th e  c o e ff ic ie n ts  {a*} a n d  { f a }  a t  m in im u m  s a t is f y
oo oo
< oo, 5^/3? < oo,
and
i=0 i=0
E(et) =  0 , t  =  0,±1, —
f
wf \ Geti 8 = t 
0, s ^ t 
E(^a^u) = 0 ,  Vs,t,U
3ofe +  «££ s = t — v = u
t
S = t V = u
E(eaeteuev) =  ^ a££ \  s — u ^ t  = v
s = v ^  t = u 
0 otherwise.
Thus et behaves as an i.i.d. sequence up to fourth moments.
(7.5)
Under Assumption J , ht and gt satisfy Assumption G.
Corollary 5 Under Assumption J, for u =  0 ,1 ,...,
oo
(®)Tx(w) =  &ee }  y fafa+w 
i=0
00 00 oo
(* 0  7 y ( « )  =  Kee P iP i+ u  +  2 ^ c ( Z )  f t A + t t ) 2 +  $ 3  & & + «
*=0 i=0 i=0
I ft££
oo oo \
£ $ < * * + «  +  2of e ( S  A «z+u)2 +  «€£ £ « i ^ +u +  2<Jc c ( S  « iA + u )2 ) 
:=0 »=0 <=0 1=0 /
+(Tvn ( K“  1 1 , a i a i+u  +  2^ £ c (Z )  a <a i+ u )2 +  4 / i ^ £€ I +  " »* (« » °)»
\  1=0 i=0 1=0 /
with
=  («»w+2a?»7) («eeSa4 +  2a2 (Sa2)2 +  4/4<7££Ea2 +  (/i£ +  a££Eo2)2) +  8ffw ^ f i fc<re€Eai9 
+4<tw («€CEa2/g2 +  a 2€Ea2E 2^ +  cr2€(Ea^)2 + /z2a££Ea2 + /i^ <r££E^2 +  2^ /i/l<7££EQ^  ,
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where ° i f°r ajiy sequence {c*}.
It follows that when /% =  0, i > 1 the raw process xt is a white noise, but not a martingale 
difference sequence. To achieve the latter property we would require e* to be a martingale 
difference sequence, a stronger condition than (7.5).
Corollary 6 Under Assumption J
kurt(xt) =  3 +  12^ gw E a/?)2 +  (<MEq2)2 +  E q4)
E/J2 +<*^ (1*1 +  <T€€ E a 2))
1
+*„(#**+*«£»»))* X
«ee ( «€€ X)+2<  ^(X))2* 4/* /^  +*ee X ) 2 ) *
/?4 a4 a2#2 \  a4 a2 a4 a2 /  _
Again note that with =  «C€ =  0 the coefficient of kurtosis decreases to 3 as pt\ -> oo.
By denoting the transfer functions of the at and Pi coefficients respectively by
oo oo
«(A) =  m = £ # * # * ,
j=0 j =0
we obtain the power spectra for the raw process xt and the squared process yt- 
Corollary 7 Under Assumption J
( 0 / .  W  =  £  I /3(>) I2.
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and if also Kee =  0
iT-2 /  O
f  ■ J_'  K e(a(n)p(-fi)a (\ -  jz)/3(-A +  /i))d/i
2 o 2
+ 4 ^ -  | /3(A) |2 + - ^ r  [  | a(/i)«(A -  /i) |2 d/i +  4a;
<TC€ Z7T J -  7T
7.4 Estimation
Following chapter 3, we propose as a simple expedient a PMLE based on a Gaussian likelihood
unobservable processes gt,gt, ht, the squared process yt cannot be Gaussian, being always non­
negative. Indeed, xt also cannot be Gaussian even assuming gt, ht,r)t to be so. However, given
the true likelihood on the basis of, say, Gaussian gt, ht, rjt.
In the linear set-up of the previous section introduce functions a(A;0),/3(A;0) of A and 
a p x 1 vector 0 and define f y( \;ip) by the formula for f y( A) in Corollary 7 with a  (A),/3(A) 
replaced by a(A;0),/3(A;0), for 'ip =  (g,g, ,aee)'. Denote by V'o the true value of 'ip, so
that
as if yt were Gaussian. Of course, from the assumptions made on the distribution of the
the latent structure of the model there is no simple way to invert the model and to write down
f y(X)  — f y { X ; V'o)-
Introducing the periodogram based on T  observations
and denoting Aj =  2irj/T , we consider the discrete version of Whittle’s Gaussian pseudo log 
likelihood introduced in Chapter 3 :
(7.6)
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The PMLE is 
for a compact \Cr.
ip =  argmin^ e ^  Qt  WO ?
It should not be difficult to establish T 1/2 consistency and asymptotic normality of the 
PMLE given the stationarity of the processes involved and the relatively simple moment struc­
ture. With respect to consistency we should be able to adapt the approach of Hannan (1973) 
under ergodicity assumptions, following the proof for the PMLE of the ‘one-shock’ case (cf. 
Chapter 4, section 4.1). A critical aspect is checking identifiability, which depends on the par 
rameterization chosen, e.g. in the linear case above we might need to set aee =  1 depending 
on whether we set ng =  0 or not. So far as asymptotic normality is concerned (cf. Chapter 4 
section 4.2), we cannot use central limit theorems for weakly dependent processes on the one 
hand, or the available results on linear long memory processes on the other (e.g. see Giraitis 
and Surgailis (1990b), Heyde and Gay (1993)), but it seems that the method of moments can 
be applied, especially under the simplifying assumption that rjt and e* are Gaussian. Indeed, 
the independence assumption of the two shocks will yield a much simpler analysis than the 
‘one-shock’ case in section 4.2.
We conjecture that, as T  -* oo,
T1/2^  -  V) .V(0, A - 'B A -1),
where
A W  =  ^  j_ ^ ( \\ ip )d ( \] ip )d \
B(ip) =  4w J  c(A; tp)cf(\; ip)d\
and
c M ) =
with A  =  A{ilfo),B =  ■B(V'o) and where Qyyy(\i, A2, A3) denotes the trispectrum of yt. To 
perform approximate statistical inference we can plug ip in the expression for A(ip) and B(ip) 
or discrete approximations of these, for example we can replace A(ip) by
4rW 0 =  ^  Z ) c(aj ;V')c'(aj ;V0,
3=1
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and estimate the double integral on the right hand side of S (^), involving Qyyy{ . , , as in 
Taniguchi (1982) or Keenan (1987).
7.5 Signal extraction and prediction.
Given a long memory parameterization, we cannot use the State Space/Kalman Filter devices 
because the state-vector would have infinite dimension due to the long memory parameterizar 
tion, whereas the state space approach requires the state vector to follow a Markovian law.
Thus we propose to extract the gt signal and the rfth* signal by a direct approach of signal 
extraction based on the classic minimum mean square linear estimator (MMSLE) (e.g. in Naylor 
and Sell (1982)). The same methodology is employed to obtain forecasts that are optimal in 
the MMSLE sense.
Assume that the set of (m +  n) random variables z  =  (z i,. . . , zmy , u — (u i,. . . , un)r all 
with finite second moment, are such that z is unobservable and u is observable. Then let us 
assume that we want to estimate the random variables Z{, i =  1, . . .  ,m  by a linear function of 
u (including a constant) called z% :
Zi =  Oo +  alul +  a2u2 +  • • • +  a'nUn, * =  1 ,.. .,  TO,
so that E(z{ — Zi)2 is minimum for the unknown constant weights aj, a},. . . ,  ajj, * =  1, . . . , m . 
Classical results yield the weights as the solution of the following linear system:
B  = CA ,
where B  =  E (vz '),C  — E(vv') is assumed to have full rank and the n x m  matrix A  has (i,j)th  
element (a j^ )  where v =  (1, u')'. Hence the MMSLE of z  is
z = B 'C -'v .
This MMSLE-based procedure is very practical albeit not fully efficient, unless the vector (zf, u') 
is multivariate normal.
In order to apply this methodology to our model, we propose a two-stage approach. In the 
first stage we extract the gt component. We rewrite (7.2) as
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Xt =  Hx +  (gt -  fig) +  rjtht =  //x +  mt +  £t, (7.7)
where £* =  rjtht is white noise, with =  vor(£), uncorrelated with mt = gt — fig given the 
assumptions made (Assumption G). In vector notation the last expression becomes
x  =  It  fix +  m + £> (7.8)
where x  =  (xi, • • •, s r ) ',  m =  (m i,. . . ,  mT)', £ =  (£1, • • •, £r)', lo =  (1, • • •, 1)', with T  again 
denoting the sample size and l tt being a x 1.
Then if Mm and denote the covariance matrices of the vectors /  and £ and given that 
Mx — Mm +  with Mx denoting the covariance matrix of x, the MMLSE of m  is
m  =  MmM ~l (x -  1 T/ix) =  ( h  -  a ^M ~ l)(x -  1 T^x)- (7.9)
Then, in the second stage we extract the volatility component. In fact, setting yt =  (xt — 
(gt — fi>g))2 we get, developing the square,
yt =  £  +  (vtht)2 +  2 nxT}tht = n2x + ht + £t, (7.10)
where again the residual (t =  tyxVtht is white noise with = var((t) uncorrelated with 
kt =  (rjtht)2. Then, using the same notation, the MMSLE of k will be
k = MkM Tl (y -  1 t h2x) =  (IT -  a ^M T l)(y -  1 t v I). (7.11)
Of course in this second stage we will subtract the estimated signal m  from the raw series in 
first instance and thus obtain the signal for the squared adjusted series y.
In order to forecast, consider the case of the yt series, and for some integer s denote by Ns 
the s x T  matrix of covariances between ys =  (yr+i, • • •, VT+a)' and y. We obtain the forecast 
vector
Vs =  NsMTl (y -  +  l a/i2, (7.12)
We forecast xa =  (xt+i, . • •, xt+sY by
xa =  PaM ~l (x -  1Tfix) +  1 afix, (7.13)
where Pa denotes the s x T  matrix of covariances between xa and x.
As noted in section 7.4 both the raw process xt and, especially, the squared process yt 
cannot be Gaussian even assuming p*, ift, ht to be so, hence both the filtering and the forecasting 
procedures here considered will not be fully optimal by the MMS criteria.
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Table 7.1: Sum m ary Statistics:
Data Q(24) (p — value) Q2(24) (p — value) Q2( 70) (p — value) kurtosis skewness
sYP 26.34 (0.33) 50.83 (0.001) 65.23 (0.62) 8.43 1.27
fYP 26.01 (0.35) 50.85 (0.001) 65.93 (0.61) 8.34 1.25
sUP 32.07 (0.12) 102.17 (0.00) 118.94 (0.00) 5.8 0.27
fUP 31.99 (0.13) 101.16 (0.00) 117.79 (0.00) 5.69 0.25
F100 19.35 (0.73) 49.73 (0.001) 94.29 (0.02) 3.41 0.02
FA11 16.38 (0.87) 51.91 (0.001) 101.45 (0.008) 3.10 0.02
S500 33.001 (0.10) 37.33 (0.04) 83.63 (0.13) 4.98 0.07
”sY P ” =  spot Y en/D ollar, ”fY P ” =  forward Y en/Pound,
”sU P ” =  spot D ollar/Pound, ”fU P” =  forward D ollar/Pound,
”F100” =  FTSE 100, ”FAll” =  FTSE All, ”S500” =  S&P500 .
T he forex data are weekly and run from 8th Jan 1985 through 7th June 1995 
while th e stock index data  are daily and run from 1'* Jan 1993 through 6th Feb 1995.
Columns 2 — 3 report the Ljung and Box (1984) test statistic  w ith 24 lags
for th e data in the level (columns 2) and in the squares (colum ns 3) w ith p-value in parentheses. 
Column 4 reports the test statistic with 70 lags for the data in th e squares .
The test for the level w ith  70 lags is not reported because highly nonsignificant.
All the calculations o f  th is table are based on th e fast Fourier transform.
7.6 An empirical application.
We consider the same series as in section 1.1.1 but with different sampling frequency and period. 
The foreign exchange rate (forex) data are weekly and run from 8 Jan 1985 through 7 June 1995 
while the stock index data are daily and run from 1 Jan 1993 through 6 Feb 1995. In Table 7.1 
we report the Ljung and Box (1978) statistic based on the first 24 sample autocorrelations 
for the raw data xt (Q(24)) and for the squares yt (Q2(24)) in the first and second column 
respectively. In the third column we report the Ljung-Box statistic based on the first 70 sample 
autocorrelations for the squared returns (Q2(70)). In parentheses we report the p-value based 
on the usual x 2 approximation. Finally in the last two columns we report the sample coefficients 
of kurtosis and skewness for the raw returns.
The results clearly indicate little serial correlation in the levels, but significant serial cor­
relation in the squares. In particular, for the forex Dollar/Pound and the stock indixes, the
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Table 7.2: PM LE (‘tw o-shock’ m odel) : em pirical applications
Data Pi (<*») Ph ( tf i) $  M d (td) <7ee
sYP exp(-13.00) (0.00) 1.22 (2.28) 0.03 (0.07) 0.313 (3.22) 0.000132
fYP exp(-13.09) (0.00) 1.21 (2.27) 0.03 (0.06) 0.312 (3.11) 0.000133
sUP exp(-14.89) (0.00) 1.33 (2.46) 0.11 (0.19) 0.336 (5.43) 0.000143
fUP exp(-14.93) (0.00) 1.34 (2.50) 0.10 (0.17) 0.337 (5.38) 0.000144
F100 exp(-15.97) (0.00) 19.69 (3.83) 0.09 (0.04) 0.475 (35.03) 0.000020
FA11 exp(-16.26) (0.00) 19.13 (3.92) 0.04 (0.002) 0.474 (25.49) 0.000027
S500 exp(-17.24) (0.00) 1.00 (1.56) 0.02 (0.004) 0.476 (38.39) 0.000016
The data description is a t the bottom  o f Tbble 7.1.
Each colum ns reports th e estim ate o f the parameters Hg, d
w ith th e standard Student-t in parentheses. We set <rvv = 1 for identification.
A ll the calculations o f  th is table are based on the fast Fourier transform.
degree of dependence in the squares appears particularly strong given the high significance 
of the portmanteau statistic up to the 70th lag. For all but the FTSE series the kurtosis is 
much greater than that for Gaussian data, and the forex Yen/Pound series show the greatest 
skewness.
We consider the linear parameterization reported in section 7.3 with
A = F , 1P l< i, * =  o , i , . . . ,
&i =  ai(d) =
so that
1, * =  0, 
1 1 } = ! ^  ,0 < d < 1/2, i =  1,2,.. . ,
V1 =  A<i,o-ee)'.
Hence we specify gt — figBsa. stationary AR(1) and ht — as a stationary ARFIMA(0,d,0) thus 
obtaining a very parsimonious model. Finally we take <tw  =  1 so  that the mean parameters 
and aee will assume the meaning of ‘variance-ratios’ .
To optimize the pseudo likelihood for yt (see section 7.4) we used the Gauss subroutine 
OPTMUM with the Polak-Ribiere-type option, with 50 iterations from estimates obtained by a 
grid search. Standard errors and thus Student-t statistics use the estimates of the trispectrum 
for the squared data of Taniguchi (1982) and Keenan (1987) with a Fejer window.
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The results are displayed in Table 7.2, the hatted quantities indicating parameter estimates 
with t-ratios in parentheses.
For each raw series the estimates of the mean fj,x =  fig are insignificantly different from zero 
as are those of the AR(1) coefficient (3. Things are much more interesting once we consider the 
estimates of the parameters of the nonlinear part of the model. In fact all the data display a 
strong degree of dependence in the squares, some of the d values being close to the boundary of 
the stationary region. For all but the S&P500 index is significantly different from zero, so 
in view of (7.3) the d estimates are directly interpretable as expressing the memory property of 
the squared process. For the S&P500 index, taking e as the memory parameter of the squares 
we have essoo =  2J 5500 — 1/2  =  0.452 from the relation 2e — 1 =  4d — 2. Then in agreement 
with the preliminary analysis of Table 7.1 we find that the weakest (yet significant) degree of 
persistence of volatility characterizes the forex yen/Pound data. Finally, we observe how the 
biggest estimates of the /ij* parameter characterize the series with the smallest coefficient of 
kurtosis in agreement with the theoretical result of Corollary 6.
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Appendix A
Lemmata
Lemm a 27 Under Assumption A\, for some integer m, n with m, n > 0, m  +  n > 2, as I —► oo
oo
£  aj* aJV, ~  /f(i"(d“1) +  /(»+">)(l-i)+i). (A.l)
j =1
Proof:
oo l oo
Y  aT  “"+i = Y a?  “"+! + S  “J* Q”+i
J=1 J=1
/ oo
~  j ^ a j 1 +  5^ a^m+n)) ~  +  /("»+»)(‘*-i)+i)j
i=i j=i+1
as I -> oo .
Lemma 28 Lei { p j,i =  0 ,± 1 ...}  and {q j,j  =  0 ,± 1 ...}  6e two sequences satisfying l , for 
r, 6 {pj,Qj}
l*V-ry+i |<  (A.2)
for all j  > J  , some 0 < J  < oo and some 0 < K  < oo and
rj -»> 0 as j  -* oo. (A.3)
1More formally, condition (A.2) is stronger than QMC, implying bounded variation as well (Yong 1974)
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T h e n  th e  p r o d u c t  seq u e n c e  a n d  th e  c o n v o lu tio n  se q u en ce  g iv e n  b y
mj = p jq j ,
and oo
nu — y !  PiQi+u j 
i=—oo
satisfy (A.2) and (A.3).
Proof: Let us start from the product sequence mj. Then
mj+i -  mj =  pj+i(qj+i -  qj) + qj(pj+1 -  Pj) =  (i) + (it).
By the assumptions made we have, for some 0 < K  < 0 0 , J  < 00 and for all j  > J
| ( i ) | <  K  | W+1| i a l ,
\ w \ <k  1
so that we obtain, as k -¥ 00
mk -  rrik+i \= ^— )
Considering now the convolution, as k —»• 00 we directly have
00
W jfe+1 -  n *  =  5 3  P i ( 9 i + A + 1  -  ?*+*) =  5 Z  P i ( « + * + l  “  Qi+k) +  ^  ?*(%+*+1 “  Qi+k) = (*) +  («) •
i=—00 !*!>*
Then we have as fc —» 00
(01= 0(|  £  l) =  0 ( i f i  £  | » I) ,
l»l<fc t +  B * |i|<*
and
I («) 1= 0(1 2  Pi(«i+l -  9>) I) =  0 ( i  2  I Pi® I).
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Lemm a 29 By Assumptions A i,A i the following sequences are QMC:
^oa(w)j ^aa(u)j ®j/|*
Proof: The result follows by the direct use of Lemma 28 in each of the sequences obtained
as products or convolutions (and product of) of the otj.
Lemm a 30 By Assumptions A [ , A'2 the following sequences are QMC :
SaafaO), Sla(u;6), aff|(0), a |f|<Jaa(u;0),.
By considering Assumptions A!$ and A'± as well, the result holds for the following sequence:
ee,
Finally, by considering Assumptions ^ ( s ) ',  Aq(sY, s  = 2 , . . . ,  S  as well, the result follows for
9s ,%a (»;g) ,  • ,  <j
dei l . . . a e i s ' *■*~ 1 - 1,% —  , s .
Proof: The result follows by the direct use of Lemma 28 in each of the sequences obtained
as products or convolutions (and product) of the o tj(0 ) and their derivatives with respect of 0.
Lemma 31 I f  X  and Y  have zero mean, finite fourth moments and zero third cumulants,
(i)cov ((X +  a)2, (Y + 6)2) =  cov(X2, Y 2) + 4abcoo(X,y ) ,
(ii)cov(X2, Y 2) = cum4(X, X , Y, Y ) + 2{cov(X, y ))2.
Proof:
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(i) Developing the squares on the left hand side we obtain
cmi{X2 + 2aX + a2, Y 2 +  2bY +  62) =  cov(X2 + 2aX, Y 2 + 2bY) =  
=  c o v (X 2, Y 2) + 4abcov(X, y ),
the other terms being zero given the assumptions made.
(ii) We just need to take into account all the indecomposible partitions (Proposition 1) of the 
2 x 2  array
X  X  
Y  y,
and the result follows.
Lemma 32 For W, Y, X , Z  with finite variance and such that W, Y  and (X , Z) are independent
cov(W X,YZ) = E(W )E(Y)cov(X , Z).
Proof: By direct calculation.
Lemma 33 For any X t Y  with finite fourth moments and zero third cumulants
var(XY) = cum4(X , X , y, Y) +  var(X)var(Y) +  (ccw(X, Y))2
+E{X)2var(Y) +  2E(X)E(Y)cov{X,Y) +  E (Y )2var(X).
Proof: The result follows by simple use of Proposition 1, taking into consideration all the 
indecomposible partitions of the 2 x 2  array
X  Y  
X  Y
□
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Appendix B
The trispectrum: basic cumulants 
evaluation
Now we evaluate the cumulants needed in Chapter 2 Theorem 11.
B .l Cumulant: c u m \ { h ^ _ ^ )
For any t by direct evaluation we get
curm{ht-i) =  o ^ o ) +  p2- (B.l)
B.2 Cumulant: c u m 2 ((%+81 h t + k - i )
For any 0 < a < k ,
cum2{t2t+a, h?+*_i) =  a \_s2(jA. (B.2)
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B.3 Cumulant: c u r r i2 ( h t _ 1+ai h i  w )
Given that for any 6 > a > 0
h t-l+ b  = P +  w b,{b-l,a) + w b,{a-l-oo) j
SO that
and
Then
ht-l+ b  =  P2 +  w b,(b-l,a) +  ^ 6,(a-l,-oo)
+ 2 w bi(b-l,a)w b,{a-l,-oo) +  %P{w b,(b—l,a) +  ^ 6,(a-l- 00)) >
^ t-l+ a  — P2 +  wa,(a-l,-oo) +  .
cnm2(^ _ 1+a,/i?_1+6)
=  (i) +  (ii) where
(i) 01x7712(^ ,(0- 1,-00)’ ^ a ,(a -l,-oo ))’
(ii) =  4p CU77l2 ('1^ 6)(a_l,—oo)? ^ 0,(0—1,-oc) 1
for the other terms being zero, so that by simple algebra and taking expectations
cum2(/i?_1+a, h f_1+b) =  2cr4J^_a) +  4pV<5(6_o). (B.3)
B.4 Cumulant: c u m ^ ( e } +al
For any 0 < a < b < c , from
/lt+c- 1  =  P +  ^c,(c-l,6) + Wc,(6-l,a+l) + Wc>(0|0) + ^c,(o-l,-oo) j
and
ht+fc-l = P + 1,0+1) + w b,(a,a) + w6,(a-l,-oo) j
considering only the relevant terms we obtain 
C U ^^t+ a^t-l+ b^t-l+ c) =
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Then
Finally
=  CUm3 (e?+OJ [Wft,(a,a) +  W?|(a_i,-oo) +  2P(Wb,(a,a) +  Wb,(a-l,-oo))
H" 2Wb,(&—l,a+l)(^6,(a,a) *h w b,(a— 1,—oo))) "I- 2w b,(a,a)w b,(a— 1,—oo)] j 
i [w2,(o,a) +  ^c,(a—1,—oo) +  2P(wc,(o,o) +  ^ c ,(o -l,-o o ))+
“l"2^c,(c—l,b)(^c,(a,a) "1" w c,(a—1,—oo)) 2w c,(b— l,a+l) (^c,(a,a) *h w c,(a—1,—oo))
+ 2wc>(0>a)Wc>(o-l,-oo)]) •
CU77l3(e^a, yJb,(a,a)^w c,(a,a)) =  a c -a a b - a®*7 j
CW"l3(e?+ai 2P^c,(a,a)i 2W ,(a ,a ))) =  8p2Q!c_ aQ;6_ aff4 ,
cnm3(et+a, —l,0-f-l)^ct(a,0) s 2l£75j(5—l,aH-l)^6,(a,a))
b -a -1
— 8<J**Otb—aOtc—a 'y 1 ^ t^ i+ c—6 i 
i=1
2^c,(o,a)^c,(a-l,-oo)J 2Wb,(a,a)™b,(a —1,—oo)) 
oo
=  8 a 6a b - aO!c-a ^  1 Q^ +fc—a^i+c—a •
*=1
cura3(e?+a> h f_1+6, h2_ 1+c) =  8a 6a c- aa b - aS(c-b) +  8p2a 4a c-a a b -a  • (B *4)
B.5 Cumulant: 01x7713 (ft*_1+a, ti}_ 1+6, h t-l+ c)
Again taking only the relevant terms yields
cum3 (wa,(a—1 ,—oo) +  2W i,(a - l ,-o o ) i
[ ^ .(a - l . - o o )  +  2w b,(b-l,a+l)w b,(a-l,-oo) +  2wb,(a,a)w b,(a-l,-oo) +  2Pw b,(a-l,-oo)\ > 
[w c,(a -l,-oo) +  2Pw c,(a-l,-oo) +  2W c,(6-l,a+l)wc,(a -l,-oo) +  2w,c,(o,o)w;c ,(o - l,-o o )])
Then
.2
CU7Tl3{wa w b ,(a—l,-oo)’ w c ,(a—1,—oo))
00
= 8a (^b—o ) ^ ( c —o )  )  > &i+c—a^i+b—o*
*=1
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0 X 7 7 1 3 ( ^ ( 0 —l , - o o ) > 2 w 6, (6 -1 , o + l ) ^ 6 , ( o - l , - o o ) > 2 w ; c>( 6 _ i )0 + i)W c>(a _ i _ 00))
6—o
=  8^6( ]C  a *a c-6+i)^(6-a)^(c-o)* 
t=l
CUTYl3(2pWa^a—l,—oo)i w b,(a—l,—oo)'> 2P^c,(a—1,—oo)) 
oo
= 8pV<J(6_o)(53ai+c-aa*+6-a)- 
*=1
cum3 (2pi/;0t(0_i>_00), 2pUJfc>(a_ij_00) j w c,{a—1,—oo)) 
oo
=  4 p 2 a 4 <S(c_ o ) ( 5 3  C * t+ 6 -a Q !t+ 6 -a )-
*=1
cum {^'wa,(a -l,-oo)’ 2p^6,(a—1,—oo)> 2P‘u,c,(o—1,—oo))
8p <7 (^6—o)^ (c—a)*
Clt77l3(2pWl0^0_ i >_ 00j, 2piy{,}(5_ijaJ, 2'U7c>(Q_ i |_ 00)ttJCj(fc_ijQ))
6—a
8p2<74(5(c_o)(X) ata*+c-6).
*=i
cum3(2pwia>(a_ 1 oo) 1 2 tilc>(a-1,-oo)^ 0,(6 -1  ,a)j 2pu/t>>(6_i>a)) 
b—a
= 8p2a 4<5(6_o)(5^aiai+c_&).
»=l
Summing up we obtain
CU77l3(/l2_ 1^ _0, /l2_i^_5, /l2_i^_c) — 8(7 ^(b-o)^(c-o)^(c-6)
+8<T p2 ^(6—a)^(c—o) “b ^(b-a)^(c-b) ^(c—a)^(c—6)] * (®*®)
B.6 Cumulant: c u m ^ e ^  h ^_  1+OJ h 2t_ 1+b, h j _ l+ c)
The relevant terms are given by
CU77i4(Cf, ^o^o-iji)? %w b,(a,l)w b,(0,0) j ^w c,(a,l)w c,(0,0)) 
o - l  o - l
=  16(78Q'ft_0Q'c—Q(^  ] QJj®6—o+i y i  ttiQc—o+i)*
t=l *=1
cum4(ej, u;2 (0>0), u;2j(0j0), ui2 (00)) =  48a8a 20!ja2. 
cwn4(ej, ^ a,(o,o)> 2Am;6,(o,o)5 2pwc>(o,o)) =  32p2a6a2aabac.
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c u m 4 ( e 2 ,  2 p u / 0 | ( 0 , o ) ,  2 p w bf(a + i ti ) ,  2 w c > ( 0 , o ) ^ c , ( a + i , i ) )  
o—l
=  16p 2 a a a c<T* 52  a*+6-oac-o+t*
*=i
2 p w ; a > ( 0 , o )  > 2 w ; {(j ( 0 + i >i ) W 6 j ( o , o ) ,  2 p w c > ( a + 1 > i ) )  
0—1
=  16p 2 a a a b<T* J2  a i+ b -a < * c -a + i-  
*=i
c u m 4 ( e 2 ,  2 p w 0 > ( 0 , o ) i  2 « ;6>( 0 >0 ) W ; 6, ( - i , - o o ) i  2 p w c > ( _ i  _ « > ) )  
oo
=  16/?2a aa6<T6 X I  a *+6a c+»- 
*=i
cwm4 (e?, 2 piyO)(0)0), 2 pw;6>(_i _oo), 2 wc>(o>o)^c>(-i,-oo))
oo
= 16p2a aa ca6 52  
*=1
cum 4(e2,2pw 0)(_ i_oo), 2^ , ( 0,0), 2wCj(0,0)Wc,(-i,-oo)) 
oo
=  16 p2Q6aca6 52 ao+iac+i*
cwn4(e2,2piyaj(_i _oo)5 2wb,{0fl)wb,{-i,-<x>)> 2pwCf(o,o))
oo
=  1 6 p 2 a & a c 0 ' 6 5 2 Q ! o + * Q ! b + * ‘
1= 1
cum 4(e2, 2hj0)(0_ i>i )W0j(o,o)> 2pw6,(o,o)J 2pwc,(o -i,i))
o—l
=  W p 2a aa bcr6 5 2  a »a c-a+*-
t=i
ctw i4(ej, 2iya>(a- i , i ) 1i;o>(o,o)j 2pu>6>(a_ i,i)) 2pwc,(o,o)) 
o—l
=  1 6 p 2 a 0 ° !c 0 ' 6  5 2  a i a b - o + * *  
i = l
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C«m4(ef,  2 w Q )( a - l , l )  ™ a , ( 0 , 0 ) ,  ^ 6 , ( 0 , 0 )  1 2 w c , ( 0 - 1 , 1) ™ * , ( 0 ,0 ) )
a—1
= 32<T8a aO!6ac 52 a *a c-a+»- 
i = l
cum4 (e?, 2 tua,(a_1,i)tOa,(0,0). 2 “ b,(<■-!, 
a—1
= 32<r8a 0a6<*c 52 a ia c-o+i- 
1= 1
CU77l4(e?, 2^a>(a-l,D^o,(0,0), ™c,(o-l,l)) ~
0-1 o-1
=  32<TSaaab 5 2  a*a c-o+* 5 2  a *a &-«+*‘
i=l *=1
C U m ^ ,  2 wo>(o-l,l)™o,(0,0)i ™?,(a-l,l)* 2 ™c,(a-l,l)™c,(0,0)) 
a- 1
=  32 a*aaoic 5 2  ^i+ft-a^c-o+i 5 2
<=1 i=l
0*7714 (e2, 2 waj(a-l,l)™o,(-l,-00)1 2 ^ ,( 0,0)™6,(o-l,l)’ 2u7Cf(0,0)™c,(-1,-oo)) 
a—1 oo
=  16<78a t a c 5 2  a i a b -a + i  5 2  a *+*a *+a *
i=l *=1
0*7714 (e?, 2«/a>(a_i,i) wa,(-i,-oo)i 2W6,(0»0)Wft> (-1 -°°)’ 2 w;c»(o,o)™c,(0- 1,1))
a—1 OO
=  16(J* Ct\}(Xc 5 2  Q ^c-a+i 5 2  Q!*+&Q;*+0*
*=1 *=1
C U m ^ C t, 2u7a>(o>o)™a,(—1,—oo)i 2 P™6,(-l,-oo)i 2pwc,(0,0))
oo
— 16/0 O’ Qflftc V j Q’t+flO'i+ft*
*=1
0 *7714(6?, 2w0,(o,o)™a,( - 1 - 00)1 2pt0&, (0,0) > 2P™c, ( - 1, - 00)) 
00
=  16/g2<T6a aQf6 5 2  Qt+cQi+a- 
*=1
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CU77i4(e?, 2ttfo ,(-l - 00) ^ 0,(0,0) > 2«76,(_l|_oo)Wft|(0,°)»™c,(0,0))
00
= 32OtaOtbofco8 0 !t+aQ!i+b’
t= l 
curri4(e?, 2w a>(_ i  ,-oo)Wo,(0,0)> w b ,{ Q ,o ) ' 2u;c,(-i,-oo)W c,(0,0)) 
oo
= 32 QLnaiotcO* 53 Qi+gQi+c*
*=1
c u m i{ l \ , 2lUa>(_ i  ,-oo)™o,(0,0) > w 6,(-l,-oo)» 2 'u,cl( - i - o o ) tt,c,(0,0)) 
oo oo
=  3 2 c * a a c a 8  ^  a i + 0 a » + &  5 3  a i+ b a i+ c.
i= l  *=1
cwm 4(e?, 2w a>(_ 1,_ 00)Wa,(o,o), 2w b,(0fl)^ .( - l . - o o ) *  ( - 1, - 00))
oo 0°^
=  32aoa60-8 a *+o«*+c53 a *+6Q:*+c*
*=i *=i
cw m 4(e?, 2iya>(o,0) ^ o , ( - l  ,-oo)> 2 w b ,(- l ,-co )w b, (0,0)» 2w c,(a ,-oo)Wc, ( - l  -oo))
OO 0 _  1
=  16cr8a 0a6  J3 a *+oa *+c 53 a »+l»-aa *+c-a- 
i= l *=1
CU7n4(e?, 2 ^ , ( 0 ,0)“ a ,(-1 ,-o c). 2 “ t , (6,<‘+ l)Wl'.(0,0).u 'c,(l>,«+l)U’c ( - l . - ° o))
oo b-o
=  1 6  <TB a a o tb  53 a *+oa i+ c  53 a *a *+c-b- 
i = l  *=1
c u m 4(e?, 2tUo>(0,0)Wo,(o-l,l)x  2w,b,(0,0) ^ 6,(-l,-oo)x  2w c>(a_ i,i)W c, ( - l  -oo) 
oo a -1
=  1 6 < 7 8 a a a :&  5 3  a i+ b a i+ c  5 3  a * a * + c - a -  
1=1 *=1
Cum4(e?,2wo,(0,0)«'o,(a-l,l).2w6,(a-l,l)"’6,(-l-00). 2wc,(0,0)«'c,(-1,-00))
o-l 00
=  1 6  a 8 a 0 a c  5 3  o w + f c - a  5 3  a * + b a * + c ’
t=l *=1
CU m ±{t\, S iya^o.oj^oX -l^oo)? 2w;b ,(o -l,1)^6,(-l,-oo)>  2u;c,(0,0)^ 0,(0-1,1)) 
0-1 00
=  1 6 a 8 a 0 a c  5 3  a » + 6 - o a i + c - a  5 3
t= l  *=1
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Thus by summing up and using simple algebraic steps one obtains
Clt77l4 (6£, i, i, i) =  16(7 OftQ!c^ (6—o)^ (c—a) 
H-16<r8a!aa;&<5(c_a)tf(c_{)) +  16<78aaQ!c5(6_a)<$(c_6)
+16/o2a4a6ac(<5(6_a) + <5(c- a)) +  16p2 cr4 ora ojft ( +  <$(c_a))
+ 1 6 p 2 c r 4 a a a c ( i 5 ( c _ 6 )  + < 5 ( 6 _ a ) ) .
B.7 Cumulant: cum4(ft?_j, ft(+a_i, ^t+c-i)
With respect of the latter case we have approximately the double of the terms due to the fact
that the first argument in the cumulant expression is given by
h t - i  = P 2 +  < ( - i , - o o )  +  2 P ™ o ,  ( - l - o o ) -  ( B . 6 )
We can then write for notational convenience
cumA(h]_u  h2+0_i, h2t+b_ ^  fc?+c_i) =  (i) +  (ii), (B.7)
where
(i) =  cum4(u;g>(_1 h2t+a_u h2t+b_u  h?+c_ i) ,
(ii) =  cum4(2/ou;oj(_i _<*), hf+a_u  h?+6_i, h2t+c_x) .
Then, with respect to (i), where Wo.C-i.-oo) appears as the first argument in the cumulant 
expression, one obtains
cu m 4 K ,( _ i ,_ o o ) , ™o,(o-l,0) - 2n , (0-1,0) n ,(- l,-c= o ) > 2 lOc,(o -1,0) “ >c,(-1 ,-00 ))
a a
= 16a8fy)<S(c) a io t i+ c - a  (XiOti+b_ a .
i=l *=1
cum4(u;g>(_1)_00),< (o_1>0), 2pw6>(_1 _<*), 2pwCj(_1 _<*))
00 00
=  16<T6p2(<J(a) <5(5) 2 2  Oli+aOi+c +  5(a) 5(c) ^  a*+aQ!i+6)-
x=l i= l
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CUm4 ( < ( - l - o o ) i  < ( - 1  - 00)1 < ( _ 1  -oo)> < ( - 1, - 00)) 
00 00
=  16<78 6 (a) 6 (5) 5 3  a i+ 6a *+c 5 3  a *+«a *+c
z=l t=l
oo oo
+16<T8<S(a)£(c) 53 a *+aai+6 53 a i+ba i+c  
*=1 i=l
oo oo
+16<T8<fy,) 6{c) 53  Gi+aGi+c 53  ^ t+a^t+b- 
i= 1 *=1
C U 7 T l4 (< (_ i _oo), < ( _ 1  ,-oo)> 2 w 6 ,( - l - o o )^ 6 ,(o - l ,0 ) i  2 w C|( - i |-o o )w c ,(o -l,0 ))  
a oo oo
=  16<78 5 3  a t+6—a a i+ c —a(£(a)fy>) 5 3  a »+o«i+c +  fya)^(c) 5 3  a i+ a a *+b)'
*=1 i= l  *=1
CUm4 ( < ( _ 1|_ 00), 2w6|(_ if_oo)W6,(5_i|fl)1 2 w c, ( - l , - o o ) W Ci(b -l ,a ))
b—a oo oo
=  16<78 ( 5 3  <Xi<Xi+c-b)(8{a)${b) 5 3  a *+«a *+c +  <*(a)<*(c) X )  a *+aa*+b)-
*=1 t= l i=l
C'U77l4 ('l^o,(_ l,-oo)’ 2 ^ ;o>(o -l,0 )  j  2 w b ,(- l ,-o o )^ b l(o -l,0 ) i 2 Pu* c ,(-l,-o o ))
=  16p2a 6<J(6_ a)(<5(6)<5(c)).
CW7714 (‘U?q^ _ jj_ 0Oj , 2pti7o^o_ i >0)j 2p70&>( _ i )_ oo), 2wJc>(a_ i >o )^ + c ,(—1,—oo)) 
a
=  16/02(76<fy,)<*(c) ^   ^ai«x+c-a- 
*=1
cwm4(t£70 (_1 _oo), 2/tu;0j(_ i)_ 00), ^ .( - i .-o o ) ’ 2 ( - 1, - 00)
00 00
=  16p2o-6 ((5(0)(5(6) 53 a *+ba*+c +  <S(b)£(c) 53 a *+oa i+b)-
*= 1 *=1
Ctl77l4 (^o ,(0—1,—00) ’ 2Pu,a ,(-l,-o o )>  2P ^ b ,(- l,-o o )  j w c , ( - l , - 00))
00 00
=  16p2a 6 (<5(a)<5(c) 5 3  a b+ia c+i +  <?(b)<?(c) 5 3  Q!a+*Q!c+*)-
t= l i - l
cutti^ {wq (_ i>_ 00), 2pu7a^_ij_ 0O), 2‘Ufy}(a_|_ijo)^b,(—1,—00)j 2p‘i^c,(a+i,o)) 
a
=  16p2<76(5(a) <5(6) 5 3  « t+ b -a « * + c -a -
x=l
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c w m 4 ( ^ o >( _ 1  _ o o ) , 2 p u ; 0 > ( _ i - o o ) , 2 p w 7 6 f ( o + i | 0 ) ,  2 w C j ( o + i > 0 ) ^ c > ( - i - o o ) }
a
=  16/02<76<S(o)<5(c) 53 a j + 6_a a»+c-o- 
*=i
«im4 (wo,(o-i ,-oo)» 2P™a,(-i, —oo)? 2 ^ 6-l,a)n,(-l,-oo))2m ,( 6-l,a)) 
6—a
=  1 6 p 20-65(Q)<5(6) 5 3  a *a *+ c-6- 
»=1
CU7714(Wo,(-1,-00)) 2^ 0,(-1,-tx))5 2 m ,(6-1,a)) 2wc,(6- 1,a)WC,(-1,-00)) 
6—a
=  16p2<7-6<J(o)<5(c) 53 Q!t«*+c-6-
x = l
C l i m 4  ( ^ ( - 1, - 00)) 2 w , o , ( a + l , 0 ) ^ 0 , ( - I - 00)) 2 p W 6 , ( - I - 00)) 2 p W c , ( a + l , 0 ) )  
a
= 16p2a6<J(a)^ (6) $3 GiBi+c-*'
i= 1
C « m 4 ( ^ >( _ i _ o o ) , 2 « ; o > ( o _ i f0 ) W o , ( - l , - o o ) , ^ 6 , ( a - l , 0 ) ) 2 w , c , ( o - l , 0 ) ^ c , ( - l , - o o ) )  
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Appendix C
The trispectrum: graphs of the 
partitions
Graph of partition (2.34)
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Graph of partition (2.36)
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Graph of partition (2.38)
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Graph of partition (2.42)
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Graph of partition (2.44)
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